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Abstract

Ubiquitous social networking focuses on developing possible advanta-

geous relationships such as friendships, partnerships and business rela-

tions in the physical world, by uncovering hidden connections that peo-

ple share with others nearby. The foundation of these services is based

on disclosure of personal information, which can provoke numerous acci-

dental invasions of privacy. This dissertation contributes by addressing

two problems, related to support of privacy-aware social networking in

ubiquitous computing environments that focus on maximizing potential

networking benefits while preserving users’ privacy. Firstly, it updates

the current privacy guidelines of ubiquitous computing by proposing

four drawbacks to be avoided when designing for privacy in ubiquitous

social networking environments. Secondly, this dissertation identifies

and investigates the determinants that might influence the variation

of human data sensitivity under different circumstances, for ensuring

accuracy of selective disclosure of personal data. By taking into ac-

count the proposed design guidelines and identified influential factors,

this dissertation seeks to provide relevant insights into data disclosure

for contributing to development of privacy-aware social networking in

ubiquitous computing environments.
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Resumè

Ubiquitous social networking fokuserer p̊a at skabe nye, sociale rela-

tioner mellem folk - venskaber, partnerskaber og endda forretnings-

forbindelser - i den fysiske verden ved at afdække de skjulte forbindelser

og fællestræk blandt folk i det fysiske nærmiljø. Grundlaget for s̊adanne

services er videregivelse af personfølsomme oplysninger, hvilket kan re-

sultere i utilsigtet indtrængen i privatlivet. Denne afhandling berører

to problemer ved sikring af persondata i sociale netværk i forbindelse

med ubiquitous computing environments, hvor fokus er maksimal so-

cial networking med minimal risiko for privatlivet. Først og fremmest

opdateres de gældende retningslinjer for ubiquitous computing ved at

præsentere fire problemer, der bør h̊andteres ved design af ubiquitous so-

cial networking med personfølsomme oplysninger. Dernæst identificerer

og undersøger nærværende afhandling de væsentlige faktorer, der kunne

p̊avirke variationen af sensitiviteten af personfølsomme oplysninger un-

der forskellige omstændigheder, til at sikre en høj præcision i selek-

tiv videregivelse af personfølsomme oplysninger. Ved at tage disse op-

daterede retningslinjer og væsentlige faktorer i betragtning søger denne

afhandling at bidrage til udviklingen af social networking med sikring

af personfølsomme data for øje.
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1

Introduction

”The first wave of computing, from 1940 to 1980, was dominated by

many people serving one computer. The second wave, still peaking, has

one person and one computer in uneasy symbiosis, staring at each other

across the desktop without really inhabiting each other’s worlds. The

third wave, just beginning, has many computers serving each person ev-

erywhere in the world”

Marc Weiser

Marc Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous computing was developed more than 20 years

ago and it is still under research. This vision emphasized two key aspects for further

development of computing: computers must be both invisible and calm. Weiser

introduced the notion of invisible computing by arguing that computers should not

be the central focus of users’ attention, but instead users should focus on their

tasks, rather than tools. The second aspect regards ensuring calmness of such
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1. INTRODUCTION

technologies. Weiser discussed that computers should not cause stress or be either

distractive or intrusive, but enhance people’s lives and make their tasks easier. To

better explain these aspects, Weiser referred to eyeglasses as an example of a good

tool that enables users to concentrate on their tasks, such as reading a book and

not on the tool, i.e. eyeglasses, which becomes invisible to them. Further, such

tool as eyeglasses is not intrusive, as users do not feel distracted or slowed down on

achieving their goals when utilizing it [192, 193].

In order to ensure invisible and calm technologies, the latest wave of comput-

ing - referred to as ubicomp - embeds many seamless highly specialized devices,

interconnected between each other, within people’s surroundings. These devices

are aware of their current environments and users and, consequently, they are able

to improve humans’ lives and support their everyday tasks [191]. Numerous ap-

plication areas of ubicomp range from education [34, 52] where academic service

learning can be facilitated [7, 53, 110, 203], to other environments, such as muse-

ums [23, 35, 86], exhibition visits [36, 181] or smart home infrastructures [70, 117].

Moreover, a majority of ubicomp research focused on the healthcare application

domain [47, 162, 174], general entertainment, e.g. gaming [17, 38, 67], shopping

assistance [78], tourism [40, 156, 175] and sport technologies [11, 39, 137, 200].

Among this large variety of ubicomp application areas, enhancing human com-

munication in the physical world has been receiving increasing attention during the

last years. Such relevant interest is a natural consequence of the tremendous suc-

cess of online social networks sites that have quickly improved the communication

between people by enabling their users to stay in touch with friends from the whole

world, share pictures, talk, chat, send messages, look for new acquaintances and

2



new job opportunities [48, 206]. Nowadays there are numerous online social net-

works, which serve users with various interests and goals, e.g. professional, music.

Such variety of possibilities attracted the attention of millions of people, many of

whom have integrated these networks into their daily practice [18]. However, these

online services present serious limitations in regard to the enhancement of social

networking between users in the physical surroundings. As a result, people with

similar interests and professional goals fail to leverage interpersonal affinities with

others if they do not have an established connection in one of the available online

sites [171].

The great popularity of online social networks has inspired ubicomp researchers

and practitioners to investigate possibilities for improving human communication

by enhancing social networking and transferring online social networks benefits to

the physical world [65, 153, 183]. To achieve this goal, it is essential for ubicomp

to embody social intelligence in order to intelligently and naturally support human

communication in the physical world. Social intelligence can be defined as the ability

of the environment to acquire and apply users’ social context in order to foster social

interactions among its inhabitants [61, 166, 180, 184]. This can be considered as an

evolution of ubicomp, where a social dimension has been introduced to respond to

the social nature of the users and increase awareness, knowledge and intelligence of

these environments.

This extension of ubicomp can be defined as ubiquitous social computing and

the networking services established in such environments as Ubiquitous Social Net-

working (USN). The term ”networking” is preferred instead of ”network”, as in

the case of online social network sites, because this dissertation follows Boyd and

3



1. INTRODUCTION

Ellison’s [18] views about the nature of networking. The authors claimed that

networking emphasizes relationship initiation, often between strangers. While net-

working is possible in online social networks, it is not their primary goal. In fact,

these online sites target at supporting communication within users’ existing social

networks. On the contrary, the main target of USN is networking, as it focuses on

developing possible advantageous relationships such as friendships, partnerships and

business relations by uncovering hidden connections that people share with others

nearby. Particularly, USN facilitates initialization of face-to-face interactions be-

tween strangers with similar interests, i.e. people who do not know each other, but

probably should. As a result, the value of social networking is significantly enhanced

and benefits are available immediately upon demand [65, 171]. Potential appli-

cation areas of USN are numerous and they range from professional, where these

services might lead to new opportunities such as connecting employers with poten-

tial employees, to big events, such as conferences, company events and exhibitions

that usually comprise large amounts of participants who potentially share similar

professional or social interests [65, 168].

In order to better explain the concept of USN services, a scenario is presented

in Figure 1.1. A user named Bob, who is marked in blue, is located in a public

place, such as a canteen of an ordinary work place. Bob is surrounded by people

whom he knows, marked in green, and people who are strangers to him, marked in

white. Even if Bob does not interact with all people in the canteen, his ubiquitous

devices do that for him by exchanging personal information with other people in his

proximity, as shown in Figure 1.2-A. Due to automatic exchange of users’ personal

information, this process does not interfere with the current users’ activities, and

4



A

A BFigure 1.1: Ubiquitous social networking example scenario

it allows USN to develop an understanding about who the people nearby are, as

well as their respective preferences. As shown in Figure 1.2-B, these services are

capable of identifying users with similar interests, and thus highlighting relevant

A

A B

Figure 1.2: Automated personal information exchange and user profile matching in
ubiquitous social networking
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1. INTRODUCTION

social paths between users that would remain hidden otherwise. When USN services

find profile similarities between Bob and other users, who are highlighted in yellow

in Figure 1.2-B, users are notified about each others’ presence and, therefore, have

the opportunity to immediately initiate a face-to-face communication.

To translate the USN vision into reality, there is an indisputable need for social

sensors, as sensing and inferring of the relevant environmental and social informa-

tion of the users are crucial for reaching the primary goal to foster social interac-

tions. Sensor networks have been deployed in ubicomp environments for obtaining

context information. However, these sensors cannot be considered optimal due to

their limited resources, such as restricted energy, networking and storage capabil-

ities and they are also incapable of gathering users’ social information, such as

users’ preferences [93, 129]. To overcome these limitations, latest research identifies

smartphones as potential social sensors [64]. These devices are already equipped

with GPS, accelerometer and other sensing components, enabling acquisition of en-

vironmental context information [21, 143]. They are also ideally suited to provide

an insight into social behavior patterns, because they can be seen as wearable and

inconspicuous sensors, constantly carrying users’ personal information [21]. Finally,

smartphones are also considered to be gateways to social networks, which are sig-

nificant sources of users’ personal information such as interests, preferences and list

of friends [21, 64].

The vast amount of relevant context information, acquired by such social sensors,

enables more personalized USN services, where inhabitants of USN environments

are the primary targets of sensing. These services can be considered to be based on

people-centric sensing approaches, because they focus mainly on social components,

6



such as user preferences, identities and relationships between the users, rather than

just machines and devices [32, 33, 73]. This collection and further dissemination

of users’ personal information provides a crucial foundation for USN services to

better empower people in their social conduct and enhance their sense of social

connectedness, which in turn will play an important role in their physical and

cognitive well-being [43, 164, 173].

On the other hand, collection and processing of users’ personal information

might lead to numerous potential invasions of users’ privacy, which can be both ac-

cidental and intentional. For instance, the former might regard employers receiving

employees’ sensitive personal information that they did not even ask for, but sud-

denly found it on their ”desks” [120]. Further, intentional intrusions could include

violations of privacy by curious marketers or overprotective parents. Others might

also use the collected information for stalking, bullying, intentional damage of repu-

tation or even breach of civil rights by major corporations or governments [98]. Due

to these numerous risks, potential users and researchers have already raised serious

worries about the adoption of ubiquitous technologies and expressed need for better

protection of users’ privacy [2, 9, 89, 109, 194]. If not addressed responsibly, these

concerns might discourage people from disclosing their personal information and

thus threaten the further development of ubiquitous social computing technologies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Privacy in ubiquitous computing

Even when ubicomp was just a vision, privacy threats were already considered as

the greatest barriers to its long-term success [191]. As earlier mentioned, sensors

are nowadays capable of acquiring not only environmental data, but also obtain-

ing users’ personal information. The technological development is moving towards

people-centric era, where humans are the main focus of sensing. In people-centric

sensing, users are parts of mobile sensor networks, where mobile devices are concep-

tually tied to individuals. Smartphones, always carried by the users, are capable of

acquiring not only environmental data, but obtaining users’ personal information

as well, thanks to their sensing components. Therefore, these devices are consid-

ered to be the key elements for the development of ubiquitous social computing,

because they are ideally suited to provide insight into social behaviour patterns

[139]. However, the introduction of these social sensors in ubicomp leads to new

crucial challenges for ensuring users’ privacy, which include safe collecting, storing,

processing and dissemination of users’ personal information [106].

When addressing privacy in ubicomp, the majority of previous studies were in-

spired by Brandeis, who defined privacy as ”The right to be let alone” and argued

that individuals should always be able to protect their confidential data from un-

desired visibility [19]. These studies aimed at ensuring secrecy of users’ personal

information by applying for instance cryptography techniques, such as [16, 77, 112].

Other research works, instead, suggested to secure users’ personal information by in-

troducing different anonymity strategies - e.g. [14, 92, 133, 140] - that enabled users

to be unidentifiable within a set of subjects, due to removal of connections between
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1.1 Privacy in ubiquitous computing

the data owner and information [120]. Such solutions, which applied anonymity

techniques, were inspired by the legal definition of privacy, interpreted by Smith as

”A condition of limited access to identifiable information about individuals” [177].

The privacy definitions, provided by Brandeis and Smith, as well as the in-

troduced solutions, i.e. cryptography and anonymity, refer to the first aspect

within the field of privacy in ubicomp, i.e. the concept of data protection as re-

viewed by Iachello and Hong [100]. This concept, also known as informational

self-determination, specifically regards the protection of users’ confidential personal

information from unwanted publicity. It is typically related to the management of

identifiable personal information by third party entities and consists of rules that

regulate how, when and for what reasons data can be collected, processed and dis-

seminated [196, 197]. Data protection closely intertwines privacy with security, as

it deals with many aspects commonly discussed in security research works, such as

defending users’ personal information from being revealed to, or modified by, an

unauthorized entity or individual [179].

In order to control such personal information management, the fair informa-

tion practices were created to guide data protection polices worldwide [100, 120].

The fair information practices are one of the earliest guidelines that indisputably

influenced all subsequent data protection legislations, by including notions, such

as collection and use limitation, openness and transparency, individual participa-

tion, accountability and reasonable security. Later on, these guidelines were also

adapted to ubicomp by Langheinrich [120], who identified several main areas of

innovation and system design for data protection in such environments: notifying

the user appropriately; taking into account user’s choice and seeking for consent;
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enforcing limitation of scope within the concepts of proximity and locality; enabling

anonymity and pseudonymity when necessary; providing adequate security and ap-

propriate data access.

The protection of data against various intentional threats, such as access by

unauthorized users, represents only a part of the issues arising within the field of

privacy in ubicomp. There are many other situations when users want to disclose

their personal information to other people, in order to gain benefits in exchange to

their information sharing [98, 168]. For instance, many people decide to disclose

their identifiable personal information, commonly considered as sensitive (e.g. full

name, home address, phone number), in exchange to shopping loyalty cards. They

consider that sharing this personal information is an acceptable trade-off between

their privacy and benefits, e.g. receiving discounts on items bought outweigh po-

tential privacy risks [2]. Furthermore, users might choose to share their current

GPS positions in order to better coordinate arrivals to an event or to intentionally

reveal presence to co-workers or friends [98]. Finally, other examples regard USN,

where users decide to disclose their personal information, such as favourite music

and movies or career abilities and expectations, to others for receiving new potential

professional and personal networking benefits in exchange to their data disclosure

[168].

The illustrated cases introduce the second aspect of privacy in ubicomp, as

reviewed by Iachello and Hong [100], which emphasizes that the main challenge

for privacy management systems of ubicomp is shifting from hiding personal data

to ensuring successful management of disclosure of users’ personal information.

This leads to Westin’s interpretation of privacy: ”The right to select what personal
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1.1 Privacy in ubiquitous computing

information about me is known to what people” [196]. Hong [98] supported Westin’s

interpretation of privacy by introducing the concept of personal privacy that focuses

on empowering the users to share the right information, with the right people under

the right circumstances. Specifically, the author defined personal privacy as follows:

”The processes by which people selectively share personal information, such as email

address, career skills and abilities, to organizations and to other people”.

In contrast to data protection, personal privacy cannot be seen as a static notion

where users set rules and enforce them, but rather it should be considered as a dy-

namic process representing continuous negotiation and management of the bound-

aries that shape personal data disclosure [4, 5, 100, 149]. Westin [196] discussed

how people continuously encounter internal conflicts in finding optimal trade-offs

between the desire for privacy and the one for disclosure and consequent commu-

nication. Moreover, Darrah et al [55] noticed that people tend to utilize different

strategies for providing as little personal information to others as possible, while

simultaneously seeking to maximize their communication opportunities. Goffman

[79, 80] also provided insights into the management of disclosure of personal infor-

mation by observing that people present different personalities (or personas) under

different circumstances. For example, an individual might project a professional

personality to colleagues at work, while being more informal with others in social

environments. These observations are also supported by several investigations on

preferences of personal data disclosure under different circumstances in ubiquitous

social computing environments [45, 57, 108, 123, 148, 170, 199]. The results of these

investigations proved that people’s data disclosure to others is highly situational, as

individuals preferred sharing different sets of personal information under different
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circumstances.

In conclusion, it must be noted that when reviewing the two introduced aspects

of privacy in the field of ubicomp, Iachello and Hong [100] highlighted that data

protection and personal privacy present relevant differences, which would directly

affect the design of ubicomp applications. The authors discussed that managing

users’ data privacy according to data protection guidelines would lead to setting

rigid rules and policies to prevent potential malicious attacks. For applications that

focus on leveraging interpersonal affinities in physical environments, rules that reg-

ulate users’ data disclosure under different circumstances are not straightforward

and they cannot be algorithmically modeled using rigid privacy policies. Instead,

the authors suggested that the design of these environments should enable a con-

stant and arbitrary selection of disclosed data for allowing users to easily present a

desired image of themselves under different situations.

This dissertation agrees with the position of Iachello and Hong [100], who do not

consider data protection and personal privacy as adversary concepts. In the case of

USN technology, both concepts are crucial for ensuring its long-term success. For

example, a USN application should include data protection solutions for securing

safe collection and dissemination of users’ personal information. As well, it needs

solutions regarding personal privacy for helping users to accurately select the right

information to be disclosed to the right person under the right circumstances.

Even if data protection is a complex problem worth investigating for the USN

technology, it will not be further discussed in this dissertation. This research as-

sumes a non-malicious infrastructure and targets at preventing accidental data dis-

closure, where personal information is unintentionally revealed, with or without
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previous inquiry. Thus, the focus has been given on the management of personal

privacy, which requires constant and arbitrary negotiation about data sharing pref-

erences in USN environments.

1.2 Problem formulation

The key problem, addressed in this dissertation, is the difficulty of promoting

privacy-aware social networking in ubicomp environments that focus on maximiz-

ing potential networking benefits while minimizing users’ privacy concerns. To

contribute to solving this problem, this research focuses on design, architecture,

implementation and evaluation of USN concept and related services aiming at ef-

fortless disclosure of relevant, but not sensitive, users’ personal information accord-

ing to the different circumstances. Therefore, the main research question, posed to

this dissertation, is the following:

Q: How can personal privacy be managed in ubiquitous social networking environ-

ments?

The management of personal privacy in USN should be researched in two dif-

ferent directions, as the selection of users’ personal information to be disclosed in

such environments occurs in two different situations. The first situation is related to

the selection of the overall users’ personal information to be available for the USN

services. For example, when people sign up to any online social networks sites, they

have to fulfil a user profile. Such kind of data disclosure decisions are principally

made before actual use of the systems and would be highly influenced by designing
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services that would increase users’ comfort with sharing of their personal informa-

tion [12, 100, 120, 122]. Therefore, the first direction related to the management of

personal privacy in USN environments leads to the following subquestion:

Q1: How can ubiquitous social networking be designed to increase users’ comfort

with sharing of their personal information for effortlessly maximizing potential

networking benefits while preserving users’ personal privacy?

The second situation regards the selection of personal data that should be dis-

closed to others under different circumstances. For example, after registering to

an online social networks site, users have usually the possibility to customise their

data disclosure decisions, based on different categories of inquirers, e.g. co-workers,

friends and strangers. However, such kind of data disclosure decisions in USN are

not influenced by only the identity of the inquirer, but they are also impacted

by the current circumstances of the users’ encounters, especially when taking into

consideration the specific focus on supporting social interactions between strangers

[45, 170]. In fact, meeting a stranger at work would probably lead to different

data disclosure decisions than encountering the same person at friday night in a

bar in the center of the city [64]. Thus, the complexity of evaluating which kind of

users’ personal data that should be disclosed to others is significantly increased. In

these situations, personal privacy cannot be managed with predefined preferences

often applied in online social networks, such as private, work or public, but it re-

quires a more fine grained selection of personal data. This dissertation addresses

the necessity to gain an extensive comprehension of the variation of human data

sensitivity that affects information disclosure under different circumstances in USN
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environments [170]. It suggests managing personal privacy as individuals do in

ordinary human interactions, where they intuitively evaluate various determinants

and unconsciously choose what personal information to disclose during face-to-face

interactions [26, 122]. Therefore, the second direction related to the management

of personal privacy in USN environments leads to the following subquestion:

Q2: Which are the influential factors that would affect the variation of human

data sensitivity and consequent data disclosure decisions in ubiquitous social

networking during users’ encounters?

The following sections present the research background, related to the intro-

duced research questions.

1.2.1 Designing for personal privacy in ubiquitous computing

As earlier introduced, users are nowadays more willing to accept potential privacy

threats if the advantages for sharing their personal information are perceived to be

higher than potential privacy risks [119, 160]. However, one of the major concerns

highlighted by Bellotti and Sellen [12] in regard to technologically sophisticated

environments, such as ubicomp, is that these technologies do not provide adequate

support for avoiding violation of privacy and considerably disempower users’ control

over the management of their personal information. Thus, the authors suggested

that privacy should be a central design issue in its own right.

Bellotti and Sellen [12] emphasized that design of ubicomp should address dis-

embodiment and dissociation privacy threats. The former regards the danger that

users would not be able to present themselves to others as they do in face-to-face
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interactions. Dissociation refers to the threat that the results of actions are possible

to be seen, while the actions themselves are invisible. In order to avoid such privacy

threats, the authors proposed that the design of ubicomp should comprise control

and feedback principles. The control principle should allow users to decide what

to disclose and whom to disclose, while ensuring subsequent feedback about data

disclosure decisions should provide opportunities for users to be aware of when and

what data is being shared and who can access it.

Palen and Dourish [149] provided more theoretical insights into the disembod-

iment privacy risk. The authors were inspired by the work of Altman [4, 5], who

describes privacy as a dynamic process, representing continuous negotiation and

management of the boundaries that shape data disclosure. Palen and Dourish iden-

tified three dynamic boundaries for negotiation of users’ personal data disclosure.

Firstly, the privacy and publicity boundary separates personal information into the

disclosed and retained data sets. Then, the identity boundary defines the role, rep-

resented by the user based on the time, place and situation contexts. Finally, the

temporal boundary regards the past, present and expected future of the users. The

authors concluded that data disclosure decisions are taken by continuously negoti-

ating the internal conflicts between the elements of the three identified boundaries.

Jiang et al [104] attempted to refine the work of Bellotti and Sellen in rela-

tion to the dissociation privacy risk. The authors suggested to encourage minimum

information asymmetry between the parties (i.e. data owner, data collector and

data user), by either decreasing the flow of information from data owners to data

collectors and users or otherwise increasing the flow of information back to the data

owner. As well, Langheinrich [120] suggested that, among other principles, notice
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and explicit consent should be included into the design of ubicomp environments.

The former refers to the right for end users to be notified when other entities collect

or disseminate personal information, while the latter empowers people to provide

explicit consent on a case-by-case basis. These principles constitute recommen-

dations that privacy models would demand the attention of the individuals under

circumstances that would threaten their privacy.

In addition to general principles, Lederer et al [122] suggested specific guidelines

for ubiquitous social computing environments. The authors argued that users must

be empowered to take informed data disclosure decisions, by proposing to address

the socio-technical gap, introduced by Ackerman [1]. The socio-technical gap refers

to the division between “what we know we must support socially and what we can

support technically”. Lederer et al discussed that in case an intermediary point of

the socio-technical gap is not found, the user would be either overwhelmed or dis-

empowered, which would both result in uninformed and impulsive data disclosure

choices. To find this balance, the authors attempted to reconcile Palen and Dour-

ish’s theoretical insights [149] with Bellotti and Sellen’s [12] technical solutions. As

well, Lederer et al took into account the Fair Information Practices, outlined by

Langheinrich [120] and attempted to encourage minimal information asymmetry

between the parties, as suggested by Jiang et al [104]. These privacy guidelines

firstly focus on enabling users to understand the actual and potential impact of

their data disclosure, by informing who is the recipient and what information is

disclosed, as well as about the privacy implications of their data disclosure, e.g.

how the information is shared, the presence of third party observers, etc. Moreover,

these guidelines also aimed at allowing users to perform natural social actions by (i)
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managing users’ personal privacy as a natural consequence of their normal engage-

ment with the environments, (ii) providing a binary choice for halting and resuming

data disclosure and (iii) giving the opportunity for users to transfer established so-

cial practice, such as ambiguous information and plausible deniability, to ubicomp.

The disclosure of ambiguous information would empower users to provide imprecise

data about themselves, while the plausible deniability refers to the possibility for

users to deny data disclosure, without revealing whether it was intentional or not.

These design guidelines, proposed by Lederer et al [122], indisputably comprise

aspects that are crucial for ubicomp environments that support social interactions

between their inhabitants. However, other important design factors can be iden-

tified when taking into account the particular focus on promoting privacy-aware

social networking among inhabitants of ubicomp. For instance, as suggested by

Lederer et al, this dissertation acknowledges the importance of informing users

about future potential implications of their data disclosure, e.g. informing them

whether their data is as well shared with third parties. On the other hand, it

also seeks the necessity to prevent such implications, because a set of data that

is not considered sensitive today might create major user’s privacy worries in the

future [6, 84, 91, 130, 168]. Further, this dissertation recognizes the importance

of taking into account that many users might be displeased when too much users’

intervention and attention is required. For example, as suggested by Langheinrich

[120], rigid rules for ensuring choice and notice might not be possible for efficient

and reliable implementations of ubicomp environments. They would probably re-

sult in too many interactions between the users and systems for either approving

users’ data disclosure decisions or informing when the collection and dissemination
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of their personal information occur. While these principles are crucial for ensuring

better management of users’ personal privacy, they must as well be designed to em-

brace Weiser’s vision of calm technology [191, 193]. Lastly, the reviewed guidelines

do not balance privacy concerns with potential networking benefits, as the human

data sensitivity variation depending on different circumstances of users’ encounters

is not taken into consideration for data disclosure decisions. For instance, if the

users decided to share detailed profiles for maximizing potential networking bene-

fits, it could result in disclosure of personal information, which is sensitive under

certain circumstances. Contrarily, if the users provided only a limited profile in

order to avoid including personal information, which is too sensitive to be disclosed

under some circumstances, it could result in loss of potential networking benefits in

other situations where such personal information is not considered to be sensitive

anymore.

For the reasons presented above, this dissertation addresses the necessity to en-

hance the current design guidelines, by additionally suggesting others to be taken

into consideration when designing for personal privacy in USN environments. These

guidelines should aim at addressing potential users’ concerns arising as a result of

their participation in USN environments by creating more functional and privacy-

oriented services, where users would feel more comfortable with sharing their per-

sonal information for gaining networking benefits in exchange.

1.2.2 The variation of human data sensitivity

A clear understanding of the degree of sensitivity of users’ personal information

would provide a significant input for designing systems, which manage personal
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privacy in ubicomp environments focusing on promoting privacy-aware social net-

working. However, attitudes towards data disclosure decisions vary across different

people and situations with diverse levels of trust and needs [90, 100]. Some types of

information are perceived to be more sensitive than others, e.g. personal interests

data is generally less sensitive than contact information [2]. Furthermore, different

information within the same data type was also found to have varying sensitivity

levels, e.g. phone number was discovered to be more sensitive than personal email

address [49]. Finally, even the sensitivity of the same personal information was

as well observed to vary under different circumstances [45, 123, 169, 170]. These

studies highlight that disclosure of personal information in ubicomp environments

cannot be seen as a static notion. Instead, different situations have different privacy

implications and the consequent data disclosure decisions rely on the individuals’

acceptance of actual risks, presented at the moment of the disclosure [170].

Inspired by the work of Goffman [79, 80], who highlighted the needs for users

to project different personas under different circumstances, Lederer et al [122] at-

tempted to incorporate such research into practical solutions. The authors designed

and evaluated privacy management systems that rely on either predefined sharing

preferences or ad hoc privacy control. The predefined sharing preferences approach

attempts to predict all the potential circumstances and associated data sharing de-

cisions a priori the actual data disclosure. On the contrary, the ad hoc privacy

control solutions support data disclosure decisions in situ, i.e. at the moment of

actual disclosure.

Firstly, Lederer et al proposed a predefined sharing preference model, called

Faces [124]. Similarly to other solutions [42, 103, 111, 144], Faces users are asked to
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indicate ”who” can access ”what” and ”when”, a priori any data disclosure. Thus,

users set their privacy rules through a desktop application. These rules support four

predefined levels of privacy protection, ranging from “undisclosed” that defines ab-

solute confidentiality, to “precise” that allows openness of entire user’s personal

information. When the users meet one of the predefined circumstances, the Faces

repository, where all the predefined preferences are stored, is queried and it dis-

closes the corresponding users’ predefined sharing preferences. Additionally, in case

of unknown inquirers or situations, a default data disclosure decision is provided.

After testing the Faces privacy model, the authors concluded that privacy models

should avoid prediction of all the potential situations and associated data sharing

decisions a priori the actual data disclosure, as they observed that users encountered

situations where data disclosure decisions were not accurately predictable. In such

cases, the authors emphasized that rules indicated by predefined data disclosure

decisions would probably lead to invasion of privacy, because they would not meet

the actual users’ sharing preferences.

Lederer et al [122] subsequently argued that ubicomp privacy management sys-

tems should be designed to facilitate the dynamic and intuitive aspects of privacy

and thus allow users to adjust their decisions while meeting the actual circum-

stances. The authors upgraded the Faces model into the ad hoc privacy control,

called Precision Dial. In comparison to Faces, Precision Dial removed the precon-

figured privacy preferences and added a quick manual selection of one of the four

privacy protection levels, introduced in the Faces privacy model. In Precision Dial,

while encountering different circumstances, the user has the opportunity to manu-

ally adjust his privacy settings when needed, similarly to the practice of adjusting
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ringer volume of mobile devices [122].

Bünning and Cap [27] agreed with the vision of Lederer et al [122] and as well

suggested that privacy management systems should be designed to closely reflect

on people’s natural privacy handling by enabling ad hoc data disclosure decisions.

However, the authors highlighted that, if not well designed, ad hoc privacy control

models might present crucial disadvantages, as they might require too much users’

attention and intervention. For example, despite achieving the goal of allowing

users to take ad hoc data disclosure decisions, the Precision Dial privacy model

demands a considerable amount of users’ attention and intervention, because users

are continuously required to adjust their data disclosure settings. Moreover, if

the user forgot to update the current privacy protection level when encountering

different circumstances, it might result in unintentional data disclosure decisions and

consequent invasion of personal privacy or loss of potential networking possibilities.

The former would occur in case users had previously selected a more open privacy

protection level than the desired one, while the latter would happen, if they had

chosen a more confidential privacy protection level than the preferred one.

To address these limitations, Bünning [26] suggested a privacy model, called

Disclosure Decision Model (DDM) that focuses on relieving the users from frequent

data disclosure decisions. Specifically, DDM can be considered as an agent that

manages information disclosure on behalf of the user by relying on previous data

disclosure decisions. In DDM, users’ attention and intervention is only expected

in case of user’s disagreement with the automated data disclosure decisions. The

disagreement between the user and the DDM model about data disclosure decisions

can be considered as the main challenge of such privacy control mechanisms. This
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dissertation seeks the necessity to investigate solutions for reducing such interaction

at minimum. As earlier introduced, it suggests analysing the variation of human

data sensitivity under different circumstances, with the target of identifying and

analysing the influential factors that would impact data disclosure decisions, during

users’ encounters in USN environments.

In previous studies, Lederer et al [125] identified three different levels of abstrac-

tions for determining data disclosure decisions in ubicomp: inquirer, situation and

accuracy preferences. The inquirer is considered to be the individual that the user is

interacting with and the situation is defined according to the circumstances at that

time. The authors claimed that the accuracy of information disclosed is influenced

by the identity of the inquirer and the situation at the time of the inquiry. In [123],

Lederer et al provided more insights into these factors and determined the identity

of the inquirer to be the most important factor, influencing the users’ data disclosure

decisions, followed by the situation as parameter of secondary significance. How-

ever, despite the current trend to indicate the identity of the inquirer as the most

crucial determinant for data disclosure in ubicomp, e.g. [57, 108, 148, 199], Con-

solvo et al [45] also discovered other factors, such as purpose of disclosure, current

activity and mood, which impact disclosure of personal information in ubiquitous

social computing environments. Following these results, as well as due to focus

on USN and consequent disclosure of personal information to strangers, this dis-

sertation advances the attention to the current circumstances at the moment of

data disclosure (e.g. current activity and location) as well as other information,

which the user has in common with the inquirer, such as similar movie and sport

preferences or mutual friends.
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1.3 Research design and approach

This dissertation researches a complex situation in a real world setting, i.e. pro-

moting privacy-aware social networking in ubicomp environments. Thus, it applied

a methodology that aimed at improving management of users’ data disclosure to

maximize potential networking benefits, while minimizing users’ privacy concerns.

This methodology comprised iterative analysis, design, development and implemen-

tation, leading to contextually-sensitive results [190].

As the intrinsic nature of the research problem is embedded in the real world, the

research design took a pragmatic stance focusing on developing theories and designs

in a parallel manner through the research process, in order to best link theory to

practice [22, 60, 190]. USN can be considered as a new emerging technology - at

the beginning of my PhD studies, only little research had been carried out and to

the best of my knowledge, only one application was commercialized, i.e. Aka-Aki1.

These considerations were confirmed by the results of one of my investigations [166],

carried out in 2009 with students of the Aalborg University, who were experienced

with mobile services and with at least one of the available online social networks

sites. At that time, 90% of the students did not know about the existence of similar

services and 75% of them found USN to be innovative idea and were looking forward

for these services to become widespread on mobile devices.

For phenomenological study characterized by lack of previous research, such

as USN, Creswell [50] provided methodological recommendations emphasizing the

need to identify the essence of human experiences about the phenomenon observed

1http://www.aka-aki.com
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during empirical research. Riemen’s work [161] agreed with Creswell’s suggestions

and as well proposed to investigate the research problem with studies that closely

simulated the experience of the users, rather than on hypothetical basis. This disser-

tation applied the methodological recommendations for phenomenological research

of Creswell and Riemen and thus targeted at studying this phenomenon based on

perceptions of participants observed during empirical investigations. This approach

naturally comprised complexities, dynamics and limitations of authentic practices,

including many expected and unexpected variables.

To cope with such research problem, this research followed an integrative design

as a wide range of techniques were adopted to probe personal privacy dynamics

[100]. Mixed methods comprising both quantitative and qualitative forms were uti-

lized, depending on the needs of the research, in order to gain a broad understanding

of the research problem and ensure greater overall objectivity, validity and appli-

cability of results [50, 51]. For answering the research question Q1, as suggested in

[50, 142], qualitative research was used to better understand the USN phenomenon

and identify the variables for designing privacy-aware USN that would allow users

to feel more comfortable with sharing of their personal data.

In relation to the research question Q2, this study acknowledged that previous

works already provided relevant insights into the factors for the variation of human

data sensitivity, related to users’ participation in ubiquitous social computing envi-

ronments. However, this dissertation identified the need for further investigation of

these factors with particular focus on USN services. In this case, quantitative and

qualitative investigations were required to both increase generalizability of the find-

ings as well as develop a detailed view of meaning of a phenomenon for individuals
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[50].

The studies, included in this dissertation, were cross-sectional and thus aimed at

investigating users’ perceptions and behaviors in regard to data sharing preferences

in USN at one specific point in time. Notably, this dissertation acknowledges that

a prospective longitudinal approach might as well provide valuable insights into the

researched phenomenon, as privacy expectations and perceptions in relation of per-

sonal data disclosure decisions might change over time, due to increased familiarity

with a particular technology. However, this research did not focus on the temporal

tendencies of users’ perceptions and behaviors, but instead it targeted at accurate

assessment of current privacy perceptions for the acceptance of the emerging USN

technology [54].

The research design applied in this dissertation was not only integrative, because

it comprised different study methods, but it was also flexible and iterative. In

fact, it provided great flexibility for progressively refining theories and practices

throughout iterative revisions of analysis, design, evaluation and redesign [44, 190].

At beginning of this research, the initial research plan was not detailed to account

for managing personal privacy in USN environments and when necessary changes

were introduced and implemented in the upcoming investigations of this study. All

the empirical studies were firstly designed according to the analysis of the available

literature, however outcomes from previously conducted investigations leaded to

new expectations that become the main target during the next cycle of analysis.

The obtained outcomes of the different empirical studies were specifically related

to the research settings where the investigations were carried out. However, this

research not only provided findings for contributing to the problem of enabling
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privacy-aware USN, but it also aimed at describing in details the problem setting

for (i) helping to better interpret the findings as well as (ii) guiding further research

for both evolving relevant theory and generating new findings [190]. Finally, when

possible, results of this dissertation were validated in more that one context for

enabling increased generalizability [60].

The following sections provide more insights into the selection of the partici-

pants, research process as well as quantitative and qualitative methodologies, ap-

plied in this dissertation.

1.3.1 The selection of participants

The method for selecting the participants of the empirical investigations followed

the suggestions of Von Hippel [97], in relation to evaluation of new emerging tech-

nologies, e.g. USN. The author recommended to contact and interview the most

advanced users in the field of interest. The reason for recruiting this type of users,

called lead users, is motivated due to their interests and predisposition to innovative

product ideas, as they are capable of facing needs long time before others encounter

them, and have already found solutions to address potential concerns. In [115],

Kujala and Kauppinen supported the findings of Von Hippel by suggesting the re-

cruitment of lead users specifically intended for field studies, as they discovered that

one lead user provided as much information and ideas as five ordinary users did.

In order to identify lead users, previous studies recommended to take into

consideration participants who (i) perceive certain demands earlier than others

and (ii) expecting high benefits from a new emerging technology to their needs

[76, 96, 132, 187]. For these reasons, the selection of participants for the empirical
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investigations of this research was limited to Facebook2 users. It was determined

this category to be lead users of the emerging USN technology, because they were

expected to perceive potential networking benefits in exchange for their information

disclosure better than ordinary users, even if the perception towards the networking

services might vary between virtual and physical worlds. Further, Facebook users

have already encountered relevant privacy concerns in relation to their data disclo-

sure in such online services and found strategies to balance their privacy concerns

with potential networking benefits.

The participants were asked to provide information about their demographic

characteristics and to indicate their privacy preferences on visibility of their own

personal data (e.g. user profile, pictures, posts) in the Facebook online social net-

works site. Based on these answers, it was possible to observe patterns among data

disclosure attitudes and divide the participants into three privacy clusters, following

the Westin/Harris privacy segmentation model [198]: fundamentalists, pragmatists

and unconcerned. The fundamentalists were considered to be extremely concerned

about sharing of their personal information with any other user. Pragmatists were

also carrying about loss of privacy due to disclosure of their personal information,

however they often had specific concerns and particular strategies for addressing

them. Finally, unconcerned participants were very open to share their personal

data, as they believe that their privacy was not jeopardized.

During the last quantitative investigation of this research, it was identified the

17.8% of Facebook users to be fundamentalists, the 64.4% of them to be pragmatists

and 17.8% privacy unconcerned. Afterwards, during the recruitment of the partic-

2www.facebook.com
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ipants of the qualitative investigations, this work aimed at achieving stratification

between participants’ privacy clusters to ensure that specific characteristics of indi-

viduals are represented in the sample in accordance to the proportion in the entire

population [75]. The target was to obtain similar proportions of participants’ pri-

vacy clusters in reference to the last quantitative investigation of this study, where a

random sample was selected. Finally, in all the qualitative studies of this research,

the selection of participants was specifically restricted to the ones, who presented

high interest on this new emerging technology, e.g. they claimed to be potential

users of USN services.

The number of participants for the qualitative investigations was difficult to

be defined, because the larger sample is always considered to be the better, but

many research projects, as the one documented in this dissertation, have a re-

stricted amount of available resources [115]. This research followed the suggestions

of previous studies that recommended a number between 6 and 20 participants in

order to collect significant useful information about the product development of new

emerging technologies [15, 85, 116]. Finally, due to anonymity of the responses and

different timeframes between the quantitative investigations and the other studies

of this research, it cannot be ensured that the participants of the qualitative inves-

tigations were as a subset of the quantitative analysis. However, a slightly overlap

might be expected.

1.3.2 Research process

As shown in Figure 1.3, the research design was composed of three different phases.

The first phase comprised a literature review that provided the research background
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L iterature review        Ubiquitous Social Networking Challenges

Phase A

Phase B Phase C

1. Interviews          Perceived Usefulness 
    and privacy needs  

 2. Interviews            Design guidelines

1. Surveys        Influential Factors

2. M ixed methods        Influential Factors

Perceived usefulness
and privacy needs

Figure 1.3: Research process

as well as the inputs to the other two phases, which were carried out at the same

time. Phase 2 and Phase 3 were composed of empirical studies to investigate the

research questions, introduced in Section 1.2. Details about the three different

phases related to this research project are described in the following.

Phase 1 Initially, the available literature, related to the actual research problem,

was identified and reviewed in order to gain insights into the status quo of USN. The

literature review identified three different challenges for the further development of

ubiquitous computing environments that target at promoting social networking:

context acquisition, enhancing social networking and privacy. The analysis of the

available literature led to the identification of a relevant gap, which if addressed,

would significantly contribute to the development of USN. The identified gap refers
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to the management of users’ personal privacy in ubicomp environments with the

goal of supporting social interactions between the users. In order to contribute to

the identified gap of research, this phase further focused on the review of literature

in the relevant field by surveying previous works on topics, related to management

of users’ personal privacy. Furthermore, it recommended upcoming research to

study both technical and human aspects, related to the disclosure of users’ personal

information in USN environments in exchange to potential networking benefits.

Phase 2 The second phase was designed based on the outcomes of the litera-

ture review and it is related to the technical aspects of data disclosure in USN

environments. During the first phase of research, relevant privacy guidelines for

ubiquitous social computing environments were reviewed and suggested to be taken

into consideration when designing USN environments. These guidelines target at

empowering users to take informed data disclosure decisions. However, in Section

1.2, this dissertation highlighted the necessity to enhance the reviewed design guide-

lines, by additionally suggesting others that would increase the users’ comfort with

the selection of their personal information before the actual usage of the system.

As shown in Figure 1.3, the first study of Phase 2 analyzed the users’ perceptions

towards privacy-aware social networking and their related potential privacy risks.

This investigation followed the work of Hayes and Abowd [94], who indicated that

users would be more inclined to accept potential privacy risks, if they perceived the

technology to be useful by enhancing their networking performance [56]. Further, it

focused on discovering the users’ privacy needs for ensuring acceptance of crucial re-

quirements for the establishment of USN. These requirements refer to the exchange
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of users’ personal information with strangers, announcement of users’ presence as

well as potential initiation of face-to-face interactions. In total 16 participants were

recruited and introduced to the USN concept and various prototypes, with partic-

ular focus on potential networking benefits and privacy threats. Afterwards, the

participants were interviewed to analyze (i) the perceived usefulness and (ii) users’

privacy needs for the acceptance of the USN technology.

The result of this qualitative investigation provided inputs to the second study

of Phase 2. The second investigation researched solutions for the design of privacy-

aware USN services with the target at maximizing potential networking benefits

while preserving users’ privacy. When surveying existing USN prototypes, many

crucial usability and privacy limitations, related to the discovered privacy needs,

were identified and not to be taken into account in the existing privacy guidelines

of ubicomp. Consequently, the second study of Phase 2 focused on updating the

existing privacy design guidelines of ubicomp environments by additionally propos-

ing others that are suggested to be taken into consideration when designing for

personal privacy in USN. Further, it evaluated whether the users’ perceptions of

personal privacy were positively affected when the design of USN followed the pro-

posed guidelines by conducting a qualitative investigation with 15 new participants.

The selected sample of participants did not overlapped the one recruited for the first

study of Phase 2. The decision to recruit new participants was taken in order to

ensure the validity of answers, because the qualitative investigation, carried out dur-

ing the second study of Phase 2, was mostly based on the identified participants’

privacy needs, discovered during the analysis of the first study of Phase 2.
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Phase 3 The third phase of research focused on the human aspects of data dis-

closure in USN environments. It aimed at investigating the relevant factors for

the variation of human data sensitivity under different circumstances, as suggested

during the literature review of Phase 1.

The first study of Phase 3 consisted of identification of the determinants that

might shape human data sensitivity in USN. The factors that were taken into con-

sideration were already found to be relevant in analysis of users’ data disclosure

decisions occurring in ubiquitous social computing environments. These determi-

nants were subsequently investigated through a quantitative study with the focus

of promoting networking in ubicomp environments. Two online surveys were car-

ried out to probe preferences of data disclosure under different circumstances. The

questionnaires were distributed to 500 potential respondents. In total 121 complete

answers were received for the first survey and 101 answers for the second survey.

Due to anonymity of the responses and different timeframes of the surveys, it can-

not be ensured that the participants of both surveys completely match, however

a significant overlap is expected. The findings of the two online surveys provided

statistically significant results to contribute to the design of privacy management

systems in USN environments. However, this dissertation acknowledges the neces-

sity to additionally investigate the identified influential factors with users’ sharing

preferences, made at the moment of actual disclosure. This was necessary in order

to increase realism and validity of the analysis about participants’ data sharing

preferences under different circumstances, because predefined data disclosure de-

cisions might present only participants’ attitudes, which could differ from users’

actual behaviour [13, 100].
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The second study of Phase 3 was designed based on the results of the first

study and it aimed at investigating users’ ad hoc data disclosure decisions. In

total 13 participants were recruited. The selected sample was a subset of the one

recruited for the qualitative investigation, carried out during the first study of Phase

2. Unfortunately, it was not possible to recruit the complete sample of participants,

because three of them could not take part in this investigation. The decision to

recruit the same participants from the first qualitative investigation, carried out

during Phase 2, was influenced by the following reasons. First, the participants

have already gained experienced about USN and they were identified to be lead

users of the USN technology. Second, both investigations adopted the same mobile

prototype for data collection of users’ sharing preferences, thus it was possible to

analyse the collected data with different purposes, related to the different goals

of the two studies. Finally, the knowledge acquired by the participants during the

qualitative investigation of the first study of Phase 2 were not considered to bias the

results of the analysis of Phase 3, as the two studies presented completely different

targets.

The 13 participants engaged in a sequential mixed methods study, including

quantitative and qualitative investigations. Firstly, a quantitative research inves-

tigated the relationship between the identified influential factors and participants’

sharing preferences, based on a collection of a large amount of ad hoc data disclo-

sure decisions. Information, acquired during the first phase of the mixed methods

study, was explored further in the second phase, where qualitative interviews were

conducted to better understand the impact of the influential factors on participants’

personal data disclosure decisions, as well as to research on subjective motivations
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causing the quantitative results.

1.3.3 Investigation methodology

In the following, the details about the methodological choices regarding the quanti-

tative and qualitative investigations, carried out during this research, are provided.

However, more information and motivations behind the methodological quantita-

tive and qualitative choices are presented in the individual papers, included in this

dissertation.

Qualitative investigations

As shown in Figure 1.3, qualitative studies were carried out in Phase 2 and in the

second study of Phase 3. At beginning of each of the qualitative investigations,

participants were helped to get more familiar with the USN concept. Each of them

was introduced with the existing USN prototype Spiderweb [166] as well as its ser-

vices (presented also in this video3) and other USN applications, already available

in the market, i.e. Sonar4 and Aka-Aki5. Participants had also the opportunity to

learn how potential networking benefits can be gained through USN, as shown in

this video about Aka-Aki6. Further, they were presented to different scenarios from

everyday lives, where these services might be applied, such as professional areas,

dating and big events, as described in [65, 168]. Finally, it was discussed with the

participants the potential networking benefits in the identified application areas as

3http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgeVNv10CIM
4http://www.sonar.me
5http://www.aka-aki.com/
6http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvRgtT4LawU
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well as possible privacy threats that might arise as a result of the information dis-

closure in USN. In the following, the techniques utilized for collection of qualitative

data are described, followed by the strategy for data analysis.

Data collection Qualitative interviews were preferred alternatively to other in-

vestigation methods, such as handing out questionnaires or establishing a focus

group interview. This method was chosen because of the following two reasons: (i)

lack of participants’ extensive experience in utilizing USN services and (ii) potential

misinterpretation of the research questions due to their complexity and ambiguity,

which might be caused when evaluating new emerging technologies. Moreover, it

was decided to run semi-structured interviews to better understand the motivation

behind the participants responses and ensure that general areas of information are

collected from each participant, however still allowing adaptability of the interview

process [50, 118, 136]. The interviews were audio taped for a duration of 30-60

minutes. Questions were related to the different targets of the investigations that

are briefly recalled in the following:

Phase 2: Questions were firstly related to the perceived usefulness of USN services

in order to investigate the degree to which participants believe that using

a particular technology would enhance their networking performance with

strangers [56]. Further, other questions were concerning the acceptance of

crucial prerequisites for the establishment of USN services, i.e. announcement

of user’s presence, disclosure of personal information and potential initiation

of face-to-face interactions.

In the second study, questions were related to the identified design guidelines,
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suggested to be taken into consideration when designing for personal privacy in

USN. Per each of the suggested privacy guidelines, participants were presented

two different scenarios of USN services: the first scenario was based on a

design of USN services that do not follow the proposed guideline, while the

second scenario was based on a design of USN, which respects the proposed

guideline. Thus, it was discussed with the participants whether they would feel

more comfortable with sharing of their personal information in USN when the

proposed guidelines were followed for better protecting their personal privacy.

Phase 3: Questions were related to the selected influential factors and respective

statistical results, obtained during the quantitative analysis, carried out dur-

ing the second study of the Phase 3. Per each of the influential factors, it was

asked to the participants to reflect on how important each of the factors was

for their personal data disclosure decisions and to elaborate on the reasons.

Moreover, after showing the statistical results of the quantitative investigation

to the participants, it was inquired whether they could confirm these results

and comment on any surprising outcomes, obtained during the analysis of the

quantitative investigation.

Data analysis The strategy utilized for analysis of the information, collected dur-

ing the qualitative interviews, follows a hierarchical approach, illustrated in Figure

1.4. At beginning the qualitative interviews were transcribed (step 1) and reviewed

in order to gain a generic understanding of the participants’ attitudes towards data

disclosure decisions in USN (step 2). In step 3, the transcribed answers were or-

ganized in different segments based on the parameters of the research phase (e.g.
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Interpreting the meaning of the 
results

Interrelating the Themes and 
Description

Themes Description

Coding the data

Transcription of the responses

Validating accuracy 
of  the information

Review and organizing the 
responses

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(5)

Figure 1.4: Qualitative data analysis

influential factors for Phase 3) and, in the next step, the descriptions of participants

and themes were generated. The former regards information about the participants

(e.g. gender, privacy clusters), while the latter refers to the categories of the major

research findings. In step 5, the themes and descriptions data categories were in-

terrelated and, in the last step, the qualitative data were interpreted while taking

into account, when relevant, the interconnection between themes and descriptions.

In order to ensure accuracy of the findings, two different techniques were applied

during the analysis of the qualitative data, as shown in Figure 1.4. The first one

was the triangulation of different data sources, only carried out in Phase 3. This

technique was utilized during the second step of the data analysis, as illustrated
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in Figure 1.4. Particularly, it was provided to participants a questionnaire for

classifying the influential factors according to the impact that they had on their

personal data disclosure decisions. Consequently, it was possible to understand

whether the first review of the transcripts resulted in correct assumptions.

The second technique, i.e. member checking, was carried out during the last

step of the data analysis in both phases of this research. This approach was useful

for determining the interpretations’ accuracy of the collected qualitative responses.

Specifically, the final findings of the qualitative investigations were sent out back to

the participants in order to get feedback on the accuracy of interpretation. When

needed, follow-up interviews with the participants were conducted to give them the

opportunity to additionally comment on the findings.

Quantitative investigations

Quantitative investigations were carried out only in Phase 3, which was related to

the study of influential factors for analyzing the variation of human data sensitivity

under different circumstances. In order to gain insight into human data sensitivity,

the participants were asked to indicate personal information that they would like to

share under different circumstances of their lives. They were informed that sharing

of personal data is motivated by potential networking benefits, provided in return

to disclosed information. Naturally, the benefits would be directly proportional to

the amount of shared information, thus participants were asked to compromise be-

tween privacy risks and potential benefits. In the following, the techniques utilized

for collection of quantitative data are described, followed by the strategy for data

analysis.
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Data collection The first study of Phase 3 comprised two surveys that aimed

at collecting a large number of answers regarding data disclosure decisions in USN

with the goals of identifying the relevant influential factors that would impact users’

sharing preferences in such environments. This investigation relied on the predefined

sharing preferences approach, which attempts to associate data disclosure decisions

to selected potential circumstances. The circumstances taken into consideration at

this stage remained at a general level and they were grouped into the most common

life situations, such as work and social environments.

The second study of Phase 3 targeted at complementing the outcomes of the

previous quantitative investigation and it focused at collecting users’ sharing prefer-

ences, made at the moment of actual disclosure. Participants were asked to utilize a

mobile application that simulates the USN behaviour. It was preferred to provide a

new mobile application, rather than utilizing the Spiderweb mobile social networks

[166] or other existing USN applications, due to reasons that are explained in the

following. First, Spiderweb and the other applications are not widely spread yet

and participants would probably encounter difficulties in finding opportunities to

disclose their personal information to other real users. Second, some components

and services related to the automated creation of users’ sub profiles were not im-

plemented in the Spiderweb prototype and thus participants could not have the

opportunity to customise their data disclosure decisions according to different cir-

cumstances, but they could only select two different level of privacy, i.e. public

(visible to everyone) and private (visible to only friends). On the contrary, the

provided USN prototype was explicitly designed to collect data about participants’

information disclosure decisions to strangers and their related current circumstances
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(e.g. location, activity, mood, number of mutual friends) for further statistical anal-

ysis.

Three screenshots of the USN prototype are shown in Figure 1.5. Several times

a day, the USN prototype was randomly asking participants to specify their current

circumstances and their related ad hoc data disclosure decisions. Differently from

the data collection adopted in the two online surveys, the quantitative investiga-

tion, carried out during the second study of Phase 3, comprised a broader selection

of the current circumstances. For example, Figure 1.5-A describes a manual input

insertion of participants’ current activity. The participants could either select one

of the available options or manually include an unrestricted description to indicate

their current activity. After the participants provided information about the cur-

rent circumstances (e.g. their current location, mood, activity) and, in some cases,

being aware about information that they have in common with the hypothetical

A B C
Figure 1.5: Three screenshots of the provided mobile prototype for collecting ad hoc
data disclosure decisions
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inquirer (e.g. personal preferences or number of common friends, as illustrated by

an example illustrated in Figure 1.5-C) the USN prototype guided the participants

to express their ad hoc data disclosure preferences, as shown in Figure 1.5-B. The

selection of data types to be disclosed was provided in accordance to data catego-

rization in popular online social networks sites (e.g. gender, age and favorite music).

The detailed description of the provided data types can be found in [170] and it

was used in all the empirical investigations, carried out during this project. The

selected ad hoc data disclosure decisions were stored in the local memory of the

provided mobile phone together with the respective circumstances in order to be

applied for further statistical analysis.

Data analysis In the first study of Phase 3, the collected predefined data disclo-

sure decisions were analyzed by applying the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. It was

preferred to utilize a non-parametric test, because the responses of both surveys,

grouped by different clusters (e.g. gender, age, occupation, privacy), were not nor-

mally distributed. In such case, a non-parametric statistical test was suggested to

be selected, due to expected higher precision of the results in comparison to the

parametric tests [141]. Further, the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was specifically

chosen, because the investigation aimed at analyzing two datasets of users’ shar-

ing preferences under different circumstances and evaluate whether their population

means differ [201]. When analyzing more than 2 datasets, the Bonferroni correction

was used to evaluate the results in order to avoid potential type I errors [195].

In the second study of Phase 3, the collected ad hoc data disclosure decisions

were analyzed by applying the logistic regression method. This approach was se-
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lected, because it does not require strict assumptions as other statistical methods

like ordinary least squares regression or linear discriminant function analysis [151].

In contrast to the other two mentioned methods, the logistic regression does not as-

sume linearity between independent and dependent variables nor normality or equal

variance within each group of the independent variables [28, 71, 158, 182]. More-

over, it was decided to run a Binary Logistic Regression, instead of other kinds of

logistic regression methods, such as multiple or ordinary, because the dependent

variable was dichotomous, i.e. either disclose the information or not, and the cat-

egorical typology of the independent variables, e.g. environment, activity, mood.

The research hypothesis posed to the data was that the likelihood of a USN user

to disclose specific personal information is dependent on the investigated influential

factors.

1.4 Research contributions

The technological development of ubicomp technologies inspired researchers to look

for new opportunities for enhancing human communication in the physical world.

This led to numerous research challenges, which range from incorporating users’

personal information into ubicomp environments to ensuring accurate selection of

users’ personal data to be disclosed under different circumstances. When addressing

these challenges, a contribution to the long-term success of USN can be achieved

by promoting privacy-aware social networking among inhabitants of ubicomp envi-

ronments. The major contributions of this work are summarized in relation to the

five papers, included in this dissertation, as follows:
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1. The results of the article, presented in Appendix A, identify the major chal-

lenges for ensuring privacy in USN environments and review already imple-

mented solutions. The state of the art, presented in this paper, is useful for

informing about an overall perspective of the challenges regarding privacy-

aware USN;

2. The results of the article, presented in Appendix B, describe in details the

concept of USN through an example scenario, USN application areas as well

as present the design and services of the Spiderweb prototype for the es-

tablishment of social networking in ubicomp environments. Afterwards, it

comprises results of a qualitative investigation that aimed at evaluating par-

ticipants’ perceived usefulness of USN and identifying users’ privacy needs for

accepting the crucial requirements for the establishment of USN. The analysis

of qualitative data, described in this paper, informs about the participants’

perception of USN and circumstances where they find such services to be use-

ful. Further, it provides an understanding of privacy needs that users have in

respect to the USN technology;

3. The results of the article, presented in Appendix C, describe a set of drawbacks

that are recommended to be avoided when designing for privacy in USN. These

privacy design guidelines attempt to overcome crucial usability and privacy

limitations, identified during the analysis of already existing USN prototypes.

Moreover, the paper presents results of a qualitative analysis for investigating

users’ perceptions towards protection of their personal privacy in relation to

the identified drawbacks. The findings, described in this paper, are useful
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for informing about common USN design mistakes as well as design solutions

that could be applied for avoiding them.

4. The results of the article, presented in Appendix D and Appendix E, outline

and investigate relevant influential factors, which were considered to be rele-

vant for data disclosure in USN. The analysis of quantitative and qualitative

data, described in these two articles, provides significant input for the design

and development of privacy management systems for USN environments.

1.5 Dissertation outline

This dissertation is further composed of the following chapters:

Chapter 2: This chapter provides an overview of the motivations, methodologies

and main results of the five journal articles that are included in this dissertation.

The five articles are listed below:

1. Privacy and technology challenges for ubiquitous social networking. The full

text of the article is presented in Appendix A;

2. Ubiquitous social networking: concept and evaluation. The full text of the

article is presented in Appendix B;

3. Designing for privacy in ubiquitous social networking. The full text of the

article is presented in Appendix C;

4. Privacy analysis in mobile social networks: the influential factors for disclosure

of personal data. The full text of the article is presented in Appendix D;
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5. The influential factors for variation of human data sensitivity in ubiquitous

social networking. The full text of the article is presented in Appendix E.

Chapter 3: This chapter reviews and connects the findings of the five journal

papers in order to answer the research questions, introduced in Section 1.2. It

introduces and discusses the major challenges to be addressed for the further devel-

opment of privacy-aware USN. Further, this chapter presents results of a qualitative

analysis that aimed at investigating the privacy needs for ensuring the acceptance of

USN services. It reviews relevant guidelines for empowering users to take informed

data disclosure decisions in ubicomp environments and introduces new guidelines as

well as their related design solutions. Moreover, it describes a privacy model, called

Diverged Personalities, which targets at enabling users to disclose different profiles

under different circumstances. Finally, this chapter presents and discusses results

of empirical investigations, which focus on researching whether USN environments

following the proposed design solutions and the identified determinants for variation

of human data sensitivity would impact users’ data disclosure decisions in USN.

Chapter 4: This chapter presents final conclusions in relation to the promotion

of privacy-aware social networking in ubicomp environments that target at max-

imizing potential networking benefits, while minimizing users’ privacy concerns.

Particularly, it summarizes the answers in relation to the research questions, posed

to this dissertation, and recommends further research areas within the USN topic.
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Summary of the papers

In this chapter, an overview of the five journal papers that form the foundation of

this dissertation is provided. These articles target at addressing the research ques-

tions, posed to this dissertation in Section 1.2, related to support of privacy-aware

social networking in ubicomp environments that focus on maximizing potential net-

working benefits while preserving users’ privacy.

For each of the papers, this chapter discusses the brief motivations that led focus

on the specific research areas and problems that the papers address. Afterwards,

it presents methods and principles applied in order to gain relevant insights for

contributing to the selected research areas by addressing the identified research

problems. Finally, a summary of the major findings and contributions is presented

and discussed.

More detailed motivations, methodology and results are provided in the indi-

vidual papers presented in the appendix of this dissertation.
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2. SUMMARY OF THE PAPERS

2.1 Paper A

Privacy and technology challenges for ubiquitous social networking

Antonio Sapuppo and Boon-Chong Seet

Motivations

Ubiquitous social networking can be seen as an evolution of ubiquitous comput-

ing supporting the social well-being of people in their everyday lives. The vision of

ubiquitous social networking focuses on enhancing social interactions among its par-

ticipants during users’ physical meetings. This target is leading towards important

challenges such as social sensing, enabling social networking and privacy protection.

Consequently, it is necessary to survey previous literature regarding these three chal-

lenges and to gain insights into existing potential solutions for further contributing

to the long-term success of ubiquitous social networking environments.

Methodology

The paper reviews previous studies about the three identified challenges for enabling

ubiquitous computing environments with emphasis on networking. It firstly focused

on sensing of the relevant context for promotion of sociability among users. It

presents test results of existing implemented solutions, based on wearable sensors,

such as mobile phones. Afterwards, it reviews different design architectures that aim

at supporting social networking between people in the physical proximity. Finally,

the article reviews design guidelines for ensuring protection of users’ privacy and

presents existing privacy models that focus on managing information disclosure in
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such environments, by empowering users to disclose different profiles under different

circumstances.

Results

This paper draws attention to privacy as the main challenge for the development

of ubiquitous social networking environments. Particularly, users’ privacy must be

ensured during acquisition, management and disclosure of users’ personal data. It

describes existing privacy protection laws and reviews previous works that adapted

these laws to privacy system design principles. Further, the article presents exist-

ing privacy design guidelines and privacy models for ensuring both understanding

of privacy implications of participation in such environments as well as possibilities

to conduct socially meaningfully actions. However, privacy was not considered as a

standalone challenge, because it was found to be directly dependent on other two

challenges, i.e. acquisition of the relevant context and design of software architec-

tures for enhancing social networking. Thus, the paper also reviews methods and

technologies for acquisition of users’ identities and relationships, activities as well

as data from online social networks. Afterwards, it describes diverse designs for

promoting social networking, based on centralized, decentralized and hybrid archi-

tectures. Finally, the article suggests further research to investigate solutions for

ensuring better management of users’ personal privacy with recommendations to

study both technical and human aspects, related the sharing of personal data in

USN environments.
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2.2 Paper B

Ubiquitous social networking: concept and evaluation

Antonio Sapuppo

Motivations

Despite the great success of online social networks, there is still no automated way to

facilitate communication between people in the physical environments. Thanks to

their wireless technologies, smartphones are capable of enabling opportunistic net-

works, where nodes are wirelessly connected and have the possibility to identify each

other as well as exchange contents in a short communication range [95, 102, 153].

When users’ personal data is incorporated into opportunistic networks, they can be

perceived as an important tool for addressing sociability issues in the physical world,

as they enable the establishment of USN services [10, 59, 65, 153, 183]. In order to

contribute to the further development of USN, it is important to investigate whether

users would perceive the usefulness of USN and understand their privacy needs for

accepting the necessary requirements for the establishment of these services.

Methodology

The paper firstly describes a solution for enabling USN services and identifies three

crucial requirements for their establishment: announcement of users’ presence, dis-

closure of personal data and potential initiation of face-to-face interactions. After-

wards, a qualitative investigation with 16 participants was carried out. At beginning

of the study, the participants were helped to get more familiar with the USN concept
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during an introductory meeting, where several prototypes of USN services were in-

troduced. Furthermore, different everyday life USN scenarios were described to the

participants as well as they were introduced to potential networking benefits and

privacy threats that this technology might raise. Finally, they also had the oppor-

tunity to exploit a USN prototype. Subsequently, they were interviewed with focus

on perceived usefulness of USN services and acceptance of the three requirements.

Results

All the participants appreciated the possibility to be connected with other people

nearby and especially with those who share distinctive interests and goals. They

indicated professional purposes as the most relevant potential application areas for

USN services and discussed that they would probably need time to get used to these

services before utilizing them also for facilitating social interactions. Among the 16

participants, only two of them claimed that they would not be potential users of

USN, if they had to accept the third requirement, which might lead to undesired

face-to-face interactions. However, all the others accepted the possibility to initi-

ate a face-to-face interaction with other users as long as they had a coarse-grained

control over the USN services. Finally, participants did not present any crucial con-

cerns about announcement of users’ presence and data disclosure to other end users.

As well, they commonly appreciated the possibility to utilize ad hoc privacy control

for sharing different profiles under different circumstances. However, participants

emphasized the needs to limit the autonomy of such privacy management systems

in case of inquiry for highly sensitive data as well as to modify their personal data,

even after actual disclosure.
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2.3 Paper C

Designing for privacy in ubiquitous social networking

Antonio Sapuppo and João Figueiras

Motivations

As disclosing personal information is an intrinsic part of USN, these services are

subject to crucial privacy threats [171]. Despite ongoing legal [62, 82] and aca-

demic [12, 104, 120, 122, 149] discussions about disclosure of personal information,

the current designs of USN environments do not provide adequate personal privacy

management for their inhabitants. When analyzing the design of existing USN

prototypes, many privacy and usability limitations can be identified. If improperly

addressed, these usability and privacy concerns could discourage users from disclos-

ing their personal information and consequently threaten the further development

of USN applications.

Methodology

The paper reviews existing ubicomp design guidelines that aim at allowing users to

take informed data disclosure decisions. Afterwards, it presents current USN design

solutions and identifies additional crucial usability and privacy limitations, which

might discourage users from disclosing personal data in such environments. Based

on these findings, it depicts four drawbacks that should be taken into consideration

when designing for privacy in USN and suggests design solutions for avoiding the

identified drawbacks. Afterwards, a qualitative analysis was carried out in order to
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evaluate users’ perceptions towards the protection of personal privacy, in relation

to the proposed privacy guidelines. The analysis focused on investigating whether

the proposed design solutions, heeding the drawbacks, are (i) must have, i.e. partic-

ipants would not disclose their data if their design solutions did not avoid the draw-

backs, (ii) nice to have, i.e. participants prefer services that avoid the drawbacks,

however they would still share some of their information, even if the drawbacks

were not heeded, or (iii) indifferent, i.e. participants do not consider that avoiding

the drawbacks would provide any advantages, related to their personal privacy.

Results

The paper acknowledges the need for USN users to be empowered to take informed

data disclosure decisions. However, when reviewing prototypes for exploiting USN

services that provide means of informed data disclosure decisions, additional crucial

usability and privacy limitations were identified. Thus, the paper depicts four draw-

backs, suggested to be avoided when designing for privacy in USN. The drawbacks

are: (1) ignoring the variation of human data sensitivity, (2) embracing disclosure

to third parties, (3) requiring too much user intervention and (4) lacking user’s

personal data control. Subsequently, the article proposes the design of a privacy-

aware USN platform, which is engineered both to comply with the existing relevant

privacy guidelines and to avoid the four drawbacks. Finally, the design solutions of

the proposed USN platform were evaluated during a qualitative investigation. The

majority of participants indicated the proposed design solutions as must have and

claimed that they would not feel comfortable with sharing their personal data, if

the drawbacks were not avoided in the design of USN.
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2.4 Paper D

Privacy analysis in mobile social networks: the influential factors

for disclosure of personal data

Antonio Sapuppo

Motivations

When users disclose their personal data to others in USN, the shared information

is tied to a physical person and immediately available for the recipient [171]. Thus,

the data disclosure can be directly translated into physical contact and potentially

undesired or unpleasant face-to-face interactions [168]. To address these privacy

concerns, privacy management systems should protect users’ personal data pri-

vacy as individuals do in ordinary human interactions [25, 26, 99]. In fact, during

face-to-face communication, people intuitively evaluate various determinants and

unconsciously choose what personal information to share. Thus, the factors that

might influence users’ data disclosure decisions must be depicted and evaluated for

enabling privacy management systems to take automated data disclosure decisions.

Methodology

The paper reviews previous qualitative and quantitative investigations in ubiquitous

social computing environments for identifying relevant influential factors that might

impact users’ personal data disclosure decisions in USN. Afterwards, an empirical

investigation, comprising two online surveys, was carried out in order to evaluate

whether the identified influential factors can be considered relevant for data dis-
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closure in USN. Participants of the two surveys were asked to indicate personal

information that they would like to share under different circumstances of their

lives by compromising between privacy risks and potential benefits. More than 100

responses were collected in each of the two surveys and the Wilcoxon Signed Rank

statistical test was applied to examine whether the identified influential factors

impact users’ personal data disclosure decisions.

Results

The following influential factors were identified: location familiarity, current activ-

ity, mutual friends, familiar strangers, purpose of disclosure and access & control.

According to the results of this analysis, the purpose of data disclosure was found

to be the most important determinant for selecting privacy preferences among the

ones tested. As well, having the opportunity to modify personal data, even after

actual disclosure, was proven to help users to feel more secure to share their per-

sonal information to others. Further, the paper also suggests designers of privacy

management systems to consider the other identified influential factors, however as

indexes of secondary importance. Particularly, the familiarity with the current lo-

cation was commonly approved by all the respondents who indicated the tendency

to be more open to share their personal data in more familiar locations. This anal-

ysis also proved that knowing beforehand information about the inquirer, such as

number of mutual friends or previous encounters, relevantly impacted participants’

data disclosure decisions. Finally, the activity factor was observed to be signifi-

cantly influential only on disclosure of data related to work activities, if compared

to sharing of data related to social activities.
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2.5 Paper E

The influential factors for the variation of data sensitivity in ubiq-

uitous social networking

Antonio Sapuppo

Motivations

This study complements the findings of the previous paper, introduced in Section

2.4, which identified influential factors for data disclosure in USN, based on prede-

fined privacy preferences. In the previous investigation, participants were asked to

predict their sharing preferences a priori the actual data disclosure in relation to

proposed user scenarios. The results of the investigation, presented in Section 2.4

presented statistically significant results, obtained from a large number of partici-

pants. However, this paper acknowledged that there might be a difference between

what people say they want to share and what they actually do share in practice when

encountering different circumstances [13, 100]. Thus, it was important to analyze

if the previously identified factors also impact users’ data disclosure decisions made

at the moment of actual disclosure as well as to gain an extensive understanding of

people’ attitudes and motivations that govern such sharing preferences.

Methodology

The paper classified previously identified factors into three different groups, i.e. con-

textual data, interrelated attributes and design properties. Afterwards, it focused

on the first two groups, due to the need for specific analysis of the variation of hu-
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man data sensitivity under different circumstances. A sequential two-phase mixed

methods study was carried out to explore ad hoc data disclosure preferences in USN.

In the first phase, a quantitative research investigated the relationship between the

identified influential factors and ad hoc data disclosure decisions. The participants’

ad hoc data disclosure decisions were collected by exploiting a USN prototype. The

collected data was analyzed by applying the Binary Logistic Regression statistical

model for examining whether the selected influential factors could be considered as

predictors for data disclosure decisions in USN. Information, acquired during the

first phase of the study, was further explored in the second phase, where qualita-

tive interviews were used to gain in-depth understanding of different aspects and

motivations of users’ data disclosure in USN.

Results

The findings of this study show that the sensitivity of participants’ personal data

decreases as the relevance of data disclosure for initiation of networking increases.

Among the influential factors, the current environment contextual data and purpose

of disclosure interrelated attribute primarily guided the participants in evaluation

of their data sensitivity and relevance for exploiting USN services. Further, the

other contextual data (i.e. current activities, mood and location familiarity) and

interrelated attributes (i.e. mutual friends and familiar strangers) influential factors

are suggested to be considered as indexes of secondary importance. In fact, these

predictors were generally discovered to either refine grained selection of disclosed

personal data or provide a feeling of increased comfort as well as motivate curiosity

to start an interaction with other users.
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Results

The literature review, carried out during the first phase of this project, identified

three crucial challenges for the development of USN environments, which are fol-

lowing presented:

1. Context acquisition: USN environments must be capable of acquiring the rel-

evant context in order to promote sociability among its participants. Further,

an evaluation of the obtained context must be carried out to elaborate its

significance and relevancy, which conduces to learning users’ behavioral and

social patterns for personalizing social networking services;

2. Social networking: USN environments must be capable of enabling social

interactions between its participants. Moreover, those services have to be

applied not only among acquaintances but also between strangers with inter-

personal affinities. Hence it would lead to highlighting relevant social paths

between users in the physical world, that would remain hidden otherwise;
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3. Privacy: USN must be capable of providing a secure and safe collection and

dissemination of participants’ personal information as well as ensuring an

accurate selection of users’ personal information to be disclosed to others.

This challenge arises due to the fact that the foundation of USN is based on

sharing of participants’ personal information, which could provoke potential

privacy threats.

Among these challenges, the results presented in Appendix A called attention to

ensuring users’ privacy as the main obstacle for the long-term success of USN. Fur-

ther, it specifically focused on the management of users’ personal privacy, because

it assumed a non-malicious infrastructure, targeting at preventing accidental data

disclosure, where personal information is unintentionally revealed with or without

previous inquiry. Thus, it concentrated on ensuring an accurate selection of users’

personal information to be disclosed to others.

In order to manage personal privacy in USN environments, a privacy model

called Diverged Personalities (DiP) was designed. In the DiP privacy model, the

user’s profile is diverged into different user’s personalities to be presented under

different circumstances. The most suitable personality for each circumstance is

generated by the process shown in Figure 3.1. The central component of the DiP

is the Personality Logic, which receives as input the unified user profile (UUP)

that is composed of a collection of various available user’s profiles. Moreover, the

Personality Logic also processes the inquirer’s social information (e.g. stranger, co-

worker, number of mutual friends) and context information (e.g. current activity,

location, time). Based on these inputs, the Personality Logic should automatically

provide the most suitable personality to be shared with other users. The disclosed
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Figure 3.1: Diverged personalities model process

personality can be compared to a business card (BC) that people often exchange

for interpersonal benefits and it must be composed of relevant, but not sensitive,

personal information for the encountered circumstances.

When taking into consideration the DiP privacy model, it is possible to identify

that the management of personal privacy occurs in two different moments of the

users’ engagement with USN environments. Firstly, it regards whether users’ per-

sonal data should or should not be included in the UUP. Secondly, the management

of personal privacy is also related to the selection of information that should be

included into users’ sub-profiles (or personalities) to be disclosed to other end users

under the different circumstances of their encounters. In the following sections,

this dissertation presents the results obtained during the empirical investigations of

this work, which are related to the two directions for managing users’ personal pri-

vacy in USN, followed by a discussion about the investigation limitations for better

interpreting the outcomes of this dissertation.
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3.1 Privacy design guidelines

As introduced in Section 1.2, the first direction to manage personal privacy in USN

environments is related to data disclosure decisions that are principally made before

the actual use of the system. Such data disclosure decisions would be highly influ-

enced by designing USN services that would increase users’ comfort with sharing of

their personal data in such environments.

During Phase 2 of this project, it was firstly analyzed whether users would ac-

cept potential privacy risks and thus be inclined to share their personal information

in USN environments. Results of this qualitative investigation, presented in Ap-

pendix B, proved that users were inclined to accept potential privacy risks, because

participants perceived USN to be useful for providing valuable networking bene-

fits in exchange to their data disclosure. All the participants of this investigation

acknowledged the potential of USN services for improving their everyday commu-

nication, as they could foresee that these services would help them to connect with

others nearby, who have matching personal and professional interests and goals.

Participants claimed that they would be potential users of USN services, as long

as such services would respect end users privacy and minimize unintentional data

disclosure, which might lead to possible unpleasant face-to-face interactions.

The qualitative investigation regarding the perceived usefulness of USN envi-

ronments highlighted the need for the development of privacy-aware USN environ-

ments. This dissertation agrees with the position of Bellotti and Sellen [12], who

suggested that privacy should be a central design issue in its own right for such kind

of invasive technologies. Thus, it was crucial to discover, understand and satisfy the
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users’ privacy needs related to the acceptance of the USN technology for minimizing

potential invasions of users’ personal privacy.

Privacy needs for ensuring acceptance of ubiquitous social networking

The qualitative investigation, presented in Appendix B, further focused on discover-

ing the privacy needs of the participants for ensuring acceptance of the prerequisites

for the establishment of USN services. Three prerequisite were identified as follows:

1. Announcement of users’ presence: users must accept to inform others nearby

about their whereabouts;

2. Disclosure of personal data: users must accept to share their personal infor-

mation with others;

3. Potential initiation of face-to-face interactions: users must accept possible

immediate face-to-face interactions with other users, when notified about po-

tential profile similarities.

Table 3.1 illustrates the identified users’ privacy needs for ensuring the accep-

tance of the three prerequisites for the establishment of USN services. The first re-

quirement, related to the announcement of users’ presence, presented participants’

Table 3.1: Participants’ privacy needs for the establishment of ubiquitous social net-
working services

Requirement Privacy needs
Announcement of users’ presence Only to end users

Disclosure of personal data
Individual participation; Sharing dif-
ferent profiles; Ad hoc privacy control

Potential initiation of face-to-face interactions Coarse-grained control
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concerns, provoked by unnecessary disclosure of their current positions. They dis-

cussed location based services as a negative example - when exploiting these services,

users must also share their current position with third party entities, which then will

notify them when their friends are nearby [206]. Instead, participants commonly

preferred to disclose this information only to other end users, who are located in

their close proximity.

Further, in relation to the second requirement, i.e. disclosure of personal data,

participants accepted to disclose their personal information in order to gain po-

tential networking benefits in exchange. However, they expressed relevant concerns

about loss of permanent control over their data after actual disclosure. They claimed

to be more comfortable with sharing their personal data, if these services would re-

spect an important privacy principle, noted in the Fair Information Practices, called

individual participation. This privacy protection principle is essential for personal

data disclosure and it is already incorporated into all major privacy laws worldwide,

such as [62, 82]. The individual participation regards the right of the user to always

be able to see and correct any data disclosure decisions. Further, participants also

appreciated the possibility to customize their sharing preferences according to dif-

ferent circumstances, and thus rejected the option of disclosing a static user profile

in all the situations, often applied in the majority of current USN applications and

prototypes, such as [10, 65, 153, 171, 183]. In order to share different profiles un-

der different circumstances, they commonly favored ad hoc privacy control over the

predefined privacy preferences. This choice was motivated by reasons, similar to the

ones already introduced in Section 1.2.2, which regarded the outcomes of a qualita-

tive investigation, carried out by Lederer et al [122] and reviewed in Appendix A. In
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fact, after exploiting the provided mobile prototype simulating the USN behavior,

participants discussed that it would be very difficult for them to define in advance

what to disclose per each circumstance, as they expected to encounter situations

where data disclosure decisions would not be accurately predictable in advance.

Lastly, analysis of qualitative data, related to the third requirement about po-

tential initiation of face-to-face interactions with others, highlighted the need for

users to have a coarse-grained control over the USN services. This principle was

already introduced in the privacy guidelines of ubicomp, reviewed in Appendix A,

which suggested that users should always have a binary choice for halting and re-

suming participation in such environments. A few participants, however, refused

their potential participation in USN environments, due to serious concerns aris-

ing in regard to this requirement. In fact, they were worried that someone would

unnecessarily disturb them, just because of the information that they had shared.

They suggested reconsidering their potential participation in USN, in case these

services would enable an invisible mode option and disclose their information only

after user’s approval, which implied manual evaluations of the trade-offs between

potential networking benefits and privacy risks.

The invisible mode option is a relevant design characteristic, already applied in

some services, such as online instant messaging, which are typically exploited within

circles of acquaintances. For example, users of Microsoft Windows Live Messenger

can enter an invisible mode that allows them to discover other online users, without

revealing their actual presence. Afterwards, they must change their current status

from invisible to online for initiating an interaction with any other online user. The

change of visibility status occurs after an evaluation of trade-offs between desired
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communication and announcement of their availability to all the users. However,

such evaluation of trade-offs in USN would present increased complexity and require

too much user’s attention and intervention, due to focus on initiation of relationship

between strangers. Thus, application of this option would not lead to a calm USN

technology, where users could effortlessly exploit these services [193].

Privacy guidelines for ubiquitous social networking The identified privacy

needs, illustrated in Table 3.1, provided the input for designing more functional

and privacy-oriented USN environments where users can effortlessly exploit USN

services and feel more comfortable with sharing of their personal information. In

Appendix C, it was analyzed whether already existing USN applications, such as

[10, 65, 153, 171, 183], would satisfy the discovered privacy needs as well as respect

existing privacy guidelines for managing personal privacy in ubicomp environments.

These guidelines, proposed by Lederer et al [122], were already introduced in Section

1.2.1 and they are summarized in Table 3.2. They describe a set of pitfalls that

should be avoided for empowering users of ubicomp to take informed data disclosure

decisions. In order to achieve this target, these guidelines focus on helping people to

gain relevant understanding and support actions that are needed in order to manage

personal privacy in such environments. In fact, by heeding the first two pitfalls,

these environments would enable users to understand privacy implications of their

data disclosure. Furthermore, users are allowed to conduct socially meaningful

actions through the system, if the last three pitfalls are avoided [122].

As a result, even when the reviewed mobile prototypes, such as [65], provide

means for taking informed data disclosure decisions by respecting the privacy guide-
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Table 3.2: Five pitfalls to be avoided in the design of ubiquitous computing [122]

Pitfall Description

1
Obscuring potential in-
formation flow

Ubicomp should not obscure the nature and extent of
data disclosure. Users should easily comprehend, for
example, what kind of information is disclosed and to
whom, how the information is shared, the presence of
third-party observers and the potential for unintentional
disclosure.

2
Obscuring actual infor-
mation flow

Ubicomp should not obscure the actual disclosure of in-
formation. The disclosure should be obvious to the user
as it occurs, however without overwhelming his attention.
When immediate notice is not feasible, then it must be
ensured with a reasonable delay.

3
Emphasizing configu-
ration over action

Ubicomp should not require exaggerated manual config-
uration to manage personal privacy. Instead, users’ pri-
vacy should be managed as a natural consequence of their
normal engagement with the environments.

4
Lacking coarse-grained
control

Ubicomp should not forgo a binary choice for halting and
resuming data disclosure.

5
Inhibiting established
practice

Ubicomp should not inhibit users from transferring es-
tablished social practice to emerging technologies. For
example, ubicomp should enable disclosure of ambiguous
information as well as ensure plausible deniability.

lines illustrated in Table 3.2, many other crucial usability and privacy limitations

related to the discovered users’ privacy needs, shown in Table 3.1, were identified to

lead to potential invasions of users’ personal privacy. In fact, the existing guidelines,

proposed by Lederer et al [122], do not consider that users were found to be averse

to disclose their personal information to third parties [6, 84, 91, 130, 168], as they

were concerned about potential future implications.

Secondly, the disclosure of different profiles under diverse circumstances is not

considered in these guidelines, despite the fact that the human data sensitivity was

found to vary upon different situations [45, 123, 167, 169]. Thirdly, the aforemen-

tioned guidelines also lack attention to the individual participation privacy principle.
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Having the possibility to keep control over their personal data, even after actual

disclosure, was discovered to influence users’ sharing preferences [167, 168].

Lastly, with respect to usability, users might be displeased when too much user

intervention is required for the accomplishment of USN. As earlier discussed, design

features for minimizing potential unpleasant face-to-face interactions like invisible

mode option should not be adopted in USN environments. Instead, design solu-

tions for addressing these users’ concerns must be identified by targeting at the

development of a calm technology [168]. Furthermore, in Appendix C, other de-

sign characteristics that would require a considerable amount of users’ intervention,

were discovered in the designs of Nokia Sensor [153] and Bluedating [10], and con-

sequently advised to be avoided. First, they refer to requiring the users to manually

invoke a Bluetooth discovery for finding others nearby as well as to carry out manual

profile comparisons for evaluating whether the encountered users present relevant

profile similarities. Second, such design characteristics refer to only informing users

about potential profile similarities with others without initiating any connections

between the users, which would additionally require considerable user’s intervention

especially in crowded places.

For the reasons presented above, this dissertation seeks the necessity to update

the current privacy guidelines by introducing four additional drawbacks that should

be avoided when designing for privacy in USN environments. The proposed guide-

lines, shown in Table 3.3, aim at designing functional USN services that respect the

privacy of end users and help them to feel more comfortable with data disclosure

in such environments targeting at maximizing potential networking benefits while

minimizing users’ privacy concerns. In fact, when avoiding Drawback 2 and Draw-
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Table 3.3: Four drawbacks to be avoided when designing for privacy in ubiquitous
social networking

Drawback Description

1
Ignoring the variation of
human data sensitivity

USN should not disclose personal information without
taking into consideration the human data sensitivity of
the current circumstances. Instead, different sets of per-
sonal information should be disclosed upon different cir-
cumstances.

2
Embracing disclosure to
third parties

USN should avoid disclosure of users’ personal informa-
tion to third-party entities. Contrarily, disclosure should
occur towards other users, whose profiles might lead to
potential mutual interests and networking benefits.

3
Requiring too much
user intervention

USN should not require too much user intervention. Con-
nections between users must be created with minimal ef-
forts of end users, thus allowing technologies to operate
seamlessly in the background.

4 Lacking user’s personal
data control

USN should not lead to loss of permanent control over
personal data. On the contrary, users must always have
opportunities to modify any piece of information even
after actual data disclosure. If desired, the updated data
should be effortlessly synchronised to all relevant peers,
who have permission to access to it.

back 4 users’ privacy concerns are reduced, because their personal data becomes

available only for other end users, who present relevant profile similarities, and with

the possibility to be modified when desired. The latter might also increase poten-

tial networking benefits to even a greater extent by allowing users’ information to

be continuously updated. Moreover, heeding Drawback 3 would embrace Weiser’s

vision of a calm technology and thus allow users to effortlessly exploit USN ser-

vices [191, 193]. When avoiding Drawback 1, the design of USN would allow to

prevent potential invasions of users’ privacy as well as to motivate users to dis-

close their personal information considered as too sensitive to be shared in some
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Table 3.4: Interdependencies between the identified drawbacks

Interdependencies Description

1

Ignoring the variation of
human data sensitivity

Requiring too much user
intervention

In order to evaluate which data should be shared un-
der the current circumstances, USN users might be re-
quested to take data disclosure decisions at the moment
of actual disclosure. However, such kind of approach
would indisputably need a considerable amount of users’
attention and intervention.

2

Embracing disclosure to
third parties

Lacking user’s personal
data control

A decentralized approach might disclose users’ personal
data only to other end users, but it would lack control of
users’ personal data after actual disclosure. Contrarily, a
centralized architecture might be ideal for enabling users
to modify at any time their personal data, but it would
certainly require disclosure to third-party components.

circumstances7.

Finally, privacy designers of USN are as well advised to carefully evaluate how to

avoid these drawbacks, because successfully heeding one drawback might result in

the risk of falling into another. They should find solutions for avoiding the proposed

drawbacks by also taking into consideration the interdependencies between them

illustrated in Table 3.4. When that is not possible, designers are challenged to

find solutions that would represent an optimal trade-off between the risks that the

drawbacks might impose.

In order to investigate whether the perception of users’ personal privacy is en-

hanced when the design of USN avoids the four identified drawbacks, this disserta-

tion proposes the design of a privacy-aware USN platform. Afterwards, it presents

7The reader should note the difference between Drawback 1 and ambiguous data disclosure,
included in Pitfall 5 illustrated in Table 3.2. For example, a design solution that discovers users with
similar interests and discloses to them only their related affinities, provides means of ambiguous
data disclosure, because it enables dynamic sharing of profiles that varies depending on the different
similarities between the encountering users. However, such design falls into Drawback 1, as it does
not take into consideration the variation of human data sensitivity, according to the different
circumstances. More details are provided in the individual paper in Appendix C.
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results of a qualitative investigation that analyzed whether participants feel more

comfortable with sharing of their personal information when the four identified

drawbacks were avoided in the design of USN services.

The design of a privacy-aware social networking platform The proposed

privacy-aware social networking (PAUSN) is designed to overcome both privacy

pitfalls and drawbacks. In order to comply with the existing and proposed pri-

vacy guidelines, PAUSN utilizes a third-party entity that receives encrypted (thus

incomprehensible) profiles from the encountering users in order to calculate the

profile similarities. The third-party is capable of comparing the encrypted profiles

and computing similarities between the two users, as profiles are ciphered with the

same security key8. When the similarity scores, defined by the users, exceed their

corresponding threshold values, users are notified and their personal information

is disclosed to each other, however it still remains incomprehensible for the third-

party. At any time, PAUSN users are empowered to modify their data disclosure

decisions, thanks to its centralized architecture.

8The PAUSN design adopts an asymmetric cryptography method, which utilizes two different
keys, referred as public and private keys. The public key is used for encrypting data and it can
be sent to anyone. Contrarily, the private key is used for decrypting the data and it is never
revealed to another party. However, this is not the only cryptography method that can be adopted
in PAUSN. Probably, there are more efficient and secure cryptography methods that can be taken
into consideration in the design of PAUSN, e.g. Shared Secret Key and Private Set Intersection.
For example, a Shared Secret Key can be established by adopting a key agreement protocol, such
as a variant of Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) [88]. The shared key can be subsequently
applied to encrypt the communication messages. These messages can be then decrypted by the
other parties, utilizing their private key. The Private Set Intersection, instead, would allow the two
users to identify their profile similarities, based on their inputs that they exchange in a peer-to-peer
way [58]. Consequently, this cryptography method would present the advantage to at least reduce
the interaction between the users and the third party component for the identification of users’
similarities. Advantages and disadvantages of these cryptography methods are suggested to be
investigated when analyzing PAUSN with respect to security.
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Figure 3.2: PAUSN design

In Figure 3.2, an example scenario of the establishment of USN services between

two users, i.e. Bob and Alice, is illustrated to better describe the design character-

istics of PAUSN. As shown in Figure 3.2-A, when Bob and Alice enter each other’s

wireless range, they exchange their public keys through direct ad hoc links, i.e.

Bob sends to Alice his public key (QB) and Alice sends to Bob her public key (QA).

Afterwards, in Figure 3.2-B, Bob encrypts his UUP using his QB and his BC using

Alice’s public key, i.e. QA. Accordingly, Alice encrypts her UUP using her public

key, i.e. QA and her BC using Bob’s public key, i.e. QB
9. Finally, the encrypted

profiles are submitted to a third-party (step 1) using their own broadband infras-

9The UUP of Bob and Alice is composed of a collection of various available users’ profiles (e.g.
social profile, work profile), while their BC is a subset of the UUP, which is created by the DiP
privacy model, shown in Figure 3.1. As earlier introduced, the users’ BC is composed of personal
data, considered to be relevant, but not sensitive, for the current circumstances of their encounter.
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tructure link, i.e. Internet connection. Even if the third-party is not able to access

the contents of the encrypted profiles, it checks for similarities by comparing Bob’s

UUP with Alice’s BC, as both profiles are encrypted with the same Bob’s public

key, i.e. QB (see Section C.5.3 for details). The third-party also compares Bob’s

BC with Alice’s UUP, both encrypted with the Alice’s public key, i.e. QA (step

2). If no match is found, the third-party deletes the received encrypted profiles.

Otherwise, if similarities are discovered, the third-party deletes the users’ UUPs

and stores only the encrypted BCs of Bob and Alice (step 3)10. Afterwards, the

third-party sends a notification to both users (step 4).

As illustrated in Figure 3.2-C1, Bob is now able to access Alice’s BC from the

third-party entity and decrypt it by using his private key, i.e. KB, as Alice’s BC was

previously encrypted using Bob’s public key, i.e. QB. Even if not shown, Alice is

also able to access and decrypt Bob’s BC using her private key. Moreover, the users

are always able to modify or revoke their data disclosure decisions. For example, if

Bob is interested to networking with Alice, he can modify his BC by encrypting his

new BC with Alice’s public key (i.e. QA) and replacing it on the server, as shown

in Figure 3.2-C2. The contents of the new Bob’s BC would still be unaccessible

for the third-party and available only for Alice. Finally, as shown in Figure 3.2-C3,

Bob has the opportunity to revoke his BC. In this case, any information about

Bob will not be available anymore, Alice would be optionally notified and the link

between the two users will be deleted. When desired, any piece of information that

10The strategy to disclose users’ BCs, after identifying relevant users’ similarities between the
UUP of a user with the BC of the other (and vice versa) was adopted in PAUSN, because it was
found to increase potential networking benefits, while decreasing accidental invasions of privacy.
More details about the advantages and disadvantages of the selected strategy for comparing users’
profiles in PAUSN are provided in Section C.5.1.
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is updated or removed by Bob can be effortlessly synchronized not only with Alice,

but also with all the other users, who have access to that specific information.

Analysis and evaluation of PAUSN design solution Table 3.5 presents an

analysis of the PAUSN design solutions for avoiding the five pitfalls, while Table

3.6 introduces the PAUSN design characteristics for overcoming the four identified

drawbacks.

The PAUSN design also takes into account the identified interdependencies be-

tween the drawbacks. Firstly, applications of ad hoc privacy control systems should

provide an acceptable balance in relation to the interdependency between Draw-

back 1 and Drawback 3. In fact, PAUSN takes into account the variation of human

Table 3.5: PAUSN design solutions for avoiding the five pitfalls

Pitfall Design solution

1
PAUSN deliberately constrains the potential information flow to intentional
disclosure of personal data between users with interpersonal affinities.

2

PAUSN makes the actual information flow evident through the notifications
from the third-party entity. Moreover, users are also aware about who can
access their profiles, because they are stored by the third party component,
after discovery of relevant profile similarities.

3
PAUSN requires minimum configuration to manage users’ personal privacy,
due to possible application of the Diverged Personalities privacy model that
discloses personal information on users’ behalf.

4
PAUSN provides a coarse-grained control for halting and resuming informa-
tion flow, thanks to application of mobile devices’ exit and power buttons.

5

PAUSN supports ambiguous data disclosure and plausible deniability. The
former is ensured, because PAUSN does not disclose static detailed users’
profiles, as application of ad hoc privacy control allows arbitrary customiza-
tion of disclosed users’ personal data. The latter is also supported, because a
user never knows the true reasons why another user discloses a specific subset
of his UUP in detriment of other pieces of information. Reasons might con-
sist of different subjective levels of the users’ privacy perceptions on different
environments, time circumstances or simply the desire to be left alone.
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Table 3.6: PAUSN design solutions for avoiding the four drawbacks

Drawback Design solution

1

PAUSN does not ignore variation of human data sensitivity, because it
provides opportunity to customize users’ profiles according to different
circumstances, due to adoption of the Diverged Personalities privacy
model.

2
PAUSN does not disclose any users’ personal information to the third-
party entities. Instead, users send encrypted, thus incomprehensible,
profiles to third parties.

3

PAUSN does not require too much users’ intervention, as it automates
the process of finding users’ profile similarities. When a match between
users is found, PAUSN automatically notifies users and establishes con-
nections between them, by storing users’ profiles in third party entities.

4
PAUSN does not lack user’s personal data control, as it follows the in-
dividual participation principle by allowing users to see, modify and,
if desired synchronise, the contents of their disclosed profile, even after
actual disclosure.

data sensitivity (avoiding Drawback 1), while relieving the users from frequent data

disclosure decisions (avoiding Drawback 3). This is achieved by applying the Di-

verged Personalities privacy model that manages personal data privacy on the users’

behalf. However, some users’ intervention might be expected in some situations.

For example, users should always be empowered to adjust their data disclosure, in

case of disagreement with the automated sharing decisions. Furthermore, if highly

sensitive data is inquired to be shared, the ad hoc privacy control should limit its

autonomy and require users’ approval before any actual disclosure.

Secondly, PAUSN relies on a centralized architecture that stores only encrypted

profiles, which should also provide an acceptable balance in relation to the inter-

dependency between Drawback 2 and Drawback 4. In fact, the proposed platform

only shares personal information with end users (avoiding Drawback 2) and allows

personal data control, even after actual disclosure (avoiding Drawback 4). However,
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this design solution might present challenges for discovering users’ with similar inter-

ests and goals. PAUSN might limit discovery of profile similarities, because it might

be challenging to compare complex preferences between the encountering users, due

to profile comparison on the encrypted domain. As an example, it might be difficult

to apply sophisticated profile matching methods, usually utilized in online dating

sites.

The above design solutions for avoiding the identified drawbacks and addressing

their interdependencies were taken into account during the qualitative investiga-

tion, presented in Appendix C. This study targeted at evaluating users’ perceptions

towards management of personal privacy in relation to the proposed privacy guide-

lines. Participants indicated that they would tend not to disclose their personal

information, if the identified drawbacks were not avoided in the design of USN.

The most consistent results were observed in regard to Drawback 3, as participants

acknowledged that it is crucially important to be able to effortlessly exploit USN

services. In fact, none of the participants would disclose their personal data in USN,

in case these services would require a considerable amount of user intervention, such

as manual profile comparison.

Contradictory outcomes were found in regard to embracing disclosure to third

parties (Drawback 2). The majority of participants appreciated the possibility

not to share their personal data with third parties. For example, some of the

participants considered their political views as not sensitive to be disclosed to other

end users, who share the same political preferences. However, they claimed to

reconsider such decision in case it was necessary to share their political views also

with a third party, due to concerns about potential negative future implications.
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On the other hand, it is also important to note that a few of the participants did

not perceive any advantages of not disclosing their personal information to third

parties, as they did not expect any possible negative future privacy implications.

Further, participants acknowledged the relevance of the centralized USN ar-

chitecture, which would enable them to keep control over their data even after

disclosure (Drawback 4). These results were also supported by findings of the

quantitative investigation, included in Appendix D. When it was emphasized to the

participants that the design of USN services would provide control over their data,

even after disclosure, it was statistically proven that participants shared a larger

amount of their personal data, in comparison to situations where such control was

not provided.

Finally, participants also appreciated that USN would support application of

ad hoc privacy control for customizing sharing preferences according to the current

circumstances of the users’ encounters (Drawback 1). In fact, without such option,

participants argued that they would not include in their unified user profile some

personal data (e.g. sexual orientation), which is considered to be sensitive in some

circumstances (e.g. work environments), even if it is preferred to be shared in other

situations (e.g. social environments).

In relation to the first interdependency between Drawback 1 and Drawback 3,

participants were introduced to the possibility for users to be required to intervene

in case of (i) disagreement between the users’ actual preferences and automated

data disclosure decisions and (ii) needed approval for disclosure of highly sensitive

data. Participants agreed with the previous results of the qualitative investiga-

tion, included in Appendix B, and thus highlighted serious concerns, if they were
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not allowed to interfere with automated data disclosure decisions, taken by the

Diverged Personalities privacy model. Further, in relation to the second interde-

pendency between Drawback 2 and Drawback 4, participants were introduced to

the disadvantages of discovering less profile similarities with other users, due to

profile comparison on the encrypted domain. This option would allow them not to

share their personal information with third parties while keeping control over their

data, even after disclosure. The participants, who preferred not to disclose personal

information to third parties, indicated that they would accept to compromise the

number of discovered users with relevant similarities, if the opposite would mean

jeopardizing their personal privacy.

3.2 The influential factors for data disclosure

As introduced in Section 1.2, the second direction to manage personal privacy in

USN environments is related to data disclosure decisions that occur during users’ ad

hoc meetings. In this case, people’s data disclosure attitudes are highly situational

and present continuous negotiation of the privacy boundaries at the moment of the

actual disclosure [4, 5, 100, 149]. Thus, the third phase of this project focused on

identifying and investigating the determinants for the selection of personal data to

be shared with other end users.

Accurate selection of the most suitable personality to be disclosed for the current

circumstances of the users’ encounters is significantly important for maximizing po-

tential networking benefits while minimizing unintended data disclosure decisions

that might provoke serious users’ privacy concerns. In order to achieve this goal,
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the Personality Logic of the DiP privacy model (Figure 3.1) takes into considera-

tion relevant influential factors, found to impact users’ data disclosure decisions in

USN. These influential factors were identified during an empirical investigation, pre-

sented in Appendix D. Afterwards, they were subsequently categorized and analyzed

through a mixed methods study, included in Appendix E. As shown in Table 3.7,

the identified influential factors determining the variation of human data sensitivity,

were divided into two main categories11: contextual information and interrelated

attributes. The first group relates to influential factors regarding the current con-

textual circumstances of the users’ encounters in USN environments, e.g. where is

the user, what is he doing, etc. The second group of influential factors consists of

information regarding what the user has in common with the inquirer, e.g. similar

music preferences or number of mutual friends.

When analyzing the results of the investigations, included in Appendix D and in

Appendix E, it was discovered that the disclosed personal information was selected

by compromising between perceptions of data sensitivity for the current circum-

stances and evaluations of data relevance for gaining potential networking benefits.

Participants’ data sensitivity was found to decrease as the relevance of information

disclosure for initiation of networking increases. Furthermore, the identified influ-

ential factors were discovered to have different influence on users’ personal data

11Appendix E as well identifies a third category of influential factors, i.e. design properties.
This group of determinants corresponds to design solutions that should be taken into consideration
when implementing USN services, e.g. not disclosing users’ personal data to third parties. The data
analysis, presented in Appendix E, does not include such determinants and focuses on contextual
data and interrelated attributes influential factors, because it targets at in-depth analysis of the
variation of human data sensitivity under different circumstances. In fact, as earlier mentioned in
this dissertation, the design properties were found to influence overall data disclosure, rather than
shaping data sensitivity under different circumstances [167, 168].
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Table 3.7: The influential factors for data disclosure in ubiquitous social networking

Category Factor Description

Contextual
data

Environment
It is considered to be the current location of the users,
grouped according to their ordinary activities in that loca-
tion, e.g. work environments, social environments.

Location
familiarity

It is considered to be the users’ familiarity with their cur-
rent location, evaluated according to the amount of time
that users usually spend in a specific location, e.g. daily,
monthly, first time in this location.

Activity
It is considered to be the current action of the user, e.g.
working, relaxing.

Mood
It is considered to be the users’ current status of emotion,
e.g. depressed, happy, sad, angry.

Interrelated
attributes

Familiar
strangers

It is considered to be the number of times that the users
have already encountered the inquirer, e.g. 120 times in
the last 3 weeks, etc. Notably, encountering does not nec-
essarily imply interaction - they may have just passed by
each other without noticing.

Mutual
friends

It is considered to be the number of mutual friends that
the users have with the inquirer, e.g. 6 common friends.

Purpose of
disclosure

It is considered to be the reason why specific personal in-
formation is disclosed, e.g. potential networking benefits
are foreseen, because users have matching interests or ca-
reer abilities and expectations.

disclosure decisions.

The current environment contextual data was found to be a crucial determi-

nant for data disclosure, because it primarily guided the users in the evaluation of

their data sensitivity and relevance for exploiting USN services. Similarly to the

current environment, the purpose of disclosure interrelated attribute as well signif-

icantly guided the participants in taking their data disclosure decisions. Moreover,

the purpose of disclosure was discovered to alter participants’ data disclosure deci-

sions, previously based on the contextual data influential factors (e.g. current envi-

ronment, activity), when significant potential networking benefits could be clearly
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foreseen.

Following the results of these investigations, it is also suggested to take into con-

sideration the other two contextual data influential factors, i.e. current activities

and location familiarity, however as indexes of secondary importance, if compared

to the current environment. In fact, these two influential factors motivated partici-

pants to refine grained selection of disclosed personal information rather than being

primary predictors for personal data disclosure. The current activity refined data

disclosure decisions of the majority of the participants, while the location familiarity

presented contradicting results where only a few of the participants were influenced.

The last contextual data influential factor, i.e. mood, was found to impact users’

participation in USN environments, rather than shaping the actual data sensitivity.

Thus, it was suggested to utilize information about users’ current mood as a trigger

to interrupt their participation in USN environments.

Among the interrelated attributes, the numbers of mutual friends and previ-

ous encounters (i.e. familiar strangers) can be considered as relevant predictors

for data disclosure in USN, because they were found to be statistically significant

during the quantitative investigations. However, these determinants were proposed

to be considered as indexes of secondary importance when compared to the purpose

of disclosure. In fact, they provided a feeling of increased comfort with data disclo-

sure as well as motivated curiosity to start an interaction with other users, rather

than guiding the participants in the evaluation of data sensitivity and relevance for

gaining networking benefits. Notably, the impact of familiar strangers influential

factor was found to increase directly proportionally to the rising number of previ-

ous meetings, while such inclination was not observed in regard to the number of
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mutual friends, i.e. only a slight difference in data disclosure was presented between

varying numbers of mutual friends.

When taking into consideration the influential factors, listed in Table 3.7, sig-

nificant prediction results were obtained by applying the logistic binary regression

statistical model on participants’ ad hoc data disclosure decisions. The overall

prediction results presented an approximate accuracy of 90% and peaks of 93%,

with potential for further increasing performance. Despite these good results, some

of the respondents expressed their desire to limit the autonomy of the Diverged

Personalities in some situations. Participants claimed that they would be uncom-

fortable with allowing the Personality Logic to take decisions on their behalf in case

of either inquiry for highly sensitive personal data (e.g. political views) or some

specific circumstances that are very important (e.g. attending a job interview).

These concerns confirmed the findings of previous studies [24, 25, 27], where the

authors advised to provide only suggested data disclosure choices while waiting for

user’s approval before any actual disclosure, in case of inquiry for highly sensitive

data. However, even if such option can be considered very useful in relation to ad

hoc privacy control, it is still recommended to be kept at minimum in the design of

USN, in order not to require too much users’ attention and intervention.

When comparing the results presented in this section to previous analysis of

data disclosure predictors in other research settings, it can be noted that some of

the influential factors, introduced in Table 3.7, were as well found to impact users’

data disclosure decisions in ubiquitous social computing and online social networks.

For example, in [45] Consolvo et al investigated the willingness to disclose users’ cur-

rent position, based on different granularity of users’ location (e.g. specific, vague)
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to other known people (e.g. friends, co-workers). Even if defining the identity of

the inquirer as a crucial parameter for their information disclosure, their results

confirmed that knowing the particular reason for data disclosure also significantly

motivated users to share their current position to others. Similarly, the authors

also discussed that users differentiated their data disclosure decisions upon differ-

ent activities and mood. Participants were more inclined to share their personal

information in some activities (e.g. exercising) rather then others, e.g. studying,

as well as they were most willing to disclose their personal data when depressed, in

contrast to being angry. Finally, the results related to the mutual friends influential

factor were also confirmed in analysis of data disclosure decisions in online social

networks, where users were proven to be much more likely to disclose their personal

data to strangers, if they had at least one friend in common [145].

In relation to the different privacy clusters (i.e. fundamentalists, pragmatists

and unconcerned), the results of the empirical investigations [167, 170], carried out

during this project, show a relation between users’ personal privacy preferences

in online social networks and in USN. Fundamentalists users were found to share

less personal information than pragmatists and unconcerned users. Further, uncon-

cerned users commonly disclosed an higher amount of personal information when

compared to pragmatists. These results contrast with the findings of Consolvo et al

[45], where the participants’ privacy classification was not found to be as a relevant

factor of users’ data disclosure rate in ubiquitous social computing environments.

This can be explained for the following reason: the authors measured attitudes

about disclosure of their current location to acquaintances, which completely dif-

fers from sharing personal data, such as home address and personal phone number,
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to strangers in USN environments. This identified relationship between users’ data

disclosure decisions in online social networks and USN might also provide relevant

input for the design of privacy management systems of USN environments. For

example, it was discovered that the pragmatists users were overall the most af-

fected by the influential factors, in comparison to the other two privacy clusters.

Furthermore, the fundamentalist privacy cluster was the most influenced by the

purpose of disclosure determinant, even if they were only slightly impacted by the

other factors. The unconcerned privacy users, instead, were less impacted on differ-

entiating their sharing preferences according to different circumstances, because of

their inclination to share large sets of personal data in all the circumstances. Un-

fortunately, it was not possible to further investigate such relation between users’

data disclosure decisions in online social networks and USN in the mixed methods

analysis, included in Appendix E, due to the restricted amount of recruited users,

i.e. 13.

3.3 Investigation limitations

The results presented in this dissertation pose the question regarding the validity

and reliability of the analysis. This is related to different limitations of the empirical

investigations, carried out during this project. In the following, these limitations

are listed in order to help the reader for better interpreting the results, presented

in this study.

In relation to the qualitative investigations, it was acknowledged that a larger

number of participants might lead to a more reliable analysis. Unfortunately, this
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was not possible due to limited resources. As introduced in Section 1.3.1, this

dissertation attempted to address this issue, by following the suggestions of previous

studies that advised to recruit a number between 6 and 20 of lead users for the

evaluation of new emerging technologies, as this type of users were discovered to

provide as much information and ideas as five ordinary users did [115].

Furthermore, the outcomes obtained through analysis of face-to-face interviews

might have been biased by the the presence of the interviewer. This is a well known

problem, already discussed in previous literature, and identified to be difficult to

be avoided for such kind of investigations [163].

The results presented in Appendix C, which regard selection of users’ personal

data that should or should not be included in the unified user profile are based

on predefined sharing preferences: participants were asked to predict their sharing

preference in relation to the proposed user scenarios. This dissertation acknowl-

edged that there might be a difference between what people say they want to share

and what they actually do share in practice [100]. Similar limitations can also be

identified in the results, presented in Appendix D, where users selected different

subsets of their unified user profile to be disclosed to other end users according

to different circumstances, presented as user scenarios. In this case, the results of

this quantitative investigation were complemented with an analysis of users’ ad hoc

data disclosure decisions, i.e. selection of sharing preferences made at the moment

of actual disclosure, presented in Appendix E. However, it must be noted that the

collection of this data was not taking into consideration subsequent potential face-

to-face interactions, arising from the sharing of users’ personal data. It might be

possible that after adopting the USN services, users would have decided to differen-
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tiate their data disclosure decisions, selected at the moment of acceptance of USN,

after experience the first face-to-face interactions with other users.

In both cases presented above, these studies would have benefited from an imple-

mentation of the PAUSN application in order to investigate users’ actual behaviours

in USN environments. Unfortunately, due to the limited resources and number of

participants, this approach was not feasible at the time of this project, because it

would have required a fast adoption of the PAUSN in order to allow the participants

with the possibility to disclose their personal information to other PAUSN users in

their everyday lives.

Finally, the restricted number of participants in the mixed methods, presented in

Appendix E limited further analysis on the relation between users’ privacy attitudes

about data disclosure in online social networks and USN. Although the collected ad

hoc data disclosure decisions were quantitatively analyzed based on the number of

data disclosure decisions per each of the respondents, this dissertation acknowledged

that a larger number of participants would have also increased generalizability of

the findings.
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Conclusions

The key problem that this dissertation addresses is the difficulty of promoting

privacy-aware social networking in ubiquitous computing environments that focus

on maximizing potential networking benefits while minimizing users’ privacy con-

cerns. In order to contribute to the further development of these environments, this

dissertation focused on the management of personal privacy - the processes by which

people selectively share personal information, e.g. interests, phone number, career

skills and expectations, to organizations and to other people [98]. This focus was

motivated by the fact that data disclosure in ubiquitous social networking cannot

be considered as a straightforward concept and consequently modeled using rigid

privacy policies. Instead, the intrinsic negotiation about data disclosure must be

constant and arbitrary in order to allow users to share personal data, customized ac-

cording to the current circumstances. This dissertation contributes to this problem,

by taking into consideration two different directions for ensuring the management

of users’ personal privacy. They refer to the design of privacy-aware ubiquitous
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social networking for enabling more functional and privacy-oriented services and

further identification of the determinants for evaluating the human data sensitivity,

according to the different circumstances, in order to select user’ personal data to

be disclosed in such environments.

The first direction to manage users’ personal information in ubiquitous social

networking is related to the challenge of designing ubiquitous computing environ-

ments that would increase users’ comfort with sharing of their personal information

for effortlessly maximizing potential networking benefits while preserving users’

personal privacy. To address this challenge, this dissertation acknowledged the im-

portance for users to take informed data disclosure decisions and thus suggested

privacy designers to follow the guidelines, described in Table 3.2.

Further, inspired by results of a qualitative investigation of users’ privacy needs

for accepting the requirements for the establishment of such services, this disserta-

tion discovered additional usability and privacy limitations of existing ubiquitous

social networking solutions, which were not taken into consideration in the reviewed

privacy guidelines. Consequently, it proposed to update the current design guide-

lines for ubiquitous computing environments, by additionally suggesting to avoid

four drawbacks when designing for privacy in ubiquitous social networking environ-

ments. The four drawbacks are: (i) ignoring variation of human data sensitivity,

(ii) embracing disclosure to third parties, (iii) requiring too much user intervention

and (iv) lacking user’s personal data control.

In order to evaluate users’ perceptions towards the management of personal

privacy in relation to systems that follow the identified privacy guidelines, this

dissertation suggested the design of a privacy-aware ubiquitous social networking
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platform that overcomes the four drawbacks and allows users to take informed data

disclosure decisions. The platform relies on a centralized architecture that enables

disclosure of personal user information upon comparison of encrypted profiles. As

a result, dynamic user sub-profiles, created by taking into account the human data

sensitivity of the current circumstances, are effortlessly disclosed only to other end

users, who hold a profile that might lead to potential networking benefits. Further-

more, thanks to its centralized architecture, the platform empowers users to modify

the contents of their disclosed profiles at any time.

During qualitative interviews focusing on the proposed design solutions, the par-

ticipants perceived such services to be more functional and more privacy-oriented,

which consequently led them to feel more conformable with the disclosure of per-

sonal information in ubiquitous social networking environments. These findings

strongly encourage privacy designers of ubiquitous computing environments, which

target at supporting social networking between their inhabitants, to take into ac-

count the four drawbacks, illustrated in Table 3.3, additionally to the guidelines for

enabling users to make informed data disclosure decisions, illustrated in Table 3.2.

The second direction to manage users’ personal privacy in ubiquitous social net-

working is related to the challenge of identifying the influential factors that would

affect the variation of human data sensitivity and consequent data disclosure de-

cisions in such environments during users’ encounters. To address this challenge,

this dissertation identified 7 predictors for data disclosure, i.e. environment, lo-

cation familiarity, activity, mood, familiar strangers, mutual friends and purpose

of disclosure. These determinants were grouped into two different categories, i.e.

contextual data and interrelated attributes. The former regards influential factors
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related to the current contextual circumstances of the users’ encounters in USN

environments, while the latter consists of information that the user has in common

with the inquirer.

When analyzing the identified influential factors through quantitative and qual-

itative investigations, it was discovered that participants selected the disclosed per-

sonal information by compromising between perceptions of data sensitivity for the

current circumstances and evaluations of data relevance for gaining potential net-

working benefits. The users’ data sensitivity was discovered to decrease as the

relevance of information disclosure for initiation of networking increases. Among

the identified influential factors, the purpose of disclosure and current environment

primarily guided the participants in evaluation of their data sensitivity and rele-

vance for exploiting ubiquitous social networking services. Furthermore, the other

investigated influential factors were found to be predictors of secondary importance.

In fact, the mood influential factor was impacting the potential participation in such

environments, while all the other contextual data and interrelated attributes were

discovered to only refine selection of disclosed personal information, rather than

guiding the users in evaluating data relevance for better exploiting these services.

When taking into account these influential factors, significant data disclosure pre-

diction results were obtained with an approximate accuracy of 90% and potential

for further increasing performance. These findings are useful for providing signifi-

cant input for the design of ad hoc privacy management systems of ubiquitous social

networking environments.

As future work, additional analysis is encouraged in relation to the Diverged

Personalities privacy model. Large scale investigations are required to confirm the
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results regarding the variation of human data sensitivity, presented in Appendix E.

Such analysis should be carried out to provide further insight into the relationship

between users’ privacy attitudes about data disclosure in online social networks

and ubiquitous social networking as well as many aspects of the investigated influ-

ential factors that still need further attention. Firstly, participants of qualitative

interviews emphasized that the duration of the current activity might differently

influence their data disclosure decisions. Especially in case of activities with very

long duration, it is suggested to analyze whether the current activity might impact

the evaluation of data disclosure relevance more than the current environment in-

fluential factor. Secondly, it is also important to statistically investigate whether

knowing the identity of the mutual friends would influence users’ sharing prefer-

ences. Two relevant features are suggested to be taken into consideration: self-

reported closeness and clustering of users’ friends into manageable categories (e.g.

co-workers). Lastly, further insight is needed into the contradictory results about

the location familiarity influential factor. Moreover, participants of qualitative in-

vestigations strongly appreciated options to provide their approval for disclosure of

highly sensitive personal information. However, privacy designers of ubiquitous so-

cial networking are suggested to identify and investigate potential design solutions

that would enable such feature, without requiring too much users’ attention and

intervention.

Finally, the findings reviewed in this dissertation should be supported with re-

sults of longitudinal investigations about users’ data disclosure. Thus, it is suggested

an implementation of the proposed privacy-aware ubiquitous social networking plat-

form that should be adopted by a large number of users in order to collect users’s
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ad hoc data disclosure decisions for further statistical analysis. This study would

be useful for researching the evolution of privacy attitudes and behaviors over time

in ubiquitous social networking environments. Acceptance of potentially intrusive

technologies can be observed to follow two phases - pessimistic, where the technol-

ogy receives alarmist reactions from the potential users and optimistic, where users

become more comfortable with the new technology [100].

As ubiquitous social networking is still in the early phase of its life cycle, it is

crucial to identify and further investigate factors that would contribute to address

users’ concerns in order to facilitate the transition from the pessimistic phase to

the optimistic one. This dissertation already provides many valuable insights into

the users’ privacy and usability concerns, however it can be expected that these

topics are not exhaustive and thus additional research areas need to be identified

and analyzed. Among others, it is strongly suggested to investigate the affect of

social influence on perceptions of privacy in ubiquitous social networking [189].

Moreover, other factors might regard the topic of trust, as it was discovered to

be an important aspect in users’ acceptance of systems [150]. A special focus is

suggested on users’ personal experience in ubiquitous social networking, because

the increasing familiarity with such services might have a significant affect on the

acceptance and further adoption of this technology. For example, users might be

at first very conservative about data disclosure in ubiquitous social networking, but

might change this attitude and become more open about it over time [157].
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Abstract

Ubiquitous social networking can be seen as an evolution of ubiquitous

computing supporting the social well-being of people in their everyday

lives. The vision of ubiquitous social networking focuses on enhancing

social interactions among its participants during users’ physical meet-

ings. This target is leading towards important challenges such as social

sensing, enabling social networking and privacy protection. In this pa-

per we firstly investigate the methods and technologies for acquisition

of the relevant context for promotion of sociability among inhabitants

of ubiquitous social networking environments. Afterwards, we review

architectures and techniques for enabling social interactions between

participants. Finally, we identify privacy as the major challenge for net-

working in ubiquitous social networking environments. Consequently,

we depict design guidelines and review privacy protection models for

facilitating personal information disclosure.

Keywords: Privacy; Ubiquitous Computing; Information Disclosure;

Context awareness; Social Networking; Design Guidelines.
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A.1 Introduction

The great popularity of online social networks has inspired ubiquitous computing

researchers and practitioners to investigate possibilities for improving human com-

munication by enhancing social networking and transferring online social networks

benefits to the physical world [65, 153, 183]. To achieve this goal, it is essential for

ubiquitous computing to embody social intelligence in order to intelligently and nat-

urally support human communication in the physical world. Social intelligence can

be defined as the ability of the environment to acquire and apply users’ social con-

text in order to foster social interactions among its inhabitants [61, 166, 180, 184].

This can be considered as an evolution of ubiquitous computing, where a social

dimension has been introduced to respond to the social nature of the users and

increase awareness, knowledge and intelligence of these environments [205].

This extension of ubiquitous computing can be defined as ubiquitous social com-

puting and the networking services established in such environments as Ubiquitous

Social Networking (USN). The term networking is preferred to the term network,

as in the case of online social network sites, because such online services principally

focus on supporting communication within users’ existing social networks. On the

contrary, networking emphasizes relationship initiation, often between strangers. It

is related to the development of possible advantageous relationships such as friend-

ships, partnerships and business relations by uncovering hidden connections that

people share with others nearby. [18]. Particularly, services that focus on network-

ing, e.g. USN, facilitate initialization of face-to-face interactions between strangers

with similar interests, i.e. people who do not know each other, but probably should.
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As a result, the value of social networking is significantly enhanced and benefits are

available immediately upon demand [65, 171]. Potential application areas of USN

are numerous and they range from professional, where these services might lead to

new opportunities such as connecting employers with potential employees, to big

events, such as conferences, company events and exhibitions that usually comprise

large amounts of participants who potentially share similar professional or social

interests [65, 168].

In order to better explain the concept of USN services, a scenario is presented

in Figure A.1. A user named Bob, who is marked in blue, is located in a public

place, such as a canteen of an ordinary work place. Bob is surrounded by people

whom he knows, marked in green, and people who are strangers to him, marked in

white. Even if Bob does not interact with all people in the canteen, his ubiquitous

devices do that for him by exchanging personal information with other people in his

A

A BFigure A.1: Ubiquitous social networking example scenario
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proximity, as shown in Figure A.2-A. Due to automatic exchange of users’ personal

information, this process does not interfere with the current users’ activities, and it

allows USN to develop an understanding about who the people nearby are, as well

as their respective preferences.

As shown in Figure A.2-B, these services are capable of identifying users with

similar interests, and thus highlighting relevant social paths between users that

would remain hidden otherwise. When USN services find profile similarities between

Bob and other users, who are highlighted in yellow in Figure A.2-B, users are notified

about each others’ presence and, therefore, have the opportunity to immediately

initiate a face-to-face communication.

To translate the USN vision into reality, there is an indisputable need for social

sensors, as sensing and inferring of the relevant environmental and social informa-

tion of the users are crucial for reaching the primary goal to foster social interac-

A

A B

Figure A.2: Automated personal information exchange and user profile matching in
ubiquitous social networking
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tions. Sensor networks have been deployed in ubicomp environments for obtaining

context information. However, these sensors cannot be considered optimal due to

their limited resources, such as restricted energy, networking and storage capabil-

ities and they are also incapable of gathering users’ social information, such as

users’ preferences [93, 129]. To overcome these limitations, latest research identifies

smartphones as potential social sensors [64]. These devices are already equipped

with GPS, accelerometer and other sensing components, enabling acquisition of en-

vironmental context information [21, 143]. They are also ideally suited to provide

an insight into social behavior patterns, because they can be seen as wearable and

inconspicuous sensors, constantly carrying users’ personal information [21]. Finally,

smartphones are also considered to be gateways to social networks, which are sig-

nificant sources of users’ personal information such as interests, preferences and list

of friends [21, 64].

The vast amount of relevant context information, acquired by such social sensors,

enables more personalized USN services, where inhabitants of USN environments

are the primary targets of sensing. These services can be considered to be based on

people-centric sensing approaches, because they focus mainly on social components,

such as user preferences, identities and relationships between the users, rather than

just machines and devices [32, 33, 73]. This collection and further dissemination of

users’ personal information provides a crucial foundation for USN services to better

empower people in their social conduct and enhance their sense of social connect-

edness, which in turn will play an important role in their physical and cognitive

well-being [43, 164, 173]. However, in order to enable those services, it is neces-

sary to address the following mutually dependent technological and psychological
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challenges:

1. Context acquisition: USN environments must be capable of acquiring the rel-

evant context in order to promote sociability among its inhabitants. Further,

an evaluation of the obtained context must be carried out to elaborate its

significance and relevancy, which conduces to learning users’ behavioral and

social patterns for personalizing social networking services.

2. Social networking: USN environments must be capable of enabling social

interactions between its participants. Moreover, those services have to be

applied not only among acquaintances but also between strangers with inter-

personal affinities. Hence it would lead to highlighting relevant social paths

between users in the physical world, that would remain hidden otherwise.

3. Privacy: USN must be capable of providing a secure and safe collection and

dissemination of participants’ personal information as well as ensuring an

accurate selection of users’ personal information to be disclosed to others.

This challenge arises due to the fact that the foundation of ubiquitous social

networking is based on sharing of participants’ personal information, which

can provoke potential privacy threats.

In this paper, we review previous works, which focus on sensing the relevant

context for promotion of sociability among USN users (Section A.2) and different

software architectures for enabling social interactions (Section A.3). In Section

A.4, we discuss design guidelines for protecting users’ privacy and in Section A.5

we present existing privacy models that focus on managing information disclosure in
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ubiquitous social computing environments. Final conclusions and recommendations

for future work are drawn in Section A.6.

A.2 Context acquisition

The nature of USN context is heterogeneous because it is composed of diverse

environmental and social contexts of the users. It is considered to be the relevant

context to be acquired by the environment for reaching the primary goal of fostering

social interactions among its inhabitants. In this section we are going to review

recent studies that provide significant contribution to the acquisition and inference

of the USN context, shown in Figure A.3.

!"#$%&'(

What am I interested in?

Technology: Online social 
networks

"'&)*%#+(,%!(

What relationship do I have 
with people nearby?

Technology: Wireless 
proximity sensors

)-*%.%*%'(

What am I doing?
Where am I?

Technology: Sensor 
Networks

%/'+*%*%'(

Who is next to me?

Technology: Wireless 
proximity sensors

Figure A.3: Relevant context to be acquired by the USN environment to foster
interactions among its inhabitants through ubiquitous social networking
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Specifically, we will be focusing on works that:

• present test results of existing implemented solutions, which can be applied

for improvement of users’ social conduct through the USN environments;

• take into account only approaches that are based on wearable sensors with

most focus on mobile phones.

Moreover, the selected papers were analyzed by categorizing them into three

areas:

1. Users’ identities and type of relationships: we investigated acquisition of users’

identities and understanding types of relationships between the users, by re-

viewing only relevant methods that utilize the Bluetooth technology as wire-

less proximity sensors. Importantly, despite the Bluetooth limitations (e.g.

power consumption), we focus on this solution rather than others (e.g. con-

versation network analysis for inference of relationship between users), because

it is the most widely applied in recent studies, especially with test results ac-

quired from large number of participants. We did not consider solutions that

utilize Near Field Communication (NFC), although NFC has been recently

utilized for exchanging social business cards in mobile social networks, such

as Poken12. Due to its limited range, NFC was not found to be suitable for

ubiquitous computing environments that target at promoting social interac-

tions between strangers with similar interests, i.e. USN. For example, users

of Poken are capable of exchanging their digital business cards by only touch-

ing each others’ mobile phones. This usually occurs after having an ordinary

12http://www.poken.com
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face-to-face interaction between the users, who decided to keep in contact af-

terwards. As the main goal of USN is to promote initiation of relationship,

other solutions based on Bluetooth technology were found to be more rele-

vant. The range of Bluetooth was already discussed to be short enough to

ensure that users are in the proximity of each other. At the same time it was

found to be long enough for users to exchange personalized contents without

being adjacent to each other [153];

2. Users’ activities: we present two different studies on inference of users’ ac-

tivities. We concentrate on these solutions because they enable anticipation

of users’ social activities in two different perspectives. The first approach

infers prediction of generic information about the current users’ activities fo-

cusing on individual activities of a single user. The second approach, instead,

supplies anticipations of more detailed collaborative social activities between

users in such environments;

3. Users’ online profiles: we explore works that integrated online social networks

in ubiquitous social computing environments to retrieve users’ profiles. Rele-

vantly, online social networks are a vast source of users’ personal information

(e.g. list of friends, preferences, etc), which can be successfully applied for

promoting social interactions in USN environments.

A.2.1 Users’ identities and type of relationships

In regard to acquisition of users’ identities and type of relationships, mobile phones

have been exploited as social proximity sensors because of their wireless capabilities.
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Among the wireless technologies available, Bluetooth was usually preferred due to

its common adoption in mobile phones and characteristics such as device and service

discoveries. In this case, the acquisition range of USN context depends on the power

classes of the Bluetooth radio. Obviously, a more powerful radio implies larger power

consumption. Mobile phones are typically equipped with class 2 Bluetooth radios,

which provide a range of up to 10 meters for use as social proximity sensors.

Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones were adopted as social proximity sensors by

Lawrence et al in their research on the subject of familiar strangers [121]. Two

people are classified as familiar strangers if they encounter regularly without inter-

acting or forming an explicit relationship of a social nature [138]. The challenge of

the authors was to identify the social groups among familiar strangers. They defined

those groups as co-presence communities, i.e. groups of individuals who regularly

share a particular location at the same time. Members of co-presence communities

are not required to have any social interactions, but due to repeated collocations

of individuals, they were expected to have common interests in the functioning of

the local area (e.g. punctuality of a bus among the people who tend to take the

same bus). Thus, the authors implemented an Ambient Information Dissemination

Environment (AIDE), which is able to acquire and exploit the relevant context.

AIDE detects the mobile devices, identifies users and the community to which they

belong, and automatically disseminates content in the background, based on the

preferences specified by the users.

Acquisition and applications of users’ identities were further explored by Perkio

et al in [152]. The main objective of their research was to predict users’ locations

by monitoring their Bluetooth neighborhoods in a work environment. The environ-
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ments were equipped with several passive Bluetooth beacons. The purpose of the

beacons was to scan the surroundings and detect Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones,

carried by users as wearable sensors. The collected data was stored in a back-end

server, and subsequently used as input data for training Naive Bayes models [127]

in order to predict inhabitants’ location in the environments. Test results showed

that they were able to reach an average prediction accuracy of 94.8% in their office

environment, using a time-dependent dynamic model.

Similar methodology and objectives have been employed by Eagle and Pent-

land. However, in contrast to the previously discussed project, the authors focused

on investigation of social relationships, in addition to predicting users’ locations

[66]. Specifically, three locations were considered: at work, home and elsewhere.

Moreover, the Bluetooth neighborhood of the users was not only investigated by

using passive Bluetooth beacons. Mobile phones were also scanning, detecting and

identifying other users in opportunistic meetings, thus providing more complete

information about the users’ Bluetooth surroundings. Apart from data related to

Bluetooth neighborhoods, the collected information further included call logs, cell

tower IDs, application usage and phone status to be used in order to provide in-

sight into both the individuals and their communities. Thus, the acquired data was

applied not only to predict user locations, but as well to anticipate the probability

of user meetings and define types of relationships between them. The authors em-

ployed a Hidden Markov Model [68], which was trained for 1 month and afterwards

resulted in accuracy greater than 95% to anticipate users’ locations. Bayes’ rules

were used to predict the probability of user encounters with an accuracy of 90%.

And finally, the social proximity context information was used in order to investigate
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types of relationships between users. Particularly, the nature of the relationships

between the people was deduced by combining users’ proximity information with

temporal and spatial information. Specifically, it was expected that being near

someone in a canteen at 3 pm implies different relationship than being detected in

the proximity downtown on a late weekend night. Based on these assumptions, the

authors trained a Gaussian mixture model [63], which achieved a prediction accu-

racy of over 90%, with regards to the identification of social relationships between

users.

A.2.2 Users’ activities

Identifying users, predicting their locations and types of participants’ relations were

not the only challenges addressed in ubiquitous computing environments. In [46],

the authors further explored context acquisition by attempting to detect users’ social

activities. They collected context data of two inhabitants using wearable sensors,

by monitoring interactions with objects in the environment, and stored it in a SQL

database. In order to recognize activities that occurred in the environments, they

applied Hidden Markov [68] and Naive Bayesian classifier [126] statistical models.

The former model achieved an average activity recognition accuracy of 90%, while

the latter one obtained accuracy level of 49%. Thus, the Hidden Markov model can

be assumed to be a more effective approach for this type of classification problem.

However, it must be noted that attempting to recognize social activities between

more than just two users would result in a significant increase of complexity of the

system.

Predicting users’ activities was also the objective of the CenceMe project [139].
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However, the authors used a different methodology than Cook et al to acquire and

apply users’ context. In fact, they exclusively relied on sensing components of

mobile phones to anticipate users’ current activities. Particularly, CenceMe uses

the following sensing components of smartphones:

• accelerometers to predict the current condition of the user (e.g. sitting, stand-

ing, walking, running, etc);

• microphone to recognize quiet or noise environments and conversation between

people;

• Bluetooth as social proximity sensor to classify the neighborhood members,

by identifying the identity of users nearby and crossmatching it with online

social networks data (e.g. friends, strangers, etc);

• GPS to identify the current position of the user and mobility patterns, such

as traveling in a vehicle or not, being stationary, walking, running, etc.

Therefore, CenceMe mobile application is capable of predicting the current users’

activities by utilizing the combination of data, acquired from the mobile sensing

components, listed above. For example, by combining the current location of the

user, information from the proximity sensor (e.g. co-workers in the neighborhood)

as well as information from the accelerometers (e.g. sitting) and microphone (e.g.

talking), it can be predicted that the user is participating in a business meeting.
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A.2.3 Users’ online profiles

As previously discussed, sensor networks have the possibility to acquire context such

as users’ identities, relationships and current activities within the USN environment.

However, they do not develop awareness of users’ interests and preferences, which

would present much added-value for such environments. Indisputably, online so-

cial networks is a vast source of users’ personal information. Thus, by integrating

online social networks into sensor networks, USN environments can become more

intelligent and context-aware consequently more advanced solutions can be provided

[21, 93].

The integration of online social networks and sensor networks technologies could

be accomplished by modeling them through semantic web technologies. Subse-

quently, it would be possible to develop a unified layer of USN context on the top

of existing applications. This approach was discussed in studies, such as [107] and

[21].

Milluzzo et al [139] investigated the acquisition of the USN context through

online social network sites, in addition to the prediction of users’ activities, discussed

in Section A.2.2. Particularly, CenceMe retrieves the user’s list of friends from social

network sites, such as Facebook and MySpace, to update them about his current

activities. CenceMe presents new opportunities to keep friends close by providing

constantly accessible information about users’ locations and activities.

Another approach, which exploits data from online social network sites, is the

Astra project [135]. Astra is based on Service Oriented Architecture Principles

[74], which enables effective service delivery in dynamic environments. Particularly,
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Astra has the purpose to accommodate users’ wishes through available network

technologies [135]. A model to manage the users’ information and preferences was

implemented, based on the concepts of Nimbus and Focus [31]. While Nimbus

represents the information that the user would like to share, Focus represents the

set of information that the user is interested in receiving. Thus, a customized

response to each user’s preferences can be created by exploiting the USN context

gathered from smart objects and sensors in the users’ surroundings. According to

users’ preferences, automatic updates about the users’ availability for interaction

(e.g. going for a walk or a phone conversation) can be delivered to the community

of the users (e.g. friends, family members, etc).

A.3 Software architectures

As noted in the previous section, some studies already acquired and applied USN

context from online social networks in order to enhance social network services in

the physical environment. Specifically, Astra [74] and CenceMe [139] focused on

keeping friends and family members close by updating the user about their current

activities, locations, availability, etc. However, these approaches cannot be iden-

tified as “networking” due to their principal focus on existing acquaintances. As

earlier introduced, USN must be capable of promoting sociability not only among

friends, but between strangers as well. Consequently, we are going to review differ-

ent studies that aim at promoting USN between people in the physical proximity.

Notably, the reviewed studies are presented according to the type of software archi-

tectures, i.e. centralized, decentralized and hybrid.
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A.3.1 Centralized architecture

In this section we present solutions based on centralized architecture that promote

social interactions among USN participants. The first approach that we describe

is proposed by Hasswa and Hassanein [93] who promoted USN between users with

similar interests. The authors utilized mobile devices both as wearable sensors and

as gateways to social networks in order to obtain USN context. The proposed archi-

tecture comprises Internet access points in order to enable the USN environments,

as it is shown in Figure A.4-A. When mobile phones connect to the access point,

users give permissions to retrieve their data, stored in online social networks. Thus,

users’ preferences, interests, personal data, list of friends become available for that

specific USN environment, which in turn is able to provide personalized services

to its inhabitants. For example, the USN environment is capable of classifying the

participants into different groups based on relationships and similar interests, and

consequently promote networking among the identified groups (e.g. exchange of

A B

Figure A.4: Methods for establishing connections among inhabitants of USN envi-
ronments
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public, private and group messages, pictures, etc).

As shown in Figure A.4-A, Hasswa and Hassanein’s work is based on an architec-

ture, which exclusively relies on a central unit. In this case, the USN environment

is limited to a particular physical location and the offered services are restricted

to a certain network [172]. However, new software architectures were inspired by

the elevated mobility of mobile phone users that could potentially enable unre-

strained USN environments [33]. We further investigated USN that is established

during purely ad-hoc meetings, as shown in Figure A.4-B. This solution leads to-

wards sociable opportunistic networks, where nodes are wirelessly interconnected

and have the possibility to identify each other [95]. Sociable opportunistic networks

contribute to addressing sociability issues by enabling dynamic, circumscribe and

mobile USN environments, applied in everyday physical world.

MIT Serendipity project [65] was the pioneer of sociable opportunistic networks.

The software architecture of Serendipity is shown in Figure A.5. When Serendipity

users randomly meet, they exchange their Bluetooth identification (step 1). This

information is sent to a central server (step 2), which contains all the Serendipity

users’ profiles along with the matchmaking preferences. The server evaluates simi-

larities between encountering users (step 3), and if the similarity score identifies a

mutual match, the server notifies both users about their presence and the related

affinities (step 4).

Adopting a similar approach is the MobiSoc [83] mobile application, imple-

mented by Gupta et al. When MobiSoc peers meet, the application captures and

manages the social context of physical communities such as social profiles, people-to-

people and people-to-place affinities. Further, MobiSoc exploits learning algorithms
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1. Exchange of 
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Figure A.5: Centralized solution for ad-hoc USN environments

to notify users about relevant matches according to their preferences.

Other works, which have also investigated sociable opportunistic networks that

rely on a central unit are Cityaware [114] and the Wireless Rope [147]. The former

aims at displaying users’ encounters by storing proximity data on a central server

and then visualizing them through a Facebook application, while the latter targets

at analyzing users’ personal social networks. Specifically the Wireless Rope collects

data of other Bluetooth devices in the proximity and stores it in a database for

further analysis. Consequently, Wireless Rope users are able to investigate their

neighborhood and identify the relations with other users in their proximity.

A.3.2 Decentralized architecture

Even if relying on opportunistic meetings, the previously discussed solutions still

comprise interactions between the nodes and a central server, as shown in Figure
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A.5. Recently, those centralized solutions were replaced with new decentralized

approaches, which exploit dynamic mobile connectivity in terms of peer to peer

communications. In fact, peer to peer solutions are considered to be more suitable

for USN environments, due to the fact that inhabitants engage in opportunistic

ad-hoc social interactions [186].

Figure A.6 shows an example of peer to peer communication [172] on mobile

phones, using the Bluetooth technology. Each node of the peer to peer network can

simultaneously play two different roles: server and client. The task of the server

is to publish a service and accept concurrent connections, whereas the task of the

client is to search and connect to services in order to exchange data [105].

One of the well-known implementations of decentralized architecture was Nokia

Sensor [153], which relies exclusively on opportunistic connections between devices

nearby. Using the Bluetooth technology, similarly to Figure A.6, Nokia Sensor users

are able to discover each other within a short communication range and exchange

users’ contents, stored in the local memory of the mobile phones (e.g. profiles,

pictures, etc).

Server

Server

Client

Client

Figure A.6: Decentralized solution for ad-hoc USN environments
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A similar approach was proposed in [183]. The authors presented an application

for mobile devices called BlueFriend. Comparably to Serendipity [65], the main

goal of BlueFriend is to match interests of users when they encounter each other,

while relying on a decentralized architecture. To achieve this goal, the application

splits user’s personal information into two main categories: profile and personal

data. While the former includes public data (e.g. users’ preferences), the latter

consists of data that users generally prefer to keep private (e.g. contact details,

user’s description and photo). Consequently, when BlueFriend users encounter each

other, they firstly exchange their users’ profiles in order to find similarities. If the

matching index is found to be above a threshold value, defined by both users, then

they also exchange their personal data.

While the main advantage of the previous described decentralized approach is

the possibility to directly communicate without requiring a third party, the major

limitation is the restriction of the communication range. In fact, these solutions

utilize a Bluetooth communication between the users, which is limited to an ap-

proximate range of 10 meters. To overcome those limitations, in [72], the authors

proposed a mobile application, called ScatterFriend, which focuses on extending

the reach of Bluetooth. Einarsdottir and Li applied the Beddernet [81] peer to peer

middleware in order to enable ad hoc networks consisting of two or more piconets,

called scatternets. Figure A.7 shows examples of a piconet and scatternet.

A piconet is composed of two or more connected Bluetooth devices, as shown

in Figure A.7-A. The device which starts the connection is called master while the

other device is called slave. Master/Slave is a model for communication protocol

where one entity (master) controls other entities (slaves). Importantly, only one
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Master Slave

A ‐ Piconet B ‐ Scatternet

Figure A.7: Bluetooth piconet and scatternet

device can play the role of master and this device can be connected at maximum

to 7 slaves. A scatternet, shown in Figure A.7-B is composed of interconnected

piconets. Specifically, scatternets are formed when a device of one piconet (either

the master or a slave) connects as a slave in a second adjacent piconet. This device is

considered to be the linking point between the two piconets, as it can communicate

with participants of both piconets. Due to application of scatternets, ScatterFriend

users are able to exchange their personal contents, such as contact invitations, public

and private messages, not only over direct links, but also over multihop links within

the scatternet.

The ScatterFriend was implemented on the Android platform and tested by first

users. Despite the perceived usefulness of ScatterFriend, the participants indicated

the stability of the network connection and time consumption of the Bluetooth

discovery as key weaknesses of the application [72].
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A.3.3 Hybrid architecture

Among the sociable opportunistic networks, there are other solutions that rely on

hybrid architecture, enabling data portability of social networks. Specifically, user

profiles of these solutions are stored in online social networks and synchronized with

the local memory of the mobile devices. However, in the offline mode, the applica-

tion does not rely on any central unit, but it utilizes the decentralized architecture,

shown in Figure A.6, in order to discover and identify users as well as exchange

personal contents [155, 171].

As illustrate in Figure A.8, a hybrid architecture is based on an integration

of online social networks and opportunistic networks. Importantly, such an inte-

gration enables mobile social network users to exploit social networking benefits

in the physical world, rather than only in the virtual world. This integration has

been previously introduced as local social networks [171], in which physically close

nodes are linked to online social networking profiles and wirelessly interconnected

Internet

Online 

Social

Networks

Wireless

Opportunistic 

Networks

Figure A.8: Hybrid solution for ad-hoc USN environments
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to exchange personalized contents [171]. Specifically, local social networks aim at

providing USN services between users with interpersonal affinities, while preserving

users’ privacy. In fact, users in the physical proximity exchange only sub-profiles

consisting of personal information that is relevant, but not sensitive, for the specific

circumstances of the encounter [171]. The first prototype of local social networks

is called Spiderweb [166], which was implemented in Java 2 Micro Edition on Sym-

bian OS [87]. In order to evaluate users’ acceptance of local social networks, the

Spiderweb services (presented in [166] and this video13) were tested according to

Technology Acceptance Model [56] by investigating the perceived ease of use and

usefulness of the application. Both tests returned satisfactory results, with users

finding Spiderweb to be an interesting and innovative application, which is also very

easy to use. Moreover, the majority of the respondents claimed that they would

be potential users of those USN services, despite the indicated limitation of the

time consumption of the Bluetooth discovery. Particularly they emphasized and

appreciated the fact that social networking was no longer in front of a stationary

PC, but these technologies were disappearing in the background.

Another hybrid architecture solution is the MobiClique [155] mobile social net-

work, which focuses on dissemination of contexts such as user profiles, private and

public messages. Unlike ScatterFriend [72], MobiClique does not implement scat-

ternets, but it relies only on direct connections between the nodes for data dis-

semination. In case the recipient of the message is not in the direct range of the

sender, MobiClique supports a forwarding mechanism, based on the mobility of

intermediary nodes: users physically carry the message while being on the move.

13http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgeVNv10CIM
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In order to limit the number of messages to be carried by the intermediary nodes,

some restrictions exist, such as messages must be carried either by members of the

target group of interest or by friends of the recipient [155].

A.4 Privacy design guidelines

Even when ubiquitous computing was just a vision, privacy threats were already

identified as the greatest barrier to the long-term success [99, 191]. Nowadays,

sensors are capable of acquiring not only environmental data, but obtaining users’

personal information as well. Thus the technological development is moving towards

people-centric era, where humans are the main focus of sensing. In people-centric

sensing, users are parts of mobile sensor networks, where mobile devices are con-

ceptually tied to individuals. Consequently, new challenges arise for privacy of

USN, which specifically include safe collecting, storing, processing and disseminat-

ing users’ personal information, related to daily users’ activities [106].

The management systems of data privacy must acknowledge that privacy is

not considered anymore as having “the right to be let alone” [19], but it is now

understood as having “the right to select what personal information about me

is to be disclosed and to whom” [196]. Therefore, the main challenge is shifting

from hiding personal data to ensuring successful management of disclosure of users’

personal information.

In [100], the authors discussed two different aspects for the management of

users’ privacy: data protection and personal privacy. The former typically refers to

the management of identifiable personal information by third party entities, which
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regulates how, when and for which reasons data can be collected, processed and

disseminated [196, 197]. On the contrary, personal privacy is related to the selection

of personal data to be shared with other individuals or organisations. This concept

cannot be seen as a static notion, where users set rules and enforce them, but rather

it should be considered as a dynamic process, representing continuous negotiation

and management of the boundaries that shape personal data disclosure [4, 5, 149].

Importantly, Iachello and Hong discussed that data protection and personal pri-

vacy should not be considered as adversary concepts. In the case of USN technology,

both concepts are crucial for ensuring its long-term success. For example, a USN

application should include data protection solutions for securing safe collection and

dissemination of users’ personal information. As well, it needs solutions regarding

personal privacy for helping users to accurately select the right information to be

disclosed to the right person under the right circumstances [98]. In the following we

describe existing privacy protection laws and review previous works that adapted

these laws to privacy system design in regard to data protection. Further, we focus

on privacy design guidelines for ensuring users’ personal privacy, based on both

understanding of the privacy implications for participation is USN as well as the

possibilities to conduct socially meaningful action through USN.

A.4.1 Data protection

The protection of users’ data privacy has been already taken into consideration

in the legal as well as academic worlds. The legal regulations draw the primary

framework for privacy preservation in USN. However, when interpreting them, the

usability and applicability must be also considered. In fact, unsuccessful design
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of application of legal regulations could result in threats to the success of USN

environments, as the user could be overwhelmed by unnecessary privacy protection

measures.

Over the past quarter of century, the information practices, i.e. the ways entities

collect and use personal information, have been extensively studied by government

agencies in United States and European Union. Two main privacy protection laws

have been enacted: European Union’s Directive 95/46/EC [62] and US Privacy Act

of 1974 [82]. Based on the established legal framework, the core data protection

principles can be elicited [120, 202, 204]. Thus, in the following we are going to

group these principles into three categories as well as proposing potential design

implications for USN environments.

Notice and explicit consent

The notice is legally interpreted as prohibition of collection or storing any secret

records of any personal information; thus the entity must notify the individuals

about their personal information policies and practices. However, as enforced by

the European Union’s Directive 95/46/EC, data collection is not anymore approved

only by announcement and declaration. Actually, the entity is legally permitted to

collect and process the personal data only if the individual has given his or her

explicit consent on a case-by-case basis [62, 69, 82].

In terms of USN design, the notice and consent legal laws constitute recommen-

dations that privacy models would demand the attention of the individual under

privacy threatening circumstances. Specifically, before acquiring, processing and

sharing personal data in USN environments, the data owner must actively decide
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whether and which data about her should be collected [120, 204].

However, rigid rules ensuring choice and notice principles might not be possi-

ble for efficient and reliable implementations of USN environments. They would

probably result in too many interactions between the users and systems for either

approving users’ data disclosure decisions or informing when the collection and dis-

semination of their personal information occur. While these principles are crucial

for ensuring better users’ privacy, they must as well be designed to embrace Weiser’s

vision of calm technology [191, 193]. For example, designing USN environments that

would adopt e-privacy policies for allowing users to specify particular circumstances

or potential sensitive data that would require either a notification of disclosure or

an approval before the actual disclosure might considerably reduce such interaction

between the users and the system.

Purpose, access and use limitation

Before the actual data acquisition, the entity must define and disclose its goals

of collecting the data and further act on basis of those purposes. The entity is

legally bound to collect only data, which is essential for the identified purpose and

it can be retained only as long as necessary. Additionally, it must ensure that the

personal data is accurate, relevant and fairly up-to-date in respect to the defined

goals. Finally, the entity must enable the individual to access their personal data

and, if necessary, allow to modify and revoke the contents of this data [62, 69, 82].

As a design requirement, USN environments should guarantee their inhabitants

that the collection, processing and dissemination of their personal data is used only

for a well defined and transparent purpose, i.e. there should be no “in-advance”
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storage of personal data. Moreover, the USN environments should restrain them-

selves from attempting to collect any other personal information that is not directly

relevant for the defined goal. Finally, USN environments should remove inhabitants’

personal data as soon as the ultimate goal has been achieved [120, 204].

Notably, if these principles are well applied, it might save many resources that

would be otherwise utilized to protect, collect and manage large amount of sensitive

personal data. Moreover, the application of these principles would increase privacy

protection benefits, as it would result in collection of only the data, which is essential

for defined targets. This principle is of crucial importance for potential future

privacy threats, because a set of data, given up freely today, might create major

user’s privacy concerns in the future. In order to avoid such privacy protection

failures, the users must be ensured that their personal data will be erased once the

purpose is achieved [120].

Data security

In order to secure individuals’ personal data in the digital world, laws are enforc-

ing adequate security measures to be adopted in accordance to the sensitivity of

data collected. Entities are directly accountable for ensuring data security through

their internal mechanisms as well as methods of personal data management. More-

over, different means for ensuring compliance of the security standards have been

determined by the legal regulations. Firstly, the compliance mechanisms can be

enforced by self-regulation, where a certain code of fair information practices is

adopted by the participants of the industry. Also, the legal measures can be taken

by the government authorities in order to ascertain the protection of data privacy
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[62, 69, 82].

In regard to design principles, Langheinrich suggested cryptography as one of

the main mechanisms in order to provide confidentiality in information storing and

distribution. However, cryptography requires availability of large amount of re-

sources, which are not always accessible in USN environments. Thus, the suggested

solution was to adjust the extent of cryptography proportionally to the sensitiv-

ity of the data. Other possible design solutions, which would overcome recourse

limitations of USN environments, are the following [120]:

• Anonymity and pseudoanonymity: to remove or drastically minimize the con-

nection between the data owner and the information;

• Location and proximity: to limit further dissemination of information after

the initial data disclosure.

First, user should have the opportunity of not being identifiable in USN envi-

ronments. Specifically, they should have the freedom of remaining anonymous when

desired. On the other hand, some situations would present necessity of authentica-

tion (e.g in case of personalization of services). For such cases, Langheinrich suggests

pseudoanonymity techniques as a possible design solution. The pseudoanonymity

could be realized through linking the user to an ID, which would represent him in

specific circumstances in order to be recognized as long as he uses the same ID.

Thus, a user could build a history of that specific ID and consequently, in these

cases, personalization of services would be feasible.

Finally, the proximity and locality design solution tied distribution of the dis-

closed information to the owner’s (or witness’s) presence and physical location re-
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spectively. The former allows only the owner and the witnesses of data disclosure

to further disseminate the user’s personal information. However, this solution could

be considered as unacceptable in some situations, e.g. when the owner does not ap-

prove further distribution of the data. Thus, the notion of physical location arises:

data is only available to the location at which it is collected and thus only the users

who are physically present in that location can collect such information [120].

A.4.2 Personal privacy

The legal regulations, outlined in section A.4.1, define the principles for designing

trustable USN environments. Although there is no law enforcing such principles, it

could be recommended that the legislators incorporate them into their existing pri-

vacy laws. Further, the essence of sociability and networking in such environments

demands selection of relevant, but not sensitive, information to be disclosed to oth-

ers. Thus, the design of privacy management of USN are challenged to provide

solutions for reflecting on people’s natural privacy handling, by ensuring manage-

ment of users’ personal privacy - the processes by which people selectively share

personal information, such as email address, career skills and abilities, to other

individuals or organisations [100, 122].

Previous studies have already proposed relevant design guidelines to prevent

potential privacy threats that could discourage users from providing their personal

information in ubiquitous computing environments [12, 104, 120, 122, 149]. These

guidelines target at empowering users to make deliberate personal data disclosure

decisions, which is also a crucial goal for USN environments. On this matter,

Lederer et al [122] suggested that the socio-technical gap, introduced by Ackerman
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[1], should be addressed. The socio-technical gap refers to the division between

“what we know we must support socially and what we can support technically”.

If an intermediary point of the socio-technical gap is not found, the user would

be either overwhelmed or disempowered, which would both result in uninformed

and impulsive data disclosure choices. To find this balance, Lederer et al [122]

proposed that the design of such environments should be focused on enabling users

to both understand privacy implications of data disclosure as well as allowing them

to perform natural social actions. Consequently, they provided privacy guidelines

that target at reconciling Palen and Dourish’s theoretical insights with Bellotti and

Sellen’s technical solutions [12, 149].

The theoretical insights of Palen and Dourish were inspired by the work of

Altman, who describes privacy as a dynamic process, representing continuous nego-

tiation and management of the boundaries that shape data disclosure [4, 5]. Palen

and Dourish identified three dynamic boundaries for negotiation of users’ personal

data disclosure. Firstly, the privacy and publicity boundary separates personal in-

formation into the disclosed and retained data sets. Then, the identity boundary

defines the role, represented by the user based on the time, place and situation

contexts. Finally, the temporal boundary regards the past, present and expected

future of the users. The authors concluded that data disclosure decisions are taken

by continuously negotiating the internal conflicts between the elements of the three

identified boundaries. Bellotti and Sellen, instead, focused on more practical so-

lutions. They firstly introduced potential privacy threats, such as disembodiment

and dissociation. The former one refers to the danger that users would not be able

to present themselves to others as they do in face-to-face interactions. Dissociation
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refers to the threat that the results of actions are shown while the actions them-

selves are invisible. Consequently, they proposed control and feedback principles

in order to avoid disembodiment and dissociation privacy threats by allowing the

user to decide what to disclose and whom to disclose, as well as ensure subsequent

feedback about their data disclosure decisions.

Moreover, in the privacy guidelines introduced in [122], the authors try also to

honor the fair information practices, outlined by Langheinrich as well as attempt to

encourage minimum information asymmetry between the parties, i.e. data owner,

data collector and data user [104]. Information asymmetry is considered to be the

imbalance in the amount of data flow between data owner and data collectors/users.

The authors suggested to either decrease the flow of information from data owners

to data collectors and users or otherwise increase the flow of information back to

the data owner. Particularly, based on the legal regulations of US Privacy Act of

1974 [82] and European Union’s Directive 95/46/EC [62], Langheinrich identified

several main areas of innovation, already reviewed in Section A.4.1 and recalled

in the following: notifying the user appropriately; taking into account the user’s

choice and seeking for consent; enforcing limitation of scope within the concepts

of proximity and locality; enabling anonymity and pseudonymity when necessary;

providing adequate security and appropriate data access.

As a result, the privacy guidelines proposed by Lederer et al depict five pitfalls

to be avoided in the design of privacy management systems for such environments:

1. Obscuring potential information flow: USN should not obscure the nature and

extent of data disclosure. Users should easily comprehend, for example, what

kind of information is disclosed and to whom, how the information is shared,
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the presence of third-party observers and the potential for unintentional dis-

closure. Avoiding this pitfall would allow users to understand the scope of

the privacy implications;

2. Obscuring actual information flow: USN should not obscure the actual disclo-

sure of information. The disclosure should be obvious to the user as it occurs,

however without overwhelming his attention. When immediate notice is not

feasible, then it must be ensured with a reasonable delay. Avoiding this pitfall

would allow users to understand what information is being disclosed to whom;

3. Emphasizing configuration over action: USN should not require exaggerated

manual configuration to manage personal privacy. Instead, users’ privacy

should be managed as a natural consequence of their normal engagement

with the environments. Avoiding this pitfall would enable users to control

their privacy without requiring tremendous configuration;

4. Lacking coarse-grained control: USN should not be implemented without the

possibility for their users to halt and resume data disclosure when desired.

Avoiding this pitfall would empower the user to effectively control their par-

ticipation in such environments;

5. Inhibiting established practice: USN should not inhibit users from transferring

established social practice to emerging technologies. For example, USN should

enable disclosure of ambiguous information as well as should ensure plausible

deniability. Avoiding this pitfall would allow the users to participate in such

environments without compromising their ordinary social behavior.
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A.5 Privacy management models

The privacy protection models of USN should be designed to follow the design

guidelines of privacy management systems presented in Section A.4. Particularly,

the suitable privacy models for USN environments should follow the legal require-

ments, while still facilitating the data disclosure and as well following the natural

data privacy handling of the individuals.

A privacy protection model, which followed the outlined legal framework of data

privacy, was implemented in [204]. Particularly, the author provided a solution

where environments are owned by an entity, which sets a framework of informa-

tion policies, established according to the legal requirements. Moreover, each user

is given an opportunity to personalize his privacy policy, by specifying what he is

interested to share (observe) and under what terms. Thus, before any actual inter-

action with the environment, the user is asked to present his own set of information

policies to be verified by the entity. If the policy is found to be compatible, the user

is permitted to interact with the environment, otherwise a negotiation is attempted.

While primarily addressing privacy in terms of legal regulations, Yee’s model

requires more attention to the dynamic nature of personal data disclosure. Other

privacy protection solutions [103, 111, 144] presented more extensive considera-

tions of personal data disclosure by incorporating possibilities for dynamic sharing

choices. Specifically, these models were implemented by enabling users to share

varying personal data subsets, depending on the location of the inquiry.

However, Sadeh et al proved that users encountered difficulties while selecting

their privacy preferences according to the single “location” factor [165]. Lederer
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et al conducted a survey, which investigated the important determinants for data

disclosure decisions. Particularly, the research was focused on the inquirer and

the current situation parameters. The inquirer is considered to be an individual

whom the user is interacting with and the situation is defined according to the

circumstances at that time. The authors determined the identity of the inquirer to

be the most important value for influencing the users’ privacy choices, followed by

the situation as parameter of secondary significance [123].

Based on these findings several privacy models have been designed for disclosure

of personal information. Notably, two main approaches were applied for managing

disclosure of personal information in USN environments: predefined privacy prefer-

ences and ad-hoc privacy control. The former attempts to predict all the potential

circumstances and associated data sharing decisions priori to the actual data dis-

closure. Further, these models were upgraded to ad hoc privacy control solutions,

which target at limiting the predefined privacy preferences and thus support in situ

data disclosure decisions, i.e. taken at the moment of actual disclosure. Conse-

quently, in the following we review an example of predefined privacy management

models and later we concentrate on methods that apply ad hoc privacy control of

users’ personal information.

A.5.1 Predefined privacy preferences

The management of data disclosure firstly focused on predefined privacy preferences.

Priori to any data disclosure, users were asked to indicate ”who” can access ”what”

and ”when”. The privacy model Faces [124], as well as other solutions [42, 103, 111,

144], apply predefined privacy preferences for management of personal information.
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Faces was inspired by the work of Goffman, who observed that an individual is

inclined to present himself to a certain audience by undertaking a particular role

or face and he will attempt to maintain that chosen face throughout the time [80].

Faces supports four predefined levels of privacy protection, ranging from “undis-

closed” that defines absolute confidentiality to “precise”, which allows openness of

entire user’s personal information. The process of Faces privacy model is shown in

Figure A.9.

As the first step, users set the privacy rules through a desktop application,

by creating 3-tuple of inquirers, situations and faces (Figure A.9-A). Afterwards,

when the user meets one of the predefined circumstances, the Faces repository,

where all the predefined preferences are stored, is queried. Based on the input of

current situation and inquirer, the repository returns the corresponding face to be

presented for the inquirer (Figure A.9-B). Additionally, in case of unknown inquirers

Inquirer

Face

Situation

Situation

Inquirer

Faces 
Repository

A B

Figure A.9: Faces privacy model process
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or situations, a default face is returned.

Faces was tested by first users, who indicated that the predefined privacy prefer-

ences was not an accurate solution for guiding data disclosure in USN environments.

Specifically, the users encounter difficulties in predicting their own data disclosure

preferences precisely, as sometimes they wished to adjust their decisions while meet-

ing the actual circumstances. Even more importantly, some of the users were not

able to remember their predefined preferences, which further highlights the complex-

ity of the privacy model. Thus, the test results imply that privacy models applying

predefined preferences could not prevent invasion of privacy when the actual/real

preferences do not meet the rules indicated by the user priori to data disclosure

[122].

A.5.2 Ad hoc privacy control

The Faces privacy model [124] does not take into account the dynamic nature of

data privacy, as it relies on preconfigured static privacy preferences. Inhabitants of

USN environments might encounter situations where data disclosure decisions are

not accurately predictable. Thus, in those circumstances, data disclosure decisions

can only be made ad hoc - at the moment of the actual disclosure [25, 26, 27, 103].

In order to address these issues, Lederer et al upgraded the Faces concept into the

Precision Dial model [122]. In comparison to Faces, Precision Dial removed the

preconfigured privacy preferences and added quick manual selection of one of the

four privacy protection levels, introduced in the Faces privacy model. While en-

countering different circumstances, the user has the opportunity to manually adjust

his privacy settings when needed. However, despite achieving the primary goal of
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enabling ad hoc data disclosure decisions, Precision Dial might require considerable

amount of users’ attention and intervention. In fact, users are required to manually

adjust their precision settings, similar to the practice of adjusting ringer volume of

mobile devices [122]. In case the user would forget to update the current privacy

protection level when encountering other circumstances, it might result in uninten-

tional data disclosure and the user could either be subject to invasion of privacy or

lose potential networking possibilities.

Similarly, Bünning provided a solution for reducing predefined privacy prefer-

ences for data disclosure management [26]. The author suggested a privacy model

called Disclosure Decision Model (DDM) that focuses on relieving the users from

frequent data disclosure decisions. DDM [24] can be considered as an agent that

manages information disclosure on behalf of the user through a process shown in

Figure A.10. The first step of the DDM model is taken by the users, who manually

set disclosure rules that are generalized privacy protection guidelines for particular

circumstances. These rules are the primary determinant for the data disclosure de-

cisions (step 2). However, if the general predetermined rules do not directly apply

for a particular situation, the DDM is consulted for that particular disclosure choice

(step 3). In case of user’s disagreement with the automated disclosure decision of

a specific data set, the design allows a manual veto possibility, which highlights a

wrong disclosure choice, taken by DDM (step 4). Consequently, the DDM sends to

the user a rule template, which enables the user to manually deal with the current

circumstances (step 5). Thereafter, the fulfilled rule template will be added to the

existing set of rules for improving future prediction of data disclosure decisions.

In order to investigate different data mining algorithms to be applied for devel-
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DDM

5. Rule 
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Disclosure

User rules

2. Direct
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3. Automated disclosure

4. User veto

1. Setting disclosure rules

Figure A.10: Disclosure decision model process

oping DDM, Bünning asked test users to set their hypothetical privacy protection

guidelines. Subsequently, an environment was implemented and used as a test

environment for simulating potential service providers, requesting users’ personal

information [27]. Among data mining algorithms tested such as Rule Learner, De-

cision Tree, s-Nearest Neighbour, SVM and naive Bayes classifier, test results have

indicated that naive Bayes classifier [126] was the most suitable algorithm, as it

presented highest results with an approximate accuracy of 95% and potential for

further increasing performance [25].

Furthermore, in [171], the authors suggested a privacy model called Diverged

Personalities (DiP), which was originally designed for the local social networks envi-

ronments, already discussed in Section A.3. Similarly to DDM, DiP as well focuses

on reflecting the user’s natural privacy handling upon disclosure of personal data

without overwhelming the user’s attention. However, in contrast to the previous

privacy model, DiP does not rely only on observing and learning users’ decisions,
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but also takes into account the variation of personal data sensitivity under different

circumstances.

In the DiP privacy model, the unified user profile is diverged into different users’

personalities to be presented under different circumstances. The most suitable

personality for each circumstance is generated by the process shown in Figure A.11.

The central component of the Diverged Personalities is the Personality Logic. The

Personality Logic receives as input the unified user profile, which is composed of a

collection of various personal data about the user. Moreover, the Personality Logic

also processes the inquirer social information (e.g. stranger, co-worker, familiar

stranger, friend, etc) and context information (e.g. current activity, location, time

etc). Based on these inputs, algorithms automatically provide the best personality

to be shared, which can be compared to a business card that people often exchange

for interpersonal benefits. The selected business card must be composed of relevant,

however not sensitive, personal information according to the current circumstances

[170]. When selecting the best personality to be disclosed, the Personality Logic

Personality  
Logic 

Unified 
User Profile 

Professional 
Profile 

Internet 
Activity 

Social 
Profile 

Inquirer 
Information 

Context 
Information 

Figure A.11: Diverged personalities model process
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takes into account influential factors, identified to impact users’ data disclosure

decisions, such as identity of the inquirer [57, 123, 199], current environment [169],

activity [108, 167, 169, 170], mood [45, 169], location familiarity [167, 169, 170],

purpose of disclosure [45, 167, 169], number of previous meetings and mutual friends

with the inquirer [167, 169].

In [169], the author conducted a mixed methods research for investigating the

relationship between the above influential factors and ad hoc data disclosure deci-

sions. Participants’ ad hoc data disclosure decisions were collected by exploiting

an USN prototype. The collected data, i.e. at least 1650 data disclosure decisions

per each participant, was analyzed by applying the binary logistic regression sta-

tistical model. Thus, it was possible to simulate the DiP privacy model behaviour

and present results about the overall proportion of cases that the binary logistic

regression statistical model classified correctly. The achieved overall prediction suc-

cess was observed to be approximately 90% with a peak accuracy of 93%, and a

potential for further increasing performance.

However, despite the good prediction results achieved by the DDM and DiP

privacy models, in [25, 169] the authors recommended to limit the autonomy of ad

hoc privacy control mechanisms, in case of highly sensitive data. In such situations,

it was emphasized to provide only suggested data disclosure choices, while waiting

for user’s approval before any actual disclosure.
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A.6 Discussion

This paper identifies privacy as the main challenge for the development of ubiq-

uitous social networking environments that target at promoting social interactions

among their inhabitants. Particularly this challenge arises because privacy must

be ensured during acquisition, management and disclosure of users’ personal in-

formation. We described existing privacy protection laws and reviewed previous

works that adapted these laws to privacy system design principles. Further, we

presented existing privacy design guidelines for ensuring both understanding of pri-

vacy implications of participation in such environments as well as possibilities to

conduct socially meaningfully actions. Afterwards, we introduced existing privacy

models based on predefined privacy preferences as well as ad-hoc privacy control

approaches and suggested the adoption of the latter approach for ubiquitous social

networking environments due to better support of the dynamic and intuitive aspects

of protection of data privacy.

While considering privacy as a major challenge for the further development of

USN environments, the article also identified and discussed the other two challenges

that are related to ensuring privacy-aware social networking. In fact, we reviewed

methods and technologies for acquisition of the relevant context in order to promote

sociability between participants, such as users’ identities and relationships, users’

activities as well as personal users’ information from online social networks. More-

over, we described diverse approaches for enhancing social networking on different

architectures, i.e. centralized, decentralized and hybrid, with the main focus on

promoting networking not only among acquaintances, but also between strangers
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with interpersonal affinities. The key findings of the three identified challenges are

summarised in Table A.1.

Based on the results, presented in this article, we identified two different aspects

for the management of users’ privacy in ubiquitous social networking, i.e. data

protection and personal privacy. We acknowledged that both concepts should be

taken into consideration for the long term success of the ubiquitous social networking

technology. However, it must be noted that managing users’ data privacy according

to data protection guidelines would lead to setting rigid rules and policies to prevent

potential malicious attacks. For applications that focus on leveraging interpersonal

affinities in physical environments, rules that regulate users’ data disclosure under

different circumstances are not straightforward and they cannot be algorithmically

modeled using rigid privacy policies. Instead, we agreed with the position of Iachello

and Hong, who claimed that the design of these environments should focus on

enabling a constant and arbitrary selection of disclosed data for allowing users to

easily present a desired profile to be shared under different situations [100].

Thus, we suggest further research to investigate solutions for ensuring users’

personal privacy. Personal privacy in ubiquitous social networking should be anal-

ysed in two different directions, as the selection of users’ personal information to

be disclosed in such environments occurs in two different moments. The first se-

lection regards whether users’ personal data should or should not be included in

the unified user profile. Such kind of data disclosure are principally made before

actual use of the systems and would be highly influenced by designing services that

would increase users’ comfort through sharing of their personal information. The

design guidelines, proposed by Lederer et al, were indisputably considered rele-
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vant, as they lead to the design of ubiquitous social networking environments that

would empower users to make informed data disclosure decisions. However, other

important design factors are needed to be identified when taking into account the

particular focus on promoting privacy-aware social networking. For instance, we ac-

knowledged the importance of informing users about future potential implications

of their data disclosure, e.g. informing them on whether their data is shared with

third parties [122]. On the other hand, we believe that designers should investigate

solutions for also preventing such implications, e.g. not embracing third parties, in

order to increase users’ comfort through sharing of their personal data.

Further, other design characteristics include advantages and disadvantages of

software architectures, reviewed in this article. For instance, a pure peer-to-peer

approach might present advantages that would motivate users’ to disclose their

personal information, as disclosure of personal data would only occur between end

users by exactly replicating an exchange of paper business cards. However, the

design of such decentralized architecture as well leads to a crucial disadvantage.

If users can only wirelessly exchange their personal profiles in the close proximity,

they cannot thereafter modify them. On the contrary, a centralized architecture

might be ideal for enabling users to modify their personal data, even after actual

disclosure. In fact, the third-party entities might store users’ personal data dis-

closure decisions to be accessed, updated or even removed at any time. This kind

of solution would certainly require embracing disclosure to third-party components,

which might discourage users from providing their personal information, due to con-

cern about potential negative future implications. Thus, designers are challenged to

investigate solutions that would represent an optimal trade-off between the benefits
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and risks that the different software architectures might impose.

The second selection of personal data regards which information should be in-

cluded into users’ sub-profiles to be disclosed under the different circumstances of

their encounters. Automated ad hoc privacy control models were identified to be

more suitable, because they were found to better reflect on people’s natural privacy

handling, when compared to predefined privacy preferences mechanisms. However,

these privacy mechanisms present a crucial challenge that needs to be further in-

vestigated. We refer to the disagreement between the users and the ad hoc privacy

control about data disclosure decisions, which might jeopardise the users’ personal

privacy. In fact, an ideal ad hoc privacy control model should manage users’ per-

sonal data privacy as individuals do in ordinary human interactions, where they

intuitively evaluate various determinants and unconsciously choose what personal

information to disclose during face-to-face interactions.

As discussed in this article, the inquirer determinant was found to be the pri-

mary predictor for users’ data disclosure decisions in ubiquitous social computing

environments over the current situations factor, e.g. location, activity. However,

due to focus on disclosure of personal information to strangers, we strongly rec-

ommend ubiquitous social networking researchers to advance the attention to the

current situations parameter. Thus, we strongly suggest a further analysis to gain

an extensive comprehension of variation of human data sensitivity that affects in-

formation disclosure under different circumstances, including many expected and

unexpected variables. In-dept investigations based on longitudinal studies about

the determinants, already found to influence data disclosure decisions and identifi-

cation of new predictors are needed for ensuring accurate selection of sub-profiles
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to be disclosed under different circumstances of the users’ encounters in ubiquitous

social networking environments.

Finally, in order to accurately analyse the current users’ circumstances, ubiq-

uitous social networking environments must be capable of acquiring relevant and

accurate context, which needs to be processed by the ad hoc privacy control model.

The results presented in this article recommend further research on acquisition of

detailed social and environmental context for helping privacy management systems

to better understand and consequently evaluate current users’ circumstances. We

specifically refer to inference of detailed social activities in highly complex situa-

tions, such as collaborative actions within groups of two or more participants.
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Table A.1: Key findings of the three identified crucial challenges for ubiquitous social networking

Challenges Parameters Key Findings

Context
Acquisi-
tion

- User identities

- User relationships

- User activities

- User profiles

• Bluetooth is the most widely used technology for detection of users’ iden-
tities and relationships

• Integration of ubiquitous devices with online social networks increases the
amount of personal information included into user profiles

• USN can benefit from large amount of preferences and information stored
in online social networks

• Infer of collaborative social activities involving groups of two or more users
based on wearable sensors is a promising future research direction

Software
architec-
tures

- Centralized

- Decentralized

- Hybrid

• Pure peer-to-peer architecture motivates users to share their personal data
as disclosure occurs directly between end-users without going through a
central unit or server

• Peer-to-peer architecture limits users to only exchange their personal pro-
files in close proximity with no possibility to modify it afterwards

• Centralized architecture provides opportunity for users to modify their
sharing preferences even after disclosure

• Centralized architecture may require users to embrace disclosure to third-
party entities, which could discourage users from disclosing their personal
information

• Hybrid architecture facilitates USN applications to collect personal infor-
mation from user profiles in online social networks

• Hybrid architecture, similar to centralized architecture, may require users
to embrace disclosure to third-party entities, which could discourage users
from disclosing their personal information

Privacy

- Data protection

- Personal Privacy

• USN services should include data protection solutions to secure collection
and dissemination of users’ personal information

• Personal privacy solutions are needed to help users select the right infor-
mation to be disclosed to the right person under the right circumstances

- Predefined preferences

- Ad hoc privacy control

• Ad hoc privacy control is preferred to predefined privacy preferences for
applications promoting social interactions between users during physical
meetings given its better protection of dynamic and intuitive aspects of
users’ personal data

• Predefined privacy preferences models are not considered suitable for pro-
tecting personal privacy in USN environments because of the complexity
for users to predict all potential situations and associated data sharing
decisions prior to actual data disclosure

• Unintentional invasion of privacy may occur when rules indicated by prede-
fined data disclosure preferences do not accurately reflect the actual users’
sharing preferences

• Further research is needed to minimize the disagreement on data disclosure
between users and ad hoc privacy control models
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Abstract

Despite the great success of online social networks, there is still no auto-

mated way to facilitate communication between people in the physical

environment. Ubiquitous social networking services target at transfer-

ring online social networking benefits to the physical world, by facilitat-

ing advantageous relationships during physical meetings between people

who do not know each other, but probably they should. In this paper, we

present a potential solution for establishing ubiquitous social networking

services by integrating online social networks with opportunistic net-

works. This solution, called local social networks, focuses on uncovering

relevant connections between people nearby, by providing a platform for

automatic exchange of user personal information in order to discover

interpersonal affinities. Firstly, we define and discuss the concept, ad-

vantages, preliminary architecture and potential future applications of

local social networks as well as introduce the first prototype, named

Spiderweb. Afterwards, we present results of a qualitative investigation

that researched whether 16 active online social networks users would

accept ubiquitous social networking services. The results revealed that

all the participants perceived the usefulness of these services and 14 of

them would be willing to accept all the necessary requirements for the

establishment of local social networks and thus be potential users.

Keywords: Ubiquitous Computing; Social Networking; Privacy; In-

formation Disclosure; Mobile Computing.
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B.1 Introduction

The creation of Internet provided an innovative communication infrastructure that

reduced the distance between people living in different parts of the world. Soon

on the basis of this technology new services have been developed, which improved

the communication between people. Such initiatives as Orkut15, MySpace16 and

Facebook17, called online social networks (in the following referred to as OSNs),

share a common characteristic: they enable people to create a virtual social network

where users can stay in touch with friends from the whole world, share pictures,

talk, chat, send messages and look for new acquaintances [48, 206].

Despite the wide spread of OSNs, the flexibility and sociability of these networks

can be questioned. Firstly, the access to OSNs services is not available upon user’s

demand, as it occurs exclusively while using a desktop computer [65]. Further, the

human communication is still highly embedded in the physical contact and closeness,

provided by the physical environment. Unfortunately, OSNs do not facilitate social

communication in the physical environment. Thus, people with shared interests and

backgrounds fail to leverage interpersonal affinities for personal benefits [65, 83, 155].

Recently, the flexibility restriction of OSNs has been solved by enabling the

OSNs services on mobiles. The real advantage of mobile social networks, if compared

to classic OSNs, is that mobile terminals elevate the freedom of movement while

using the applications [159]. Moreover, mobiles are not seen only as entry points

to existing centralized OSNs, but thanks to their wireless technologies they also

15http://www.orkut.com
16http://www.myspace.com
17http://www.facebook.com
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enable Opportunistic Networks (in the following referred to as ONs). In ONs,

nodes are wirelessly connected and have the possibility to identify each other as

well as exchange contents in a short communication range [95, 102, 153]. When user

personal information is incorporated to ONs, these networks can be perceived as an

important tool for addressing sociability issues in the physical world, as they enable

the establishment of ubiquitous social networking services [10, 59, 65, 153, 183].

Ubiquitous social networking services attempt to address sociability issues by

providing a controlled automated communication system, applied in everyday phys-

ical world. These services help users to develop possible advantageous relationships

such as friendships, partnerships, business relations by uncovering hidden connec-

tions that people share with others nearby and thus facilitating initialization of

face-to-face interactions. As a result, the value of social networking is significantly

enhanced and benefits are available immediately upon demand [65, 83, 155, 183].

In this paper, we present a potential solution for the establishment of ubiqui-

tous social networking services, called local social networks, which incorporates the

users’ personal information into ONs by integrating OSNs with ONs. Thanks to

this integration, local social networks are capable of combining online and ubiq-

uitous social networking services and provide them to the users through a single

platform. In order to analyze the acceptance of local social networks, we ran a

qualitative investigation with 16 active online social networks users. Particularly,

we researched the perceived usefulness of ubiquitous social networking services as

well as participants’ acceptance of the crucial requirements for the establishment of

these services.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in the next section we describes
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and defines in details the concept of local social networks, presents the preliminary

architecture, first prototype as well as suggestions for future potential applications of

ubiquitous social networking services. In Section B.3, we review the background and

design of the qualitative investigation and information about the participants. We

present results of the conducted qualitative tests in Section B.4. Final conclusions

and recommendations for future work are drawn in the last section of the paper.

B.2 Local social networks

Local Social Networks (in the following referred to as LSNs) focus on promoting

ubiquitous social networking services in order to facilitate face-to-face interactions

between people during physical meetings. This solution attempts to address socia-

bility issues by providing a platform for automatic exchange of user profiles in order

to discover interpersonal affinities and consequently create new beneficial relation-

ships between users, who do not know each other, but probably should.

In the following, firstly, we present an example scenario, illustrating the ubiqui-

tous social networking process, followed by the definition and preliminary architec-

ture of LSNs. Further, we introduce the first prototype and potential application

areas of LSNs.

B.2.1 Example scenario

To better explain the LSN concept, we present an example scenario of ubiquitous

social networking services in Figure B.1. A user named Bob, who is marked in

blue, is located in a public place, such as a canteen of an ordinary work place.
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A

A BFigure B.1: Ubiquitous Social Networking Example Scenario

Bob is surrounded by people that he knows, marked in green, and people that are

strangers to him, marked in white. Even if Bob does not interact with all people in

the canteen, his mobile phone does it for him by exchanging personal information

with other LSNs peers in his proximity, as shown in Figure B.2-A. Due to the

exchange of personal information, LSNs develop an understanding about who are

the people nearby as well as their respective preferences. Thus, these services are

capable of highlighting relevant social paths between users that would be hidden

otherwise, as shown in Figure B.2-B. When LSNs find profile similarities between

Bob and other LSNs users, highlighted in yellow in Figure B.2-B, they are notified

about each others’ presence and, therefore, have the opportunity to immediately

initiate a face-to-face communication. However, in LSNs the exchange of personal

information is automatic and it does not interfere with the current Bob’s activity.

The relevant information, which is useful for networking with other users, can be

retrieved and used even at a later time.
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A

A B

Figure B.2: Ubiquitous Social Networking Example Scenario

As it can be derived from above example scenario, when Bob is taking part

in these networks, all the other LSNs peers become aware that he is somewhere

around. Moreover, due to the exchange of users’ personal information, Bob is able

to access others’ personal data, as well as his data is revealed to the other peers of

the network. Finally, as a result of immediate notifications about relevant profile

similarities, Bob can initiate profitable conversations with the users, marked in

yellow in Figure B.2-B, and vice versa, i.e these users might decide to start a face-

to-face interaction with Bob. Consequently, following this example scenario, we can

identify three crucial requirements for the establishment of local social networks:

• Announcement of users’ presence: users must accept to inform other nearby

LSNs users about their whereabouts;

• Disclosure of personal data: users must accept to share their personal infor-

mation with others;
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• Potential initiation of face-to-face interactions: users must accept possible im-

mediate face-to-face interactions with other LSNs users, when notified about

potential profile similarities.

B.2.2 Definition

After introducing the LSNs concept, we concisely define local social networks as

follows:

A local social network is a wireless network of opportunistically con-

nected sociable nodes

In other words, LSN is a distributed network architecture in which nodes are

linked to online social networks profiles and wirelessly interconnected to exchange

personalized contents. The communication range between the sociable nodes is

direct and limited to the walking distance.

B.2.3 Preliminary architecture

Figure B.3 shows the preliminary architecture of local social networks, which is

based on the integration of OSNs with ONs. The left side of Figure B.3 presents

the OSN architecture that is following the classical client/server model. The server

is connected to a database that contains all the information about the users of

the application: user profiles, messages, contact invitations, relationships between

the users, etc. All the other elements are an assortment of clients. A client is

able to interact with the server by starting a communication through an IP bearer

technology. The right side of Figure B.3 presents the ON architecture, which is
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Figure B.3: Preliminary architecture of Local Social Networks

based on the peer-to-peer wireless communication and consequently does not present

any central server.

The main difference between OSNs and ONs is evident: the range where social

networks are established. Regarding OSNs, the amount of data is usually vast

and therefore it may be difficult to find the needed information. In case of ONs

the amount of data is restricted to the range of the wireless technology adopted.

This range has to be short enough to ensure that users are in the proximity of

each other. At the same time it has to be long enough for users to scan without

being noticed [153]. Figure B.4-A shows the wireless range of the user, however

in reality the communication range is not an ideal circle due to communication

signal interferences with the surroundings [95]. Within the wireless range, users are

able to instantly discover each other and exchange personal contents (e.g. profiles,

messages, etc). When the device at the center of the circle discovers other users in

its proximity, a direct connection between these two users is possible, as shown in

Figure B.4-B. On the contrary, the device outside the wireless range is not discovered
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There is one 
user in my LSN

This is my 
Wireless range

Figure B.4: The range of Local Social Networks

and, consequently, these devices do not know about each other’s existence and

communication between them is not possible unless they move into each others’

wireless range.

Importantly, a LSNs node behaves as OSN node and ON node at the same time,

as illustrated in Figure B.3, where a node is placed in the intersection space between

the OSNs and ONs. The LSN node architecture is presented in Figure B.5. The

bottom layer of the LSN node architecture manages the communication matters.

While an IP Bearer technology can be used to access OSN services, the Exchange

Data communication is used to enable direct communication in a short range of

the selected wireless technology. The Node Discovery and Environment Discovery

are adopted to define the current surroundings of the user, respectively information

about other nodes in the user’s LSN and relevant context data to interpret current

users’ location, activity, etc.

The second layer of LSN node architecture is composed of collection of services

that can be offered by LSNs, which are enabled through the bottom communication
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Figure B.5: Local Social Networks node architecture

layer. They are a collection of OSNs services (e.g. find new acquaintances, search

for people on the basis of certain criteria, chat, view profile of other users, etc)

and others, which promote sociability during physical meetings. Particularly, the

latter services, such as Business Card Management and Exchange services, enable

effective control and distribution of personalized user profiles in the users’ vicin-

ity. Moreover, the Similarity Evaluation services enable LSNs to compare the user

profiles, calculate the similarity scores between the encountering users and con-

sequently trigger the Notification System services when needed. The Notification

System alerts users about the exchange of personal information with others, who

present relevant profile similarities for networking.

The profile of the user is placed in the third architecture level of Figure B.5,

which is divided into ambiguous and unambiguous personal data. The Ambiguous

User Data represents a set of information that may be subject to continuous changes,

such as user preferences (e.g. food taste); the Unambiguous User Data is related to
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a set of information, which does not change often (e.g. home address) and thus it is

considered to be of high sensitivity. Consequently, different strategies for preserving

user’s privacy can be applied based on this data classification. Finally, the interface

is placed in the top level of the LSN node architecture. The User Interface has

access to all the other layers of the LSN node in order to accomplish its purpose.

B.2.4 The Spiderweb prototype

The first LSN prototype is the Spiderweb mobile social network application [166],

which was selected to be implemented in Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) in order

to be compatible with all mobile operating systems supporting J2ME [87]. The

application follows the software architecture schema described in Figure B.3, thus

Spiderweb integrates OSNs with ONs. Spiderweb partly relies on the Internet con-

nectivity and offers several services, already well-known from online social networks

sites. In fact, users are able to create their profiles and invite others to their social

networks. They are also able to search for people based on certain filtering criteria,

exchange messages, let other users know their current position and keep in touch

with their friends. Additionally, Spiderweb uses Bluetooth connectivity to allow de-

vices to identify each other and establish direct connections between them by using

the short range communication. Within the Bluetooth range, Spiderweb users share

a subset of the full user profile, called Business Card (in the following referred to

as BC), which is stored in the local memory of the device and is synchronized with

the relevant fields of the OSN profile. Due to exchange of BCs, Spiderweb users are

capable of uncovering hidden connections that they share with other people nearby.

Two screenshots of the Spiderweb application are shown in Figure B.6. On the
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Figure B.6: Two screenshots of Spiderweb

right side of Figure B.6 an example of a BC is presented. The BC is composed

of personal information that is accepted by the Spiderweb users to be shared with

others in their proximity. On the left side of Figure B.6, the notification screen is

presented. Notifications regard OSNs and ubiquitous social networking services. In

relation to OSN services, users are notified when they change their current status,

update their profiles or GPS positions as well as receive text and picture messages

from other users or establish new friendships. Moreover, in respect to ubiquitous

social networking services, the user is notified if others with specific characteristic

that the user is looking for are in the proximity (e.g. likes rock music or is a

friend in the OSN). From the notification screen, the user can access both OSN

and ubiquitous social networking services, utilizing the icons on the bottom of the

screen.

Even if Spiderweb is the first prototype of LSNs, many functionalities of LSNs

preliminary architecture, presented in section B.2.3, are not fully applied. In fact,
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some components and services related to the automated creation of users’ BCs have

not been implemented yet (e.g. Environment discovery, Business Card Management

services, etc). Future implementation of these components and application of these

services are of crucial importance for improving the Spiderweb application and

contributing to the long-term success of ubiquitous social networking services.

B.2.5 Application areas

In the following we present several application areas, where LSNs services might

significantly improve people’s social being and connectedness:

• Professional: Ubiquitous social networking services might provide significant

improvements to users’ professional life. Firstly, they might lead to new per-

sonal professional opportunities, such as connecting employers with potential

employees and vice versa. Further, LSNs services would help to initiate col-

laborative teams within organizations. For example, they would assist in con-

necting people who are working on similar material as well as finding others

who have abilities to solve another employee’s current problem [65].

• Dating: OSNs that focus on dating services became very common in the

recent years. Even Facebook, which is not primarily targeting at promoting

dating services, significantly increased its popularity when it enabled users to

discover the relation status of others. In comparison to these OSNs, LSNs

would definitely provide a new way to facilitate such kind of services between

the users. In fact, ubiquitous social networking services would not be limited

to desktop applications, but they would help to connect nearby users with
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similar social interests and thus provide opportunities to immediately initiate

potential face-to-face social interactions in their everyday lives [10].

• Events: LSNs might also present significant potential in various events, such

as conferences, company events, exhibitions, etc. These situations usually

comprise large amounts of participants, who potentially share similar profes-

sional or social interests. However, due to time limitations, people do not

have enough time to network with all the participants and thus fail to exploit

potential networking benefits. As an example, many professional networking

connections could be established during large academic conferences with the

help of LSNs that would take into account similar research interests [65, 155].

B.3 Investigation methodology and design

In this section we present the methodology and design of a qualitative investiga-

tion that aims at analyzing the acceptance of ubiquitous social networking services

among active online social networks users. Our investigation aims at answering the

following question:

Would participants accept ubiquitous social networking services?

In order to answer this question, we considered to apply the Technology Accep-

tance Model (TAM) that comprises analysis of perceived ease of use and usefulness

of the application [56]. The perceived ease of use was already investigated in regard

to the Spiderweb local social networks application. The results of the investigation

were very satisfactory, as the 70% of the participants found Spiderweb to be ”very
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easy to use”. This indicated that Spiderweb users would not require much effort

to become skillful in using the application [166]. Consequently, in this qualitative

investigation, we focus the attention on analyzing the perceived usefulness of ubiq-

uitous social networking services. Moreover, in order to get more insight into the

participants’ acceptance of ubiquitous social networking services, other factors must

be taken into consideration. We refer to investigation of participants’ acceptance

of all the necessary prerequisites for the establishment of LSNs, presented in the

example scenario in Section B.2.1.

In the following, we describe the background and design of the qualitative in-

vestigation, followed by the information about the participants.

B.3.1 Background

A qualitative investigation was conducted for evaluating the acceptance of ubiqui-

tous social networking services. Qualitative interviews were preferred alternatively

to other investigation methods, such as handing out questionnaires or establishing

a focus group interview. This method was chosen because of the following two rea-

sons: (i) participants’ unfamiliarity with the ubiquitous social networking subject

and (ii) potential misinterpretation of the research questions due to their complexity

and ambiguity. Moreover, we decided to run semi-structured interviews to better

understand the motivation behind the participants responses and ensure that gen-

eral areas of information are collected from each participant, however still allowing

adaptability of the interview process [50, 118, 136].

In order to help participants to get more familiar with the ubiquitous social net-

working concept, firstly, we presented different scenarios from everyday lives, where
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these services might be applied. Secondly, we introduced all the available Spiderweb

services, which are presented in [166] as well as in this video18, and discussed with

participants potential networking benefits and threats. Lastly, participants had an

opportunity to utilize a mobile application that simulates the LSNs behavior for

11 days. At least 3 times per day, the mobile application was randomly asking the

participants to upload their personal data disclosure decisions for the specific cir-

cumstances, encountered at the moment of the request. The selection of data types

to be disclosed was provided in accordance to data categorization in popular OSNs

sites (e.g. gender, age, favorite music, etc.). This categorization was already used

in a previous investigation about disclosure of personal information in ubiquitous

social computing environments and the detailed description of the provided data

types can be found in [170]. Participants were aware that potential networking ben-

efits would be directly proportional to the amount of shared information, thus their

ad hoc data disclosure decisions were representing a compromise between privacy

risks and potential networking benefits.

Notably, we preferred to provide a new mobile application, designed specifi-

cally for this investigation, rather than utilizing the Spiderweb or other existing

ubiquitous social networking applications, such as [10, 65, 153, 183], because these

applications are still not widely spread yet and participants would encounter diffi-

culties in finding opportunities to disclose their personal information to real users.

Afterwards, we interviewed the participants for a duration of 30-45 minutes. The

interviews were audio taped and transcribed at later time. Questions were, firstly,

related to perceived usefulness of ubiquitous social networking services, which inves-

18http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgeVNv10CIM
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tigated the degree to which participants believe that using a particular technology

would enhance their networking performance [56]. Further, we analyzed the accep-

tance of the three crucial prerequisites for the establishment of ubiquitous social

networking services, derived from the example scenario in Section B.2.1, i.e. an-

nouncement of user’s presence, disclosure of personal information and potential

initiation of face-to-face interactions.

B.3.2 Participants

The selection of participants was limited to OSNs users. We determined this cat-

egory to be the most relevant because of their advanced experience in social net-

working, even if the perception towards the networking services might vary between

virtual and physical worlds.

Respondents were asked to provide information about their demographic char-

acteristics and asked to indicate their privacy preferences on visibility of their own

personal data (e.g. user profile, pictures, posts) in their main OSN site. Based on

these answers, we were able to observe patterns among data disclosure attitudes

and divide the participants into three privacy clusters, following the Westin/Harris

privacy segmentation model [198]:

• Fundamentalists: these respondents were extremely concerned about sharing

their personal data with any other online social networks users (friends or

strangers);

• Pragmatists: these participants also cared about loss of privacy due to the

disclosure of their personal information. However, they often had specific
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concerns and particular strategies for addressing them. For example, this

category of respondents generally preferred sharing personal information only

among their friends;

• Unconcerned: these respondents were trusting online social networks sites

and believing that the privacy of their data was not jeopardized. Thus, they

were willing to share their personal data not only with people who were their

friends, but as well with users who were complete strangers to them.

In total we recruited 16 participants with the following privacy and demographic

characteristics:

• Gender: 10 of the participants were male, while 6 of them were females;

• Age: 7 of the respondents were younger than 26 years, 7 of them were between

26 and 35 years old and 2 participants were older than 35 years;

• Occupation: 8 of the participants were working and 8 of them were studying

at the time of the survey;

• Privacy: 9 of the respondents were pragmatists, 4 of them were fundamental-

ists and 3 participants were unconcerned.

B.4 Investigation results

In this section we present results of the qualitative investigation that analyzes par-

ticipants’ acceptance of ubiquitous social networking. As introduced in Section
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B.3, we firstly focus on researching perceived usefulness of LSNs services. After-

wards, we investigated the participants’ acceptance of the crucial prerequisites for

the establishment of ubiquitous social networking.

B.4.1 Perceived usefulness

The qualitative interviews were firstly attempting to get insight into perceived use-

fulness of LSNs by focusing on the following subquestions and motivations support-

ing corresponding participants’ answers:

1. Would respondents perceive that ubiquitous social networking services im-

prove their everyday communication?

2. For what purposes would the participants perceive the ubiquitous social net-

working services to be useful?

Firstly, as shown in Figure B.7, all the participants acknowledged the potential

of LSNs services for improving their everyday communication, because they believed
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Figure B.7: Perceived usefulness of ubiquitous social networking services
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that these services would help them to connect with other people nearby, who have

similar social and professional interests and goals. Furthermore, the participants

considered that LSNs services relevantly support ordinary human interactions and

behavior that people usually maintain in their everyday lives. Some of the re-

spondents highlighted that these services would be very useful for people with any

distinctive interests, as one of them said:

”Many teenagers wear t-shirts representing their favorite music (e.g.

metal, rock, etc). The reason why they do so is to attract the attention

of other people with the same music preference in their surroundings.

Now think about having a complex interest - how can you represent it in

a t-shirt? In such cases LSNs would be really helpful”

Secondly, as illustrated in Figure B.7, potential professional networking benefits,

received in exchange to disclosure of personal information, were notably considered

to be the best motivation for using LSNs services by 15 out of 16 respondents.

They indicated that LSNs would improve their professional lives, because such

services were considered to be relevant to speed up the process of initiating beneficial

professional relationships. For instance, a participant, who was just back from a

big exhibition in London, claimed that these services would significantly increase

the networking efficiency of that exhibition:

”Companies were presenting us what they were working on and invited

to submit our curriculum vitae. However, the exhibition was very big

and many companies were participating, thus I did not manage to get

informed about all the job opportunities and I could not network with
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the representatives of all the companies. I believe that I lost relevant

professional opportunities. In such situations, those services would sig-

nificantly improve my networking by highlighting which companies are

worth to interact with and to present my curriculum vitae”

While the majority of the respondents found LSNs services to be very useful in

regard to professional life, some of them (i.e. 7 out of 16) seemed to be cautious when

considering to share their personal information for improving their social relations,

as shown in Figure B.7. These participants found social interactions to be more

sensitive compared to professional ones and they were skeptical about sharing their

social life with other people whom they do not know. However, some of them

believed that they might start using LSNs also for social purposes after developing

an initial familiarity with these services. However, despite their overall carefulness,

one of respondents emphasized circumstances where he would be interested in using

LSNs also for improving his social interactions:

”Last summer, I visited Los Angeles with my friends. I believe that such

services would have been very useful in many circumstances during my

holiday, as we spent a lot of time in different social environments and we

were in the right mood for starting new social interactions with people

around us”

B.4.2 Acceptance of prerequisites

When inquired about the acceptance of ubiquitous social networking prerequisites,

only a few of the participants had serious concerns about accepting all the needed
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requirements for the establishment of these services. In the following subsections,

we present the individual results in relation to acceptance of the three identified

prerequisites.

Announcement of users’ presence

In order to enable the LSNs users to announce their presence to the others, two

main concepts are relevant to be considered: sharing of location information and

proximity information. Both of them are related to sharing of the user’s current

position. However, the location information is generally intended to be shared

among acquaintances and in an unlimited range, while proximity information is

meant to be disclosed to only all people nearby.

Sharing of the location information is one of the main characteristics of mobile

social networks, which enables location based services. Generally, these services

help users to connect to friends, be alerted when they are close and discover places

around them by sharing users’ GPS positions [206]. However, mobile social net-

works users have presented serious privacy concerns, related to disclosure of loca-

tion information, even if it is applied only among acquaintances [37]. Sharing of

the proximity information, instead, presents added value for solving privacy issues,

related to disclosure of location information, because LSNs users are exclusively

discovered within the range of the adopted wireless technology, as shown in Figure

B.4. In fact, LSN users are notified about the presence of others only when they

are in the vicinity. Once the people move away, the information about the users’

presence is not available anymore, unless they re-enter into each other’s wireless

range. As a result, the privacy threats, related to disclosure of current position,
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are decreased and the application of this concept might lead to positive trade-off

between potential benefits and threats.

In relation to ubiquitous social networking, while accepting to share the prox-

imity information is considered to be a mandatory requirement for participation

in LSNs, disclosure of location information is an optional feature to access a wider

range of services. For example, Spiderweb users can disclose both location and

proximity information. However, they can switch the location disclosure feature off

at any time, and still be able to exploit ubiquitous social networking services by

sharing their proximity information.

In order to gain insight into participants’ willingness to share their current po-

sition, firstly, we asked them whether they would like to disclose their location

information and afterwards we also investigated the willingness to share the prox-

imity information. As shown in Figure B.8, the majority of respondents (i.e. 10 out

of 16) preferred to maintain their current location private and provided comments,

similar to the following:
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Figure B.8: Acceptance of announcement of user’s presence
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”Location is very sensitive information. I do not think it is important for

other people to know where I am. Even in case of people whom I know

very well, I still would not disclose the exact address of my position, but

I might disclose less detailed information, such as country or city where

I am now”

However, the rest of the participants (i.e. 6 out of 16) accepted to share their

location information because they could perceived several advantages of this feature.

For example, one of them claimed:

”Two years ago I would probably tell you that I would never share my

current location, but now I have started using location based services,

such as Google Latitude19, and I really enjoy the benefits of these ser-

vices. My friends can see where I am and join me when they are not far

away”

After discussing the willingness to share the location information, we further

inquired respondents whether they would allow the disclosure of proximity infor-

mation. As shown in Figure B.8, all the participants were very positive about this

new concept and would permit the disclosure of their proximity information without

any concerns. They acknowledged the advantages of announcing their presence only

to people nearby over sharing of their location information. It could be assumed

that this preference is motivated by the perception that disclosure of proximity

information does not lead to invasion of privacy, as many participants provided

comments, similar to the following:

19https://www.google.com/latitude
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”I think that disclosure of proximity information is a very good idea.

In this case, I would not mind to announce my presence to exclusively

people nearby, because if they look around, they can just see me anyway”

Furthermore, some of the respondents indicated that they would prefer disclosure

of proximity information over location information, because the latter comprises

unnecessary sharing of user’s current position to third parties. These participants

claimed that they would not utilize such services, if they had to disclose their current

position to third parties, because they were worried about losing control over this

sensitive personal data.

Disclosure of personal data

Sharing of personal information, such as user’s preferences and contact informa-

tion, is indisputably the crucial foundation of ubiquitous social networking services.

Thus, we asked participants whether they had any concerns about disclosure of

their personal information to other nearby users, who would be strangers for them.

As a result, all the participants accepted to disclose their personal informa-

tion in order to gain potential networking benefits in exchange. Many of them

discussed that disclosing their personal information through ubiquitous social net-

working services would not be much different from having face-to-face interactions

with strangers themselves, which as well comprise sharing of personal data. Further-

more, the majority of the participants also emphasized that they would feel more

motivated to share personal information, if LSNs ensured that the data sharing

occurred only for specific purposes, as one of them noted:
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”I would definitely disclose very detailed information about my work

activities if I perceived potential for getting a better job”

Furthermore, participants discussed that they would appreciate that LSNs ser-

vices would empower their users to always keep control over their personal data,

even after actual disclosure, as it would increase perceived trust and provide better

usability of such services. Many of the participants provided comments, similar to

the following:

”If I had met a potential employer, I would like to make sure that this

person got all the information about my career skills, abilities and expec-

tations. Thus, I would appreciate a possibility to additionally share this

information, if it was not disclosed during the initial data disclosure”

Also, one of the participants, who seemed to be strongly influenced by the public

opinion, discussed how keeping control over his shared data would allow him to

disclose newly discovered personal preferences, without being worried about future

social implications:

”If I added to my business card that I am a fan of a famous runner,

but at later time it would be discovered that this person was not honest

in his sport achievements and thus lose his good public image, I would

definitely be very embarrassed to keep him in my profile. The same would

apply for other personal preferences, such as new movies or books, which

are subjects to public opinion. I would not disclose such preferences, if

I did not have the opportunity to modify them at later time”
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Finally, we inquired participants about three different methods for sharing of

users’ preferences in LSNs and asked them to choose their preferred approach. The

three proposed solutions are following described:

1. Static profile: this solution discloses the same profile in all the encountered

circumstances. It is a well-known approach, already utilized in the majority of

existing ubiquitous social networking applications, such as [10, 65, 153, 183];

2. Predefined privacy preferences: this solution attempts to predict all the poten-

tial situations and associated data sharing decisions a priori to the actual data

disclosure. This approach was already adopted in [103, 111, 124, 144, 176];

3. Ad hoc privacy control: this solution provides opportunities to take data

sharing decisions in situ - at the moment of actual disclosure. This approach

automatically manages information disclosure on the users’ behalf in order to

relieve them from frequent data disclosure decisions [26, 27, 103].

After introducing to the participants different scenarios, based on the first two

approaches (i.e. sharing of a static profile and predefined privacy preferences), we

showed them results of a simulation of ad hoc privacy control mechanism, which

takes into account both previous data disclosure decisions and relevant influential

factors (e.g. location, activity, mood, mutual friends) that were proven to impact

users’ data disclosure decisions [45, 123, 167, 169]. For each participant, we pre-

sented his/her corresponding prediction result, obtained by processing his/her data

disclosure decisions, collected while using the LSN prototype. Specifically, we ap-

plied the binary logistic regression statistical model and achieved an approximate
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accuracy of 90%, with peaks of 93%, and potential for further increasing perfor-

mance.

As shown in Figure B.9, the majority of the participants (i.e. 14 out of 16)

would trust ad hoc privacy control, as they highlighted the advantages of this so-

lution over other techniques, i.e. sharing of a static profile and predefined sharing

preferences, to manage their data disclosure. Firstly, the participants indicated that

they preferred sharing different profiles under different circumstances, e.g. they did

not want to share data related to private activities in work environments. Secondly,

the participants claimed that it would be difficult for them to define in advance

what to disclose per each circumstance and they expected to encounter situations

where data disclosure decisions would not be accurately predictable in advance.

Moreover, respondents were confident that by utilizing automated ad hoc pri-

vacy control, LSNs would be capable of managing their personal data disclosure

decisions in accordance to the real users’ data disclosure preferences. In fact, after

running the provided mobile application for a few days, participants experienced

that they were already using a pattern on what to disclose in similar circumstances.

14 

2 
Ad hoc privacy
control

Predefined privacy
preferences

Static profile

Figure B.9: Acceptance of mechanisms for disclosure of user’s personal information
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Also, they did not express particular concerns about potential wrong data disclosure

decision taken by LSNs. In case of unintended disclosure of not sensitive personal

data, they discussed that many times they did not share some of their personal

information, because they did not find any reasons for disclosing it, rather than for

preserving their privacy. In these cases, the disagreement of data sharing decisions

between the participants and ad hoc privacy control would only arise due to different

evaluation of relevance, rather than data sensitivity for the current circumstances.

In case of inquiry for highly sensitive data, despite the good prediction results of

the binary logistic regression model, some respondents (i.e. 4) would prefer to limit

the autonomy of ad hoc privacy control. These participants provided comments

similar to the following:

”In the majority of the cases I would have no concerns about allow-

ing LSNs to manage my personal information. However there might

be either highly sensitive personal data (e.g. religion) or some specific

circumstances that are very important to me (e.g. I am attending a job

interview) in which I would feel uncomfortable to allow a machine to take

decisions on my behalf. In such situations, if possible, I would rather

prefer to manage the disclosure of my personal information myself”

These results confirm the findings of previous studies, which as well investigated

prediction of users’ information disclosure, based on previous data disclosure deci-

sions, utilizing data mining algorithms [24, 25, 27]. Even if presenting significant

prediction results, Bünning et al claimed that automated data disclosure should

limit its autonomy in case of inquiry for highly sensitive data. In such situations,
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it was advised to provide only suggested data disclosure choices, while waiting for

user’s approval before any actual disclosure [25].

Potential initiation of face-to-face interactions

The last prerequisite for the establishment of ubiquitous social networking services

that we analyzed in our qualitative investigation is potential initiation of face-to-face

interactions. This requirement is directly dependent on another relevant, however

not crucial, prerequisite: immediate notifications. In fact, notifying about the pres-

ence of other nearby LSNs users with relevant profile similarities provide the pos-

sibility to initiate immediate face-to-face interactions. Thus, before investigating

participants’ acceptance of potential face-to-face interactions, we firstly analyzed

whether participants would prefer to receive immediate notifications over the possi-

bility to retrieve the information, relevant for networking, at later time. We believe

that participants had enough insight for answering this question, because of the

experience gained when running the provided mobile application, simulating the

LSN behavior. In fact, the respondents were alerted by the application at least 3

times per day, which can be considered as a realistic replication of LSNs notification

system.

As shown in Figure B.10, only 4 out of 16 respondents preferred to access the

collected information at later time. They emphasized that in many circumstances,

when they received the notification from the provided mobile application, they

would have preferred to postpone their attention for later time, as they did not want

to be frequently interrupted. Following these considerations, relevant challenges

for the implementation of the notification system were raised, as very frequent
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Figure B.10: Acceptance of immediate notifications about profile similarities and
potential face-to-face interactions

alerts might encourage users to ignore notifications or even disable such feature.

Firstly, the design of LSNs should drive users to provide detailed information in

their profiles, in order to optimize discovery of profile similarities and thus avoid

too frequent notifications. For example, liking sport would not be the same as

stating to be a fan of hockey. Secondly, the participants discussed that the design

of LSNs should enable prioritization of users’ profile similarities, as one of them

claimed:

”I would definitely consider to utilize the notification system if I was able

to decide what to be alerted about. For instance, If I was unemployed, I

would prefer to be alerted only about professional networking possibilities

and to retrieve information about other types of profile similarities at

later time”

Moreover, some of the respondents, as well acknowledged additional advantages

of accessing the collected information about profile similarities with other users and
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thus they would like to have this feature as a supplement for the notification system.

Firstly, for important matters, participants discussed that they might need time to

think and prepare before initiating a face-to-face interaction. In fact, they would

prefer to contact the person via email, before having a conversation. Secondly, in

case of lack of time for an immediate face-to-face interaction, such option would

still allow to access networking benefits, as one of the respondents noted:

”Many times I write down phone numbers of people that I meet at work

or social environments, but I rarely contact them, because after few days

I forget the reason for having these numbers. LSNs would give me the

opportunity to retrieve the relevant personal information, related to the

phone numbers. Consequently, I would probably initiate a communica-

tion with them, as I would also know the motivation for contacting these

people”

On the other hand, even if acknowledging that storing users’ business cards

might provide relevant advantages for ubiquitous social networking, the majority

of the participants, i.e. 12 out of 16, would prefer to be immediately notified when

potential networking benefits arose, as shown in Figure B.10. They believed that

immediate notifications is a crucial feature for ubiquitous social networking, because

if the moment of interacting with other people is delayed, it loses the importance

and interest to them. Participants also emphasized that they might not find the

time for checking the collected information and contacting those people afterwards.

Furthermore, they discussed that the benefits of ubiquitous social networking over

online social networks arise due to application of the notification system in LSNs.
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In fact, many of them provided comments, similar to the following:

“Without the notification system, LSNs services would not be so different

from classical online social networks in which a barrier is always placed

between people who communicate. When notified, I can socially interact

without any barrier, because what I need is just there”

While being notified is an important, but not mandatory prerequisite, potential

initiation of face-to-face interactions is a requirement that users must accept when

utilizing ubiquitous social networking services. Even if the users prefer to retrieve

the collected relevant business cards at later time, they cannot avoid the possibility

that another user would prefer to be immediately notified and, consequently, would

attempt to initiate a face-to-face interaction. As potential face-to-face interactions

are unavoidable in ubiquitous social networking services, during our qualitative in-

terviews, we investigated the willingness of participants to accept this requirement.

As shown in Figure B.10, the majority of the participants, i.e. 14 out of 16, would

accept such prerequisite as long as they had a coarse-grained control over the ubiq-

uitous social networking services:

”I do not see a reason for not accepting to be approached by other LSNs

users, as having potential face-to-face interactions is the motivation for

using such services. But, it is crucial for me to have full control over

these services and be able to switch them off when desired”

However, a few respondents, i.e. 2 out of 16, claimed that they would not be po-

tential users of LSNs if they had to accept such prerequisite, because they were too
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much concerned about potential undesired face-to-face interactions. These partici-

pants were worried that someone would unnecessarily disturb them, just because of

the information that they had shared. These respondents claimed that they would

utilize ubiquitous social networking only if these services enabled an invisible mode

option and disclose their information after user’s approval, which implied manual

evaluations of the trade-offs between potential networking benefits and privacy risks.

However, such evaluation of trade-offs in USN would present increased complexity

and require too much user’s attention and intervention. Application of an invisible

mode option should be carefully considered in the development of ubiquitous so-

cial networking, as it might not lead to a calm USN technology, where users could

effortlessly exploit these services.

B.5 Conclusions

In this paper we presented a new communication system, called local social net-

works, as a potential solution for the establishment of ubiquitous social networking

services. These services aim at uncovering hidden connections between people in

order to leverage interpersonal affinities for networking benefits during physical

meetings. We described in details the concept and the preliminary architecture of

local social networks, which is based on the integration of online social networks and

opportunistic networks. Moreover, we introduced the first prototype, called Spider-

web, and potential future application areas of local social networks, i.e. professional,

dating and events. Afterwards, we presented results of a qualitative investigation

that focused on understanding whether active online social networks users would
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accept ubiquitous social networking services. None of the participants were using

ubiquitous social networking services at the time of the survey and 14 out of 16

of them claimed that they would be potential users of local social networks. They

appreciated the possibility to be connected with other people and especially with

those who share distinctive interests and goals. Participants indicated professional

and events as the most relevant potential application areas for ubiquitous social

networking services, however they would probably need time to get used to these

services before they would also utilize them for facilitating as well their social in-

teractions.

Moreover, we noticed that the participants, who preferred not to utilize ubiq-

uitous social networking services, were younger than 26 years old and studying at

the time of the investigation. It could be expected that these participants did not

perceive any potential networking benefits in professional life because they had not

started one yet. In regard to social life, they were concerned about accepting one

of the three prerequisites for the establishment of ubiquitous social networking ser-

vices, i.e. potential initiation of face-to-face interactions. Specifically, they were

worried that their data disclosure would lead to unpleasant and undesired face-to-

face interactions. However, all the other respondents acknowledged the usefulness of

being immediately notified about discovered profile similarities with other nearby

users and accepted the possibility to initiate a beneficial face-to-face interaction

with them as long as they had coarse grained control over these services. Finally,

we did not observe any crucial concerns about the other two prerequisites for the

establishment of ubiquitous social networking services, i.e. announcement of users’

presence and disclosure of personal data.
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While the majority of respondents had serious concerns about accepting to dis-

close their location information, all of them accepted to announce their presence

to all other nearby users by disclosing their proximity information. Respondents

also appreciated the possibility to utilize automated ad hoc privacy control, which

would relieve them from frequent data disclosure decisions. However, in case of

highly sensitive personal information or specific circumstances (e.g. attending a job

interview), a few users preferred to confirm LSNs data disclosure decisions before

any actual disclosure. Moreover, they also indicated that ad hoc privacy control

should provide possibilities to modify their personal data, even after actual disclo-

sure, in order to increase perceived trust and provide better usability of LSNs.

The results of this qualitative investigation draw the attention to relevant de-

velopment areas for ensuring the long-term success of ubiquitous social networking

services. Firstly, further research is encouraged on variation of human data sen-

sitivity under different circumstances in order to minimize wrong data disclosure

decisions that would lead to potential unpleasant face-to-face interactions, as a

result of ubiquitous social networking services. Secondly, additional insight into

creation of more trustable and functional ubiquitous social networking is needed in

order to provide opportunities for the users to effortlessly exploit ubiquitous social

networking services, while still remaining in control of data disclosure when desired.
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Abstract

Improving human communication during face-to-face meetings is nowa-

days possible by transferring online social networking benefits to the

physical world. This is enabled by the ubiquitous social networking ser-

vices that became available by means of wirelessly interconnected smart

devices, automatically exchanging personal user data. The main goal of

these services is to facilitate the initialization of relationships between

people who do not know each other, but they probably should. Given

that sharing of personal information is an intrinsic part of ubiquitous

social networking, these services are subject to crucial privacy threats.

Inspired by the usability and privacy limitations of existing design so-

lutions, we identify, describe and qualitatively evaluate four drawbacks

to be avoided when designing ubiquitous social networking applications.

By addressing these drawbacks, services become more functional and

more oriented to ensure the end users’ privacy, thus contributing to the

long-term success of this technology.

Keywords: Privacy; Ubiquitous Computing; Information Disclosure;

Social Networking; Design Guidelines.
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C.1 Introduction

During the last decade, online social networks have quickly improved the communi-

cation between people by enabling their users to stay in touch with friends from the

whole world, share pictures, talk, chat, send messages and look for new acquain-

tances. Since these online services have been introduced, many users have integrated

them into their daily practice [18]. This great success has inspired researchers and

practitioners to investigate additional mechanisms for improving human communi-

cation and to enhance social networking in the physical world [65, 153, 183]. Firstly,

access to online social networks became available upon user’s demands by enabling

such services on mobile terminals. Then, due to their wireless technologies, mobiles

are now capable of being wirelessly interconnected, resulting in new services such as

discovering and connecting to neighboring devices without user intervention. This

enables the creation of opportunistic networks that permit automatic data sharing

in peer-to-peer ad hoc communication links. The combination of online social net-

works and opportunistic networks resulted in a new paradigm, named ubiquitous

social computing (socUbicomp). In this context, socUbicomp emerges as an evolu-

tion of ubiquitous computing where a social dimension is introduced to respond to

the sociability of the users and to increase awareness, knowledge and intelligence of

such environments.

In socUbicomp environments, users are able to enrich the physical world inter-

actions with the benefits from online social networks services. Many applications

and prototypes, e.g. [10, 65, 153, 171, 183], have been created in the recent years.

They target at developing eventual advantageous relationships such as friendships,
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partnerships and business relations by uncovering hidden connections that people

share with the others in their close proximity. Particularly, they facilitate the ini-

tialization of face-to-face interactions between users, who do not know each other,

but probably should. As a result, the value of social networking is significantly

enhanced by providing immediate benefits upon demand [65, 171]. Application ar-

eas of ubiquitous social networking are numerous and they range from professional,

where these services might lead to new opportunities such as connecting employ-

ers with potential employees, to big events, such as conferences, company events

and exhibitions that usually comprise large amounts of participants who potentially

share similar professional or social interests [65, 168].

As disclosing personal information is an intrinsic part of ubiquitous social net-

working, these services are subject to crucial privacy threats [171]. Despite ongoing

legal [62, 82] and academic [12, 104, 120, 122, 149] discussions about disclosure

of personal information, the current design of socUbicomp environments does not

provide adequate end users’ privacy protection. In [122], the authors attempted to

reconcile existing privacy design guidelines and suggested to empower the user to

make more informed data disclosure decisions. However, when analyzing the design

of existing ubiquitous social networking applications, other privacy limitations as

well as relevant usability issues can be identified. Firstly, users tend to be averse

to disclose their personal information to third parties [6, 84, 91, 130, 168] as they

might be concerned about potential future implications. Secondly, users might not

disclose their personal information if the socUbicomp does not take into account the

variation of personal data sensitivity under different circumstances [169, 170, 171].

Thirdly, users might be concerned about loss of permanent control over their data
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disclosure decisions [167, 168], if the individual participation principle is not en-

forced in the design of socUbicomp [62, 82, 120]. Lastly, with respect to usability,

users might be displeased when too much user intervention is required for the accom-

plishment of ubiquitous social networking [191, 193]. If improperly addressed, these

usability and privacy concerns could discourage users from disclosing their personal

information and consequently threaten the further development of ubiquitous social

networking applications.

In this paper, we present three relevant contributions for the development of

privacy-aware social networking services in socUbicomp environments.

• Firstly, we identify, describe and introduce four drawbacks that should be

avoided by designers of ubiquitous social networking. These drawbacks are

inspired by common privacy and usability limitations existing on ubiquitous

social networking applications and they do not aim at providing total security.

We assume a non-malicious infrastructure aiming at preventing incidental

data disclosure, where personal information is unintentionally revealed, with

or without previous inquiry.

• Secondly, we present the design of a privacy-aware ubiquitous social network-

ing platform engineered both to avoid the identified four drawbacks as well

as to comply with other relevant privacy guidelines, also reviewed in this pa-

per. The proposed platform aims at: (i) maximizing potential networking

benefits, (ii) establishing connection with minimal effort of end users and (iii)

preserving users’ privacy.

• Lastly, we ran a qualitative investigation with 15 participants to investigate
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whether their perception of personal privacy protection is enhanced when the

design of ubiquitous social networking avoids the four identified drawbacks.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in the next section we review

existing privacy guidelines for ubiquitous computing environments. In Section C.3,

we present existing ubiquitous social networking solutions and analyze them as case

studies for the reviewed privacy guidelines. In Section C.4 we introduce the four

drawbacks to be avoided when designing privacy-aware ubiquitous social networking

services and in the Section C.5 we describe the design of our proposed privacy-aware

social networking platform. We review the design and background of the qualitative

investigation, information about the participants and present the results of the

qualitative tests in Section C.6. Conclusions and recommendations for future work

are drawn in the last section of the paper.

C.2 Privacy design guidelines

Previous studies have already proposed relevant design guidelines to prevent poten-

tial privacy threats that could discourage users from providing their personal infor-

mation in ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) environments [12, 104, 120, 122, 149].

These guidelines target at empowering users to make deliberate personal data dis-

closure decisions, which is also a crucial goal for socUbicomp environments. In this

context, we consider them to be directly applicable in the design of privacy-aware

platforms for ubiquitous social networking services. Thus, in this section, we use the

original term ubicomp, however, it could be interchanged with the term socUbicomp

without loss of adequacy.
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In order to achieve the target of allowing ubicomp users to take informed data

disclosure decisions, Lederer et al [122] suggested that the socio-technical gap, in-

troduced by Ackerman [1], should be addressed. The socio-technical gap refers to

the division between “what we know we must support socially and what we can sup-

port technically”. If an intermediary point of the socio-technical gap is not found,

the user would be either overwhelmed or disempowered, which would both result

in uninformed and impulsive data disclosure choices. To find this balance, Lederer

et al [122] proposed that the design of ubicomp environments should be focused on

enabling users to both understand privacy implications of data disclosure as well

as allowing them to perform natural social actions. Consequently, they provided

privacy guidelines that target at reconciling Palen and Dourish’s theoretical insights

[149] with Bellotti and Sellen’s [12] technical solutions.

The theoretical insights of Palen and Dourish [149] were inspired by the work of

Altman [4, 5], who describes privacy as a dynamic process, representing continuous

negotiation and management of the boundaries that shape data disclosure. Palen

and Dourish [149] identified three dynamic boundaries for negotiation of users’

personal data disclosure. Firstly, the privacy and publicity boundary separates

personal information into the disclosed and retained data sets. Then, the identity

boundary defines the role, represented by the user based on the time, place and

situation contexts. Finally, the temporal boundary regards the past, present and

expected future of the users. The authors concluded that data disclosure decisions

are taken by continuously negotiating the internal conflicts between the elements of

the three identified boundaries. Bellotti and Sellen [12], instead, focused on more

practical solutions. They firstly introduced potential privacy threats for ubicomp
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environments, such as disembodiment and dissociation. The former one refers to

the danger that users would not be able to present themselves to others as they do in

face-to-face interactions. Dissociation refers to the threat that the results of actions

are shown while the actions themselves are invisible. Consequently, they proposed

control and feedback principles in order to avoid disembodiment and dissociation

privacy threats by allowing the user to decide what to disclose and whom to disclose,

as well as ensure subsequent feedback about their data disclosure decisions.

Moreover, in their privacy guidelines, Lederer et al [122] try also to honor the fair

information practices, outlined by Langheinrich [120] as well as attempt to encour-

age minimum information asymmetry between the parties (i.e. data owner, data

collector and data user), as proposed by Jiang et al [104]. Particularly, based on

the legal regulations of US Privacy Act of 1974 [82] and European Union’s Directive

95/46/EC [62], Langheinrich [120] identified several main areas of innovation and

system design for privacy protection in ubicomp: notifying the user appropriately;

taking into account the user’s choice and seeking for consent; enforcing limitation

of scope within the concepts of proximity and locality; enabling anonymity and

pseudonymity when necessary; providing adequate security and appropriate data

access. Further, in order to reduce information asymmetry, Jiang et al [104] pro-

posed to either decrease the flow of information from data owners to data collectors

and users or otherwise to increase the flow of information back to the data owner.

As a result, the privacy guidelines proposed by Lederer et al [122] depict five

pitfalls to be avoided in the design of privacy management systems for ubicomp

environments:

1. Obscuring potential information flow: ubicomp should not obscure the nature
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and extent of data disclosure. Users should easily comprehend, for example,

what kind of information is disclosed and to whom, how the information is

shared, the presence of third-party observers and the potential for uninten-

tional disclosure. Avoiding this pitfall would allow users to understand the

scope of the privacy implications in ubicomp environments.

2. Obscuring actual information flow: ubicomp should not obscure the actual

disclosure of information. The disclosure should be obvious to the user as it

occurs, however without overwhelming his attention. When immediate notice

is not feasible, then it must be ensured with a reasonable delay. Avoiding this

pitfall would allow users to understand what information is being disclosed to

whom.

3. Emphasizing configuration over action: ubicomp should not require exagger-

ated manual configuration to manage personal privacy. Instead, users’ privacy

should be managed as a natural consequence of their normal engagement with

the environments. Avoiding this pitfall would enable users to control their pri-

vacy without requiring tremendous configuration.

4. Lacking coarse-grained control: ubicomp should not forgo a binary choice for

halting and resuming data disclosure. Avoiding this pitfall would empower

the user to effectively control their participation in ubicomp environments.

5. Inhibiting established practice: ubicomp should not inhibit users from trans-

ferring established social practice to emerging technologies. For example,

ubicomp should enable disclosure of ambiguous information as well as ensure
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plausible deniability. Avoiding this pitfall would allow the users to partic-

ipate in ubicomp environments without compromising their ordinary social

behavior.

C.3 Ubiquitous social networking designs

In this section we present existing designs of ubiquitous social networking applica-

tions and highlight important usability and privacy limitations that might affect

users’ satisfaction as well as protection of their data privacy. Firstly, we introduce

and discuss the design of three ubiquitous social networking applications that fall

into at least one of the five pitfalls. Afterwards, we present a design solution, which

follows the reviewed privacy guidelines. Finally, we identify additional privacy lim-

itations that were not addressed in the privacy guidelines, presented in Section

C.2.

C.3.1 Negative case studies for the privacy pitfalls

The first design solution that we review is implemented for the Nokia Sensor [153]

mobile application. Nokia Sensor relies on a decentralized architecture and exploits

dynamic mobile connectivity in terms of peer-to-peer communications, as shown in

Figure C.1.

Nokia Sensor is designed to discover and identify other devices in the users’

proximity and exchange users’ profiles as well as other personal contents (e.g. pic-

tures, messages, etc.), stored in the local memory of the mobile phones. Although

this design solution provides opportunities for getting in touch with people nearby,
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Exchange of 
users’ profiles

Figure C.1: Nokia Sensor design solution

it requires too much user intervention and comprises important privacy threats.

Firstly, users must manually invoke methods for discovering other nearby people

and importantly it also requires manual profile comparison for finding users with

similar interests. Secondly, Nokia Sensor design is subject to potential privacy con-

cerns, because users must disclose their profiles to everyone in their proximity, as a

prerequisite for participation in those socUbicomp environments.

Beale [10] proposed a design solution, implemented in the Bluedating applica-

tion, which overcomes some of the mentioned Nokia Sensor limitations. In fact,

Bluedating releases the users from frequent interactions with their mobile devices

by enabling an automatic method for discovery of other users nearby. Further-

more, the application does not require manual profile comparison for finding users

with similar interests, because it automatically calculates users’ similarities and it

notifies the users when others with similar interests are in their proximity. In or-

der to find profile similarities, Bluedating requires users to fulfill two profiles: the

personal profile and the one that they are interested in for networking. While the

former stores information that a user is willing to share, the latter is composed of

information that a user is looking for, which can be compared to a wish list of the

user. As illustrated in Figure C.2, when Bluedating users encounter each other,
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Figure C.2: Bluedating design solution

they exchange their wish lists (step 1) in order to calculate the similarities between

their personal profile and the received wish list of the person nearby (step 2). If a

match between the two profiles exists, both users are notified. For Bluedating no

personal user profile is exchanged as a result of the discovered similarities, therefore

the users must manually initiate the connection themselves. Even if this design

solution overcomes many of the limitations incorporated in Nokia Sensor, it still

presents important privacy and usability concerns. Firstly, Bluedating is subject to

potential invasion of privacy, because users must accept to disclose their wish lists

to all the people in their proximity. Secondly, especially in crowded places, it still

requires considerable user intervention, because the application only informs about

potential profile similarities, however does not initiate any connection between the

users.

Tamarit et al [183] presented a mobile application, named BlueFriend, which

utilizes a different approach for promoting ubiquitous social networking. In order

to find similarities between the users, the application splits personal information

of the user in two main categories: public and private profiles. While the former

includes information generally not sensitive (e.g. users’ preferences) the latter con-
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sists of data that users prefer to keep private (e.g. contact details). As shown in

Figure C.3, when BlueFriend users encounter each other, they firstly exchange their

public profiles in order to find similarities between them (step 1). Thereafter, if the

matching index is found to be above a threshold value defined by both users (step

2), they also exchange their private profiles (step 3). Indisputably, this design solu-

tion succeeds on addressing the previously discussed usability limitations, because

it requires considerably less user intervention than Nokia Sensor and Bluedating. In

fact, BlueFriend provides automated user discovery as well as initialization of con-

nections between people with similar interests. Moreover, BlueFriend avoids many

of the discussed privacy threats by broadcasting only anonymous users’ preferences

to all others in their vicinity, unless relevant profile similarities have been discov-

ered. However, such design solution still presents important privacy limitations as

users cannot customize their data disclosure decisions, because they must share a

static profile. Thus, they are incapable of manipulating their data sharing prefer-

ences in order to present different subsets of personal information, when desired.

For example, if users are asked to disclose where they live, they do not have the

1. Exchange of users’  
public profiles

2. Check  profiles’  
similarities

2. Check  profiles’  
similarities

3. Exchange of users’  
private profiles

Figure C.3: BlueFriend design solution
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option for choosing either to share their neighborhood or the exact address.

Due to the highlighted privacy limitations, Nokia Sensor, Bluedating and Blue-

Friend designs do not follow the privacy guidelines, already introduced in the pre-

vious section. Considering the existing proposals discussed in this section as case

studies for the privacy pitfalls, it can be noticed that they fall into the majority of

them, and thus they do not provide the possibility for users to take informed data

disclosure decisions. As shown in Table C.1, Nokia Sensor and Bluedating designs

obscure the potential (Pitfall 1) and actual (Pitfall 2) information flows, because

they broadcast personal information to the other nearby users. Nokia Sensor, in

particular, finds users’ similarities by disclosing full user profiles, while Bluedat-

ing shares wish lists. Importantly, there is no mechanism for selecting a subset

of potential recipients of the mentioned data disclosure, thus obscuring the poten-

tial information flow. Furthermore, no notification or log of the data disclosure is

provided to the user, thus also obscuring the actual information flow. Contrarily,

BlueFriend avoids Pitfall 1, because it is deliberately scoped to disclose private infor-

mation only to other users that present relevant profile similarities. Moreover, this

design also conveys the actual information flow, as users are aware of who has access

to their identifiable information, due to the mutual exchange of private data, oc-

Table C.1: Evaluation of the socUbicomp applications in regard to the privacy pitfalls,
described in Section C.2

Ubiquitous social net- Pitfalls
working application 1 2 3 4 5

Nokia Sensor X X X
Bluedating X X X
BlueFriend X
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curring after the discovery of relevant profile similarities between anonymous users’

preferences. All the previously reviewed solutions do not fall into Pitfall 3 and Pit-

fall 4. They require only minimal configuration (Pitfall 3) for maintaining privacy,

e.g. only the necessity to indicate predefined data disclosure decisions. According

to the system design, once users have fulfilled their static profiles, no additional

privacy configurations are needed. Nokia Sensor, Bluedating and BlueFriend also

provide coarse-grained controls (Pitfall 4) for halting and resuming information flow,

e.g. users can utilize application exit or mobile phone power buttons to effectively

control their participation in these socUbicomp environments. Finally, all these

approaches fall into Pitfall 5, as they do not help users to express themselves with

a natural and socially meaningful behavior, forcing users to convey a static profile,

thus preventing them to arbitrarily customize their disclosed preferences.

C.3.2 Positive case study for the privacy pitfalls

A design solution that might overcome the five pitfalls is the Serendipity application

[65]. The software architecture of the Serendipity is shown in Figure C.4. Differ-

ently from the other reviewed solutions, Serendipity is designed to utilize a central

unit for finding similarities between users in socUbicomp environments. When

Serendipity users randomly meet, they only exchange their Bluetooth identification

(step 1). This information is sent to the central server (step 2), which contains all

the Serendipity users’ profiles along with the matchmaking preferences. The server

evaluates similarities between encountering users (step 3), and if the similarity score

is higher than a threshold value, identified by both users, the server notifies them

about their presence, related affinities and contact information (step 4).
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message
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2. Send 
Bluetooth IDs

Figure C.4: Serendipity design solution

Similarly to BlueFriend, the Serendipity solution does not obscure the potential

(Pitfall 1) and actual (Pitfall 2) information flows, because information disclosure

occurs only when a profile match is found between the two users, who are clearly

notified about it. Like Nokia Sensor, Bluedating and BlueFriend design solutions,

Serendipity also avoids Pitfall 3 and Pitfall 4, because it does not require excessive

manual configuration to manage personal privacy and it provides means for halting

and resuming users’ participation in those environments. Finally, Serendipity also

overcomes Pitfall 5, because it allows users to express themselves with a natural

and socially meaningful behavior by enabling a dynamic sharing of profiles that

vary depending on the different similarities with the encountered users.
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C.3.3 Additional privacy limitations

As discussed, the Serendipity design successfully avoids the five pitfalls, described

in Section C.2, and users are actually empowered to make informed data disclo-

sure decisions. However, other important privacy limitations can be identified, by

carefully analyzing the Serendipity design solution. Firstly, we refer to unneces-

sary data disclosure to third parties, which might provoke crucial privacy threats

and consequently discourage users from participation in socUbicomp environments

[6, 84, 91, 130]. Note that by considering third parties, the design shall also address

the topic of trust. Although it is a very important topic in the current context,

we do not discuss it in this paper not to risk extensive considerations that would

distract the reader from our main topic, privacy. Moreover, Serendipity similarly to

the other approaches does not balance privacy concerns with potential networking

benefits. Its design assumes that the sensitivity of the shared personal informa-

tion is decreased due to the discovered similarities between the encountering users.

However, this solution does not take into account situations where users might feel

uncomfortable to disclose some of their personal information in some specific cir-

cumstances (e.g. data related to private activities in work environments), even if

they share the same preferences with the encountered user. As a result, Serendipity

would probably lead to either potential invasion of privacy or threatening of poten-

tial networking benefits. If the users would fulfill a detailed profile for maximizing

potential networking benefits, it could result in disclosure of personal information,

which is sensitive under certain circumstances. For example, a user may include

his sexual orientation in his profile, because he considered this data to be not sen-
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sitive in non-working environments. However, sharing the user sexual orientation

would invade his personal privacy, if that occurred in work environments where this

information was considered to be highly sensitive for him. Contrarily, in case the

users would provide only a limited profile in order to avoid to include personal in-

formation, which is too sensitive to be disclosed under some circumstances, it could

result in loss of potential networking benefits. Considering the above example, if

the user decides not to include his sexual orientation in his profile, because it was

considered to be highly sensitive in work environments, then the user would also

lose potential networking benefits in non-working environments, where such per-

sonal data was not considered to be sensitive. Finally, Serendipity, as well as all

the aforementioned design solutions, also lacks attention to an important privacy

principle, called individual participation that is already incorporated into all major

privacy laws worldwide, such as [62, 82]. The individual participation is an essen-

tial privacy protection principle for personal data disclosure regarding the right of

the user to always be able to see and correct any data disclosure decisions. For

all the discussed solutions, users do not have possibilities to modify data after ac-

tual disclosure, and consequently, they permanently lose control over their disclosed

personal information.

C.4 Privacy drawbacks to be avoided by designers

Among all the reviewed design solutions for enabling ubiquitous social network-

ing services, Serendipity can be considered as a positive case study that might

overcome the five pitfalls. It achieves the primary goal of enabling users to make
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informed data disclosure decisions. However, in the previous section we have identi-

fied and discussed additional design limitations in Serendipity as well as in the other

reviewed approaches, which were not taken into consideration in the existing pri-

vacy design guidelines, described in Section C.2. Thus, we propose four additional

drawbacks that should be avoided when designing ubiquitous social networking

platforms. These new design guidelines do not target at replacing the five pitfalls,

proposed by Lederer et al [122], but they are considered as additional guidelines for

the design of socUbicomp environments. By avoiding the drawbacks introduced in

this section, the designers would potentially allow more functional ubiquitous social

networking, oriented to prioritizing better protect of end users’ privacy. The four

drawbacks are:

1. Ignoring the variation of human data sensitivity: Ubiquitous social network-

ing should not disclose personal information without taking into consideration

the human data sensitivity of the current circumstances. Instead, it should

target at miming ordinary face-to-face communications, in which individuals

intuitively evaluate various determinants and unconsciously choose what per-

sonal information to share [170, 171]. Consequently, different sets of personal

information should be disclosed upon different circumstances. Avoiding this

drawback would allow to prevent invasion of users’ privacy as well as motivate

users not to detain their personal information, considered as too sensitive to

be shared in some circumstances.

2. Embracing disclosure to third parties: Ubiquitous social networking should

avoid disclosure of users’ personal information to third-party entities. In-
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stead, disclosure should occur towards other users, whose profiles might lead

to potential mutual interests and networking benefits. Avoiding this draw-

back would minimize important privacy concerns about data disclosure to

third parties that have already been raised in regard to online social networks

[6, 84, 91, 130, 168]. Thus, users would be ensured that their personal infor-

mation is disclosed only when they might receive potential networking benefits

in exchange.

3. Requiring too much user intervention: Ubiquitous social networking should

not require too much user intervention. Connections between users must

be created with minimal efforts of end users, thus allowing technologies to

operate seamlessly in the background [191]. Avoiding this drawback would

embrace Weiser’s vision of a calm technology [193] and consequently would

enable the development of more user-friendly and service-oriented ubiquitous

social networking environments.

4. Lacking user’s personal data control: Ubiquitous social networking should

not lead to loss of permanent control over personal data. As enforced by the

legal regulations [62, 82], users should always have opportunities to modify

any piece of information even after actual data disclosure [146, 167, 168].

Moreover, if desired, ubiquitous social networking should empower users to

keep their data disclosure decisions up to date to all the relevant peers without

any additional effort, by synchronizing the modified information to all the

users, who have access to that specific updated data. Avoiding this drawback

would empower users to effectively control their personal data at any time,
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which might also increase potential networking benefits to an even greater

extent by allowing user information to be continuously updated.

C.4.1 Negative case studies for the privacy drawbacks

When taking into consideration the design of ubiquitous social networking applica-

tions, described in Section C.3, as case studies for the privacy drawbacks, we can

notice that all the solutions fall into at least two of the four identified drawbacks.

As shown in Table C.2, none of the applications take into consideration the

variation of human data sensitivity (Drawback 1), because they do not have any

privacy control mechanism for customizing personal data disclosure, based on the

different encountered circumstances. For example, Nokia Sensor, Bluedating and

BlueFriend disclose the same personal information in all the circumstances, while

Serendipity only customizes users’ data disclosure based on related preferences be-

tween the encountering users, rather than taking into consideration the variation

of human data sensitivity in different circumstances. Secondly, Serendipity is the

only mobile application that falls into the Drawback 2, because its design requires

disclosure of personal information to a third-party component, in order to calculate

similarities between the encountered users. On the contrary, all the other design

Table C.2: Evaluation of the socUbicomp applications in regard to the four privacy
drawbacks

Ubiquitous social net- Drawbacks
working application 1 2 3 4

Nokia Sensor X X X
Bluedating X X X
BlueFriend X X
Serendipity X X X
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solutions avoid this drawback by relying on decentralized architectures that disclose

personal information to only end users. Thirdly, Nokia Sensor and Bluedating also

require considerable amount of user intervention (Drawback 3). Each time that a

Nokia Sensor user would like to discover others nearby, they must manually invoke

a Bluetooth discovery and carry out a manual profile comparison, while Bluedating

user are forced to immediately initiate face-to-face relationships with the encoun-

tered users at the moment of discovery of profile similarities. Contrarily, Serendipity

and BlueFriend do not require too much user intervention as they provide automatic

discovery and profile comparison between the encountering users as well as means

for initiating the relationship between users even at later time. Lastly, all the ap-

proaches fall into Drawback 4 as they do not provide any further control over users’

personal data after actual disclosure.

C.4.2 Interdependencies among the four drawbacks

Privacy designers are advised to carefully evaluate how to avoid these drawbacks,

because by successfully heeding one might result in the risk of falling into another.

Designers of ubiquitous social networking should find solutions that avoid the pro-

posed drawbacks by also taking into consideration the interdependencies between

them. When that is not possible, designers are challenged to find solutions that

would represent an optimal trade-off between the risks that the drawbacks might

impose. In the following, we discuss two examples of interdependency between the

drawbacks.
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Drawback 1 vs Drawback 3 The first interdependency that we discuss is be-

tween ignoring variation of human data sensitivity and requiring too much user

intervention. In order to evaluate what personal information is sensitive or not for

the current circumstances, ubiquitous social networking users might be requested

to disclose their data at the moment of the actual disclosure. However, such kind

of approach would indisputably need a considerable amount of users’ attention and

intervention. As an example, a privacy model called Precision Dial [122] supports

four predefined levels of privacy protection, ranging from “undisclosed” that de-

fines absolute confidentiality to “precise”, which allows openness of entire user’s

personal information. While encountering different circumstances, the user has the

opportunity to manually adjust his privacy settings when needed. Despite achieving

the goal of avoiding Drawback 1, Precision Dial still demands considerable amount

of users’ attention and intervention, as users are continuously required to adjust

their precision settings, similar to the practice of adjusting ringer volume of mobile

devices (falling into Drawback 3). Contrarily, all the approaches that can be con-

sidered as user-friendly ubiquitous social networking applications and thus avoiding

Drawback 3 (e.g. Serendipity and BlueFriend) do not provide opportunities to cus-

tomize users’ personal data disclosure by taking into consideration the variation of

human data sensitivity (falling into Drawback 1).

Drawback 2 vs Drawback 4 The second interdependency that we discuss is

between embracing third parties and lacking user’s personal data control. All the

design solutions, described in Section C.3.1, do not disclose users’ personal infor-

mation to third parties. In fact, they rely on a pure peer-two-peer architecture and
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the sharing of information exactly replicates an exchange of paper business cards

(avoiding Drawback 2). However, when in close proximity, users can wirelessly

exchange their personal profiles, but they cannot thereafter modify them (falling

into Drawback 4). Contrarily, a centralized architecture might be ideal for enabling

users to modify their personal data, even after actual disclosure. In fact, the third-

party entities might store users’ personal data disclosure decisions to be accessed,

updated, synchronised with all the relevant encountered users, or even removed at

any time (avoiding Drawback 4). However, this kind of solution would indisputably

require to embrace disclosure to third-party components (falling into Drawback 2).

C.5 Privacy-aware platform design

In this section we present the design of a privacy-aware ubiquitous social networking

(PAUSN) platform that focuses on promoting ubiquitous social networking services

during physical meetings, while preserving the users’ privacy. PAUSN is designed

to overcome both privacy pitfalls and drawbacks, described respectively in Section

C.2 and in Section C.4. In order to comply with the existing and proposed privacy

guidelines, PAUSN utilizes a trusted third-party entity that receives encrypted (thus

incomprehensible) profiles from the encountering users in order to calculate the pro-

file similarities. By relying on trusted servers, PAUSN prevents other users from

executing brute force discovery of encrypted data. Moreover, the third-party is ca-

pable of comparing the encrypted profiles and computing similarities between the

two users, as profiles are ciphered with the same security key. When the similar-

ity scores, defined by the users, exceed their corresponding threshold values, users
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are notified and their personal information is disclosed to each other, however it

still remains incomprehensible for the third-party. At any time, PAUSN users are

empowered to modify their data disclosure decisions, thanks to its centralized archi-

tecture. The remainder of this section shall provide the necessary insight to better

understand the concept of PAUSN.

C.5.1 User profile management

The main focus of PAUSN is to maximize potential networking possibilities while

preserving users’ personal privacy. In order to achieve this goal, PAUSN utilizes two

users’ profiles, i.e. Unified User Profile (UUP) and Business Card (BC). As shown

in Figure C.5, the UUP is a collection of all personal data of the user that includes

for instance online social networks profiles, Internet activities, etc. Contrarily, the

BC is a subset of the UUP, composed of user’s personal information that is relevant,

but not sensitive, for the current circumstances. The circumstances of the users’

encounters can be defined based on the user’s location, mood, activity, identity of
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the other users, etc.

In order to evaluate users’ similarities, we considered different techniques, illus-

trated in Table C.3. These strategies attempt to achieve an optimal balance between

potential networking benefits and privacy concerns. The first strategy considers the

comparisons of users’ BCs to minimize potential privacy concerns. When iden-

tifying relevant profile similarities between users’ BCs, the USNs services would

disclose the BCs to the users, which are composed of not sensitive personal data

for the current circumstances. However, comparing only subsets of personal data

would probably lead to the minimization of users’ networking opportunities, as the

discovery of profile similarities would be relevantly reduced.

The second strategy attempts to maximise potential networking benefits by com-

paring the users’ UUPs and disclose them if relevant profile similarities were found.

However, this option was also rejected, because it presents significant disadvantages.

Given that the UUPs are complete users’ personal profiles, they might include sen-

sitive data for the current circumstances and disclosing such profiles might result

in invasion of users’ personal privacy. Moreover, this kind of profile management

might be also subject to potential attacks to users’ personal privacy by malicious

Table C.3: Comparison of four different strategies for identifying profile similarities
between encountering users

Strategy Sharing Disadvantages Advantages
1 BC - BC BCs low networking benefits low privacy threat
2 UUP - UUP UUPs high privacy threat high networking benefits
3 UUP - UUP BCs misinterpretation of user

similarities
low privacy threat
high networking benefits

4 UUP - BC BCs low privacy threat
high networking benefits
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users, who target at sniffing others’ personal information by including a rich set of

data into their UUPs. In such case, a malicious user can opt for a whole set of

preferences with the goal of receiving everybody’s personal information.

In order to prevent such potential privacy concerns arising from the disclosure

of users’ UUPs, we also took into account the possibility to compare the two UUPs

for still maximising potential networking benefits, but disclosing only users’ BCs

if relevant profile similarities between the two UUPs were discovered. This third

strategy was also neglected, because a match found between users’ UUPs might

not be perceived in the users’ BCs. For example, users might present high relevant

profile similarities in their UUPs, however if such similarities were not included in

their shared BCs the received BCs would not be useful to the users. In this case,

the users would not be aware about their common similarities and they would not

be encouraged to networking.

The fourth strategy, illustrated in Table C.3, compares the UUP of a user with

the BC of the other (and vice versa). This technique increases potential networking

benefits in comparison to the first strategy that discovers profile similarities only

between the users’ BCs. Further, it decreases potential accidental invasions of

personal privacy in comparison to the second strategy. In fact, if relevant profiles

similarities were found, the fourth strategy would share to the users only their BCs

and not complete users’ profile, as the second strategy does. Furthermore, when

comparing to the third strategy, the last option might present disadvantages in

relation to the maximization of potential networking benefits. We believe that this

is a necessary compromise for establishing a more efficient and calm USN technology,

as the fourth strategy connects users only if the discovered profile similarities were
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also included into their BCs. Thus, differently from the third technique, users would

only receive the BCs of others that contain matching profile similarities with their

UUPs. This would significantly motivate them to start an initiation of relationship.

Finally, this kind of profile management also protects users’ personal privacy

against users, who maliciously include a rich set of data into their UUPs and BCs

for sniffing others’ personal information. Even if the malicious users might relevantly

increase the opportunity to establish more connections when encountering others,

they would not have access to users’ sensitive data. The malicious users would only

receive the others’ BCs, which are composed of personal information considered

relevant, but not sensitive, for the current circumstances. More details about the

selection of personal data to be included into the users’ BC is provided in Section

C.5.3.

C.5.2 Communication flow

In order to better explain the design of PAUSN, we describe a scenario, shown in

Figure C.6. In our example, we present two users, Bob and Alice. When Bob and

Alice enter each other’s wireless range, they exchange their public keys through

direct ad hoc links, i.e. Bob sends to Alice his public key (QB) and Alice sends

to Bob her public key (QA), as shown in Figure C.6-A. Afterwards, in Figure C.6-

B, Bob encrypts his UUP using his QB and his BC using Alice’s public key, i.e.

QA. Accordingly, Alice encrypts her UUP using her public key, i.e. QA and her

BC using Bob’s public key, i.e. QB. Finally, the encrypted profiles are submitted

to a trusted third-party (step 1) using their own broadband infrastructure link,

i.e. Internet connection. Even if the third-party is not able to access the contents
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Figure C.6: PAUSN design

of the encrypted profiles, it checks for similarities by comparing Bob’s UUP with

Alice’s BC, as both profiles are encrypted with the same Bob’s public key, i.e.

QB (see Section C.5.3 for details). The third-party also compares Bob’s BC with

Alice’s UUP, both encrypted with the Alice’s public key, i.e. QA (step 2). If no

match is found, the third-party deletes the received encrypted profiles. Otherwise,

if similarities are found, the third-party deletes the users’ UUPs and stores only

the encrypted BCs of Bob and Alice (step 3). Afterwards, the third-party sends a

notification to both users (step 4).

As illustrated in Figure C.6-C1, Bob is now able to access Alice’s BC from the

third-party entity and decrypt it by using his private key, i.e. KB, as Alice’s BC was

previously encrypted using Bob’s public key, i.e. QB. Even if not shown, Alice is

also able to access and decrypt Bob’s BC using her private key. Moreover, the users
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are always able to modify or revoke their data disclosure decisions. For example, if

Bob is interested to networking with Alice, he can modify his BC by encrypting his

new BC with Alice’s public key (i.e. QA) and replacing it on the server, as shown

in Figure C.6-C2. The contents of the new Bob’s BC would still be unaccessible for

the third-party and available only for Alice. Finally, as shown in Figure C.6-C3,

Bob has the opportunity to revoke his BC. In this case, any information about

Bob will not be available anymore, Alice would be optionally notified and the link

between the two users will be deleted. When desired, any piece of information that

is updated or removed by Bob can be effortlessly synchronised not only with Alice,

but also with all the other users who have access to that specific information.

C.5.3 Analysis of privacy guidelines

The design of PAUSN attempts to overcome all pitfalls and drawbacks described in

the previous sections. In the following, we firstly discuss the design solutions that

enable PAUSN to overcome the four identified drawbacks. Afterwards, we describe

how our proposed platform copes with the identified interdependencies between the

drawbacks. Finally, we also analyze PAUSN as a case study for the privacy pitfalls,

in order to evaluate whether it provides means for users to take informed data

disclosure decisions.

Avoiding Drawback 1 - Ignoring the variation of human data sensitivity

PAUSN does not ignore the variation of human data sensitivity, because it is de-

signed to disclose different business cards under different circumstances. The shared

business card is intended to be composed of relevant, but not sensitive, personal
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information. In order to achieve this goal, two main approaches can be considered:

predefined privacy preferences and ad hoc privacy control. The former attempts

to predict all the potential situations and associated data sharing decisions. An

example of a predefined privacy preferences model is Faces [124] that, similarly to

[103, 111, 144, 176], allows users to indicate who can access what and when before

the actual data disclosure. Further, this approach was upgraded to ad hoc privacy

control solution, due to the possibility to encounter situations where data disclosure

decisions are not accurately predictable in advance [26, 27, 103]. The ad hoc privacy

control solution provides opportunities to take data sharing decisions in situ - at

the moment of actual disclosure [26, 27, 103]. Examples of ad hoc privacy control

models are Precision Dial [122], Disclosure Decision Model [26, 27] and Diverged

Personalities (DiP) [171].

Among these privacy mechanisms, DiP is ideally suited for the design of PAUSN,

because it targets at reflecting on user’s natural privacy handling upon disclosure of

personal data without overwhelming the user’s attention. In the DiP privacy model,

the UUP is diverged into different users’ personalities (or BCs) to be presented un-

der different circumstances. The most suitable business card for each circumstance

is generated by the process shown in Figure C.7. The central component of the DiP

is the Personality Logic, which receives as input the user’s UUP that is composed

of a collection of various available user’s profiles. Moreover, it also processes in-

formation about the inquirer and context data, which is used to define the current

circumstances. This information is acquired thanks to the sensing components of

the mobile devices, e.g. Bluetooth, accelerometer, GPS, microphone [139]. Based

on these three inputs, algorithms automatically provide the best BC by taking
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Figure C.7: Diverged personalities model process

into account both previous data disclosure decisions and influential factors, already

identified to impact users’ data disclosure decisions in previous investigations. For

instance, we refer to the following influential factors, already identified to impact

users’ personal data disclosure decisions in ubiquitous social networking: identity

of the inquirer [57, 123, 199], current environment [169], activity [108, 167], mood

[45, 169], location familiarity [167, 169], purpose of disclosure [45, 167, 169], number

of previous meetings and mutual friends with the inquirer [167, 169]. In [169], a

simulation of the DiP privacy model on users’ data disclosure prediction achieved

significant results with an approximate accuracy of 90%, with peaks of 93%, and

potential for further increasing performance.

Avoiding Drawback 2 - Embracing third parties

PAUSN does not disclose any personal user information to the third-party entities,

because users send to them encrypted, thus incomprehensible, profiles. In order

to encrypt users’ profiles, i.e. UUPs and BCs, the public-key (or asymmetric)

cryptographic scheme is adopted. This cryptography method uses two different
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keys, referred to as public and private keys. The public key is used for encrypting

data and it can be sent to anyone. Contrarily, the private key is used for decrypting

the data and it is never revealed to anyone. Such mechanism typically achieves

higher security by compromising the length of the encryption keys and subsequently

its intrinsic computation complexity. This may result in significant challenges if

attempting to apply it on mobile devices due to their limited battery, computation

and communication capabilities. Thus, it is desirable that the encryption keys are

kept short. This is the case for instance of the Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC),

where a 160-bit key is considered to be as secure as 1024-bit key in Rivest Shamir

Adleman (RSA) cryptography [113]. There are quite a few possible cryptographic

schemes related to ECC [41, 88, 131, 188], which could be used for mobile devices,

thus suitable for PAUSN.

In order to be compared, users’ profiles must be partitioned before being en-

crypted. For this reason, the concept of atomic data parts is introduced. This

concept regards the minimal indivisible segment of user profile data. As depicted in

Figure C.8, the atomic data parts are structured in a pair of key and value, where

the key identifies the data category and the value identifies the actual profile data.

The corresponding values can either be limited (e.g. gender, age) or unrestricted

(tallness, preferred music bands) in the number of options. When the number of

options is low, profile comparisons may match, however, when the number of op-

tions is fairly large, it can result in unfeasible comparisons. Thus, we propose the

options to be limited, lowered and grouped when possible. In order to achieve this

clustering, it is suggested to encourage a vocabulary of options when implementing

the social network. Figure C.8 implicitly shows an example of a vocabulary, where
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Figure C.8: Structure of the atomic parts

options for preferred bands, age range and gender are presented. Thus, the BC and

the UUP comprise a list of atomic data parts where each encrypted key indexes a

vector with all the encrypted entries for that specific key. For instance concerning

the atomic part ‘gender’, the indexed vector would have a single entry, while for

the atomic data part ‘band’, the indexed vector might be larger.

Given that the atomic data parts are all properly encrypted with the corre-

sponding public key and that the entire data is organized into the corresponding

BC or UPP, the comparison is possible on “per atomic data part basis”. The im-

portant aspect of this method is that the compared UPP (of the first user) and the

BC (of the second user) are encrypted with the same public key, according to the

method described in Section C.5.2. Thus, the data remains incomprehensible to the

third-party, who can only perform direct comparison among atomic data parts.
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Avoiding Drawback 3 - Requiring too much user intervention

In order to reduce the amount of user interaction needed to participate on the ubiq-

uitous social networking services, the PAUSN platform automates the process of

finding users with similar interests and the subsequent establishment of the connec-

tion. When a match between two users is found, the platform notifies both users

and it automatically establishes the connection between them.

As previously mentioned in Section C.5.2, two users submit the encrypted UUP

and BC to the server. At the server, the encrypted atomic data parts are extracted

from the UUP of the first user and from the BC of the second user. A direct match-

ing of keys and corresponding comparison of values is executed. This comparison

is made by matching the several indexes of the atomic data parts of the BC of the

second user and the UUP of the first user and subsequently compare the corre-

sponding values. Given that the individual atomic data parts are encrypted, the

only possible results are either a full or no match for each atomic comparison. By

calculating the number of atomic matches against the total number of data parts,

the similarity score can be calculated in terms of percentage of similarity. In or-

der to better understand this mechanisms, we introduce an example of a possible

algorithm to calculate the similarity score in a format of pseudocode.

1. function compare($uup, $bc) {

2. $score = 0;

3. for each ($bc as $key => $val) {

4. if (array_key_exists($key, $uup)) {

5. $is = array_intersect($val, $uup[key]);

6. $score += count($is)/count($val)/count($bc);

7. }
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8. }

9. return $score;

10. }

11. function ismatch($uup, $bc, $threshold) {

12. return compare($uup, $bc) > $threshold;

13. }

14. $bob_alice_match = ismatch($enc_uup_bob,

$enc_bc_alice, $threshold_bob);

15. $alice_bob_match = ismatch($enc_uup_alice,

$enc_bc_bob, $threshold_alice);

From an algorithmic perspective, the mechanism resembles a for-loop that scans

each and every key within the BC (line 3) list and checks whether the key exists on

the UUP list of data parts (line 4). If the key from the BC exists in the UUP, an

intersection is performed between the values corresponding to that key within the

BC and the values corresponding to that same key within the UUP (line 5). The

number of intersections accounts for the sub-score to be given to that index. This

sub-score is of course normalized to the number of values in the corresponding index

and the number of atomic data parts existing in the BC (line 6). The cumulative

sum of all the sub-scores subsequently accounts for the final score to be compared

against the threshold defined by the users (line 12). The threshold shall be defined

as a percentage of similarity above which the user commits to accept a connection.

Finally, line 14 exemplifies the inquiry that Bob automatically sends to the server

when he encounters Alice. The query aims at determining whether the similarities

between the UUP of Bob and the BC of Alice are above the threshold defined by

Bob. Alice does the same as Bob, as it is illustrated in line 15.
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Avoiding Drawback 4 - Lacking user’s personal data control

PAUSN does not lack personal user’s data control, as it follows the individual

participation principle. By relying on a centralized architecture, it empowers users

to see and modify their personal data, even after actual disclosure. As previously

mentioned, when the profile similarity score exceeds the threshold, predefined by

both users, a connection between the users is established. From this moment on,

both users are allowed to keep a copy of their BCs in the server. These BCs are

encrypted by utilizing the public key of the other corresponding user, i.e. the first

user encrypts his BC utilizing the public key of the second user and vice versa. This

means that the user keeps in his possession the encryption public keys of each user

whom he has a connection with. Note that the user must store these public keys as

long has he wants to keep the corresponding connections alive. Thus, at any time,

users can modify their BC, encrypt it with the public key of the user whom the BC

is made available to and upload it again to the server. According to this mechanism,

the second user, who is the only person holding the private key, can decrypt that

copy of the first users’ BC and have access to its contents. Additionally, if desired,

any of the two users can simply break the connection by erasing their BCs from the

server and deleting the public keys of the other user.

Interdependencies between the drawbacks

PAUSN was also designed to take into consideration the interdependencies between

the drawbacks, introduced in Section C.4.2. Firstly, applications of ad hoc privacy

control systems should provide an acceptable balance in relation to the interdepen-
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dency between Drawback 1 and Drawback 3. In fact, PAUSN takes into account the

variation of human data sensitivity (avoiding Drawback 1), while relieving the users

from frequent data disclosure decisions (avoiding Drawback 3). This is achieved by

applying ad hoc privacy control mechanisms that manage personal privacy on users’

behalf. However, it is important to notice that some user intervention should be ex-

pected, as users must be always empowered to adjust their data disclosure decisions,

in case of disagreement with the automated disclosure decisions. Furthermore, an-

other case that might require ad hoc privacy control to limit its autonomy is the

inquiry for highly sensitive data to be disclosed. In such situations, these mecha-

nisms should provide only suggested data disclosure choices, while waiting for user’s

approval before any actual disclosure [25, 168].

Secondly, PAUSN relies on a centralized architecture that stores only encrypted

profiles, which should also provide an acceptable balance in relation to the inter-

dependency between Drawback 2 and Drawback 4. In fact, the proposed platform

only discloses personal information to end users (avoiding Drawback 2) and allows

personal data control, even after actual disclosure (avoiding Drawback 4). How-

ever, this design solution introduces challenges for increasing the possibilities to find

users with similar interests. PAUSN might limit discovery of profile similarities, as

it might be very difficult to compare complex preferences between the encountering

users, due to profile comparison on the encrypted domain. As an example, sophis-

ticated profile matching methods, usually utilized in online dating sites, would be

probably difficult to be applicable in our design solution.
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Avoiding the five pitfalls

When considering our proposed design as a case study for the privacy pitfalls, de-

scribed in Section C.2, PAUSN can be considered as a positive case study, because

it overcomes all the five pitfalls. In fact, this design solution does not obscure

the potential (Pitfall1) and actual (Pitfall 2) flows of disclosed information. The

potential information flow is deliberately constrained to an intentional disclosure

of personal information between users with interpersonal affinities. The actual in-

formation flow, instead, is evident through the immediate notifications from the

third-party entity. Moreover, users are also aware about who can access their pro-

files, because the encrypted business cards are stored by the third party component

after discovery of relevant profile similarities. PAUSN does not require extensive

configuration to manage personal privacy (Pitfall 3), as it is designed to adopt ad

hoc privacy control models that release the user from frequent data disclosure deci-

sions. Similarly to the previously reviewed mobile applications, PAUSN provides a

largely coarse-grained control for halting and resuming information flow thanks to

application exit and mobile phone power buttons (Pitfall 4). The proposed design

also supports existing practices of plausible deniability and ambiguous data disclo-

sure (Pitfall 5). Ambiguous data disclosure is ensured, because PAUSN does not

disclose static detailed users’ profiles, as application of ad hoc privacy control model

allows arbitrary customization of disclosed personal user data. Furthermore, plau-

sible deniability is also supported because one user never knows the true reasons

why another user discloses a specific subset of their unified user profile in detriment

of other pieces of information. On one hand, the reason may be the different sub-
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jective levels of the user’s privacy perceptions or the different environments, time

circumstances or enquirers that justify the disclosure of different pieces of informa-

tion. On the other hand, the reason may be simply the fact the user is not willing

to interact and wants to be left alone.

C.6 Evaluation

In this section, we firstly present the design and methodology of the qualitative

investigation, which focuses on the analysis of users’ perceptions towards protection

of personal privacy in relation to the four identified drawbacks and their respective

interdependencies. Afterwards we describe the information about the participants

and the results of the investigation.

C.6.1 Background

In order to ensure the validity of answers, we helped participants to get more familiar

with the ubiquitous social networking concept. We introduced them the existing

applications, described in Section C.3. Further, we presented different scenarios

from everyday lives, where these services might be applied, such as professional

areas, dating and big events, e.g. conferences and exhibitions, as described in

[65, 168]. Finally, we discussed with the participants the potential networking

benefits in the identified application areas as well as possible privacy threats that

might arise as a result of the information disclosure in ubiquitous social networking,

e.g. potential undesired face-to-face interactions [168].

Qualitative interviews were preferred alternatively to other investigation meth-
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ods, such as handing out questionnaires or establishing a focus group interview. This

method was chosen because of the following two reasons: (i) lack of participants’

extensive experience in utilizing these services and (ii) potential misinterpretation

of the research questions due to their complexity and ambiguity. Moreover, we de-

cided to run semi-structured interviews to better understand the motivation behind

the participants responses and ensure that general areas of information are collected

from each participant, however still allowing adaptability of the interview process

[50, 118, 136]. We interviewed the participants for a duration of 45-60 minutes.

The interviews were audio taped and transcribed at later time. Questions were

related to the identified privacy drawbacks and their respective interdependencies.

Specifically, per each drawback, we presented two different scenarios of ubiquitous

social networking services, which either avoid or fall into the specific drawback. We

investigated, whether participants expected that their personal privacy would be

better protected when the drawbacks were avoided. Consequently, we asked them

whether the features of the design that avoids the specific drawback are:

• Must have: participants would not disclose their data in ubiquitous social

networking if their design solutions do not avoid the drawback;

• Nice to have: participants prefer services designed to avoid the drawback,

however they would still share some of their information in ubiquitous so-

cial networking even in the other case, as the potential networking benefits

overcome the potential privacy risks;

• Indifferent: participants do not consider as an advantage if the ubiquitous

social networking services avoid the drawback.
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Finally, we investigated the perceptions of the participants about the PAUSN design

characteristics, which were included in order to cope with the interdependencies

between the drawbacks. Thus, we inquired them the following questions:

• Are you comfortable with a need for some user intervention in order to balance

the trade-off between drawback 1 and drawback 3?

• Are you comfortable with potential reduction of relevant people discovery,

caused by the difficulty of applying complex profile matching methods in order

to balance the trade-off between drawback 2 and drawback 4?

C.6.2 Participants

The method for selecting the participants of our qualitative investigation, followed

the suggestions of Von Hippel, in relation to evaluation of new emerging technology,

e.g. USN. The author recommended to contact and interview the most advanced

users in the field of interest. The reason for recruiting this type of users, called lead

users, is motivated due to their interests and predisposition to innovative product

ideas, as they are capable of facing needs long time before others encounter them,

and have already found solutions to address potential concerns [97].

In our investigation, the selection of participants was limited to online social

networks users. We determined this category to be lead users of the USN tech-

nology, because of their advanced experience in disclosure of personal information

in online social networks, even if the perception towards the networking services

might vary between virtual and physical worlds. We believed that these kind of

users have already encountered relevant privacy concerns in relation to the data
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disclosure in online social networks and found strategies to balance those concerns

with networking benefits. Moreover, we also restricted the selection of participants

to the ones who claimed to be potential users of USN services, because they could

perceive high potential networking benefits in exchange to their data disclosure.

The potential participants were asked to provide information about their demo-

graphic characteristics and to indicate their privacy preferences on visibility of their

own personal data (e.g. user profile, pictures, posts) in their main online social net-

works site. Based on these answers, we were able to observe patterns among data

disclosure attitudes and divide the participants into three privacy clusters, following

the Westin/Harris privacy segmentation model [198]:

• Fundamentalists: these participants were extremely concerned about sharing

their personal data with any other online social networks users (friends or

strangers);

• Pragmatists: these participants also cared about loss of privacy due to the

disclosure of their personal information. However, they often had specific

concerns and particular strategies for addressing them. For example, this

category of participants generally preferred sharing personal information only

among their friends;

• Unconcerned: these participants were trusting online social networks sites

and believing that the privacy of their data was not jeopardized. Thus, they

were willing to share their personal data not only with people who were their

friends, but as well with users who were complete strangers to them.

When selecting the participants, we aimed to achieve stratification between
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participants’ privacy clusters to ensure that specific characteristics of individuals are

represented in the sample in accordance to the proportion in the entire population

[75]. Consequently, in this study, we target at obtaining similar proportions of

participants’ privacy clusters in reference to our latest empirical investigation where

a random sample was selected [167]. In total we recruited 15 participants with the

following privacy and demographic characteristics:

• Gender: 9 of the participants were male, while 6 of them were females;

• Age: 7 of participants were between 26 and 35 years old, 5 of them were

younger than 26 years and 3 participants were older than 35 years;

• Occupation: 8 of the participants were studying and 7 of them were working

at the time of the survey;

• Privacy: 7 of the participants were pragmatists, 4 of them were fundamental-

ists and 4 participants were unconcerned.

C.6.3 Results

In the following section we present the results of the qualitative investigation in

relation to the four identified drawbacks and the respective interdependencies.

Privacy drawbacks

Figure C.9 shows participants’ preferences in relation to the features of the PAUSN

design that are adopted in order to avoid the four privacy drawbacks.

All the participants agreed that ubiquitous social networking services must not

require too much user intervention as well as they should disclose different user
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Figure C.9: Preferences on adopting design solutions for avoiding the privacy draw-
backs

profiles according to the encountered circumstances. Furthermore, participants also

acknowledged the importance of keeping control over their personal data, even

after actual disclosure. Finally, they had contradictory opinions with respect to

embracing disclosure to third parties. In the following we separately discuss the

qualitative results.

Drawback 1 - Ignoring the variation of human data sensitivity In order

to analyze the first drawback, we presented a scenario inspired by the BlueFriend

mobile application, where users must always share a static profile for exploiting

ubiquitous social networking services. Afterwards, we introduced another scenario,

based on the PAUSN design, where users are able to disclose different profiles un-

der different circumstances. As shown in Figure C.9, all the participants could

foresee advantages when design of the services allows to share different profiles,

by taking into consideration the variation of human data sensitivity for the cur-

rent circumstances. The participants identified three major reasons for adopting
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dynamic disclosure of personal information: (i) gaining more potential networking

benefits, disclosing only (ii) relevant and (iii) not sensitive personal data, as one of

the participants noted:

“If I had to choose a single profile to be shared, it would be very basic

and limited. Thus, I would not benefit much from these services. I

would prefer the dynamic sharing of different user profiles, because I

would be disclosing only relevant information. For example, in a work

environment, I don’t want to share information that is related to social

activities and vice versa. This could as well jeopardize my privacy. In

fact, if I would apply for a job that requires physical fitness, but at the

same time I would disclose that I cannot join soccer matches because of

a recent knee injury, such wrong information disclosure might be highly

influential for my job application being rejected”

Drawback 2 - Embracing disclosure to third parties In order to analyze

the second drawback, we firstly presented a scenario, inspired by Serendipity, which

included disclosure of user personal information to a third party component. Af-

terwards, we introduced to the participants another scenario, based on the PAUSN

design, which did not share personal information with third parties. As shown in

Figure C.9, the majority of participants preferred not to disclose their personal in-

formation to the third parties. In fact, many of them provided a reference to the

Facebook online social network and stated that they were intending to unsubscribe

from this service in order to avoid disclosure of their personal information to this

third party. Specifically, they were very worried that their personal data would
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be given to other parties without their permission, which would result in negative

future implications. One of them claimed:

“The main problem of third parties is that they gather an enormous

amount of personal information, which can be used for different pur-

poses. For example, one day I might get a marketing call because I

disclosed my phone number and personal preferences on Facebook. This

is an example of a minor invasion of privacy because I can always just

hang up. However, it would already irritate me a lot. Who knows what

other purposes this data might be useful for? I believe it could lead to a

substantial invasion of privacy”

Moreover, all the participants that preferred this design property, agreed that they

would share more personal information, e.g. phone number, in case it is only dis-

closed to end users. Contrarily, some of the participants, i.e. 4 out of 15 (who were

notably categorized as privacy unconcerned), did not perceive any advantages of

not disclosing their personal information to third parties:

“I do not think that there is any data that I would share with a stranger,

but not to disclose to a third party. My information does not include

any compromising data at the moment and I do not think that it will

have negative implications in the future as well”

Drawback 3 - Requiring too much user intervention In order to analyze

the third drawback, we firstly presented two user scenarios, based on the designs of

Nokia Sensor and Bluedating mobile applications. We emphasized a manual profile
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comparison in case of Nokia Sensor and lacking effortless establishment of connec-

tions between users in case of Bluedating, as already presented and discussed in

Section C.3. Afterwards, we introduced another scenario, inspired by the design of

PAUSN, which overcomes both limitations. As shown in Figure C.9, none of the

participants would disclose their personal information in ubiquitous social network-

ing services in case they required a considerable amount of user intervention:

“In order to work properly, this technology should require as little user

intervention as possible. What about a potential mass adoption of ubiqui-

tous social networking services? In this case, without an automatic pro-

file comparison and possibilities to contact people also at later time, this

technology would probably not be so useful and impossible to be adopted”

Drawback 4 - Lacking user’s personal data control In order to analyze

the fourth drawback, we presented to the participants two different user scenarios.

The first scenario relied on a decentralized architecture, such as Nokia Sensor,

Bluedating and BlueFriend, and it did not empower users to control their data

after actual disclosure. Contrarily, the second scenario was based on a centralized

architecture, such as PAUSN, which enabled the individual participation principle

and empowered the users, at any time, to add, revoke or modify any disclosed

information. As shown in Figure C.9, all the participants could perceive significant

advantages, when the design of ubiquitous social networking services avoids this

drawback. In fact, 9 out of 15 participants would not disclose their personal data

if they are not empowered to keep control over their data disclosure decisions:

“I would be very worried to share my information, in case I could not
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keep control over it. I would not know how my information will be used

and what will happen to it”

The majority of the participants indicated this design property to help them to feel

more comfortable when exploiting ubiquitous social networking services:

“I am not sure how many times I will update my data disclosure deci-

sions or revoke any of my sharing preferences, however it is of crucial

importance for me to know that I can do it. Otherwise, I would not

utilize these services”

Moreover, all the participants acknowledged that it would be also very useful to be

empowered to modify their data disclosure decisions:

“Much of my personal information would change along time, such as

phone number, address, career skills and abilities, etc. The opportunity

to keep control over my data disclosure, not only enhances my privacy

protection, but it also enables better social networking services as data

is always up to date”.

Interdependencies between the drawbacks

At the end of the interview, we introduced to the participants the two interde-

pendencies between the drawbacks, discussed in Section C.4.2, and presented how

PAUSN design solution copes with these interdependencies. In relation to the in-

terdependency between drawbacks 1 and 3, we presented to the participants a sce-

nario, where users were required to intervene in case of (i) disagreement between

the preferred and automated data disclosure decisions and (ii) needed approval for
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disclosure of highly sensitive data. All the participants were very positive about

these two options and they did not consider them as too much user intervention.

Actually, many of them provided comments, similar to the following:

“I must have the opportunity to disagree with the the automated data

disclosure. Without this option I would not use ubiquitous social net-

working, because I feel like loosing control over my data”

The participants also agreed that they would not include in their profile highly

sensitive data into their profiles, if the services would not ask for their approval

before the actual disclosure of that highly sensitive data.

In relation to the interdependency between drawbacks 2 and 4, we presented

to the participants a scenario, inspired by PAUSN, where the third-party compo-

nent discovered relevant profiles similarities with other 4 users during a week. We

emphasized that these similarities were found by comparing encrypted users’ pro-

files, which imply both (i) not disclosing personal information to the third-parties

(avoiding Drawback 2) and (ii) keeping control over personal data, even after actual

disclosure (avoiding Drawback 4). We discussed with participants that in case users

would disclose not encrypted profiles to third-party entity, the number of discov-

ered users with relevant profile similarities might increase to e.g. 9. As a result, all

the participants, who expressed in the previous question that they preferred not to

disclose personal information to third parties, presented comments, similar to the

following:

“I would prefer to compromise the number of discovered users with rel-

evant similarities, if the opposite would mean jeopardizing my privacy”
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C.6.4 Investigation limitations

We acknowledged that conducting this qualitative investigation with a larger num-

ber of participants might lead to a more reliable analysis. Unfortunately, this was

not possible due to limited resources. We attempted to address this issue by recruit-

ing only lead users that presented relevant experience on the disclosure of personal

information for gaining potential networking benefits in exchange, as discussed in

Section C.6.2. This methodology was as well supported by Kujala and Kauppinen,

who suggested to recruit lead users for the evaluation of new emerging technolo-

gies. In their research, the authors discovered that one lead user provided as much

information and ideas as five ordinary users did [115].

Additionally, the data disclosure decisions, collected during our qualitative in-

vestigation, were based on predefined sharing preferences: participants were asked

to predict their sharing preference in relation to the proposed user scenarios. We

acknowledge that there might be a difference between what people say they want to

share and what they actually do share in practice [100]. Thus, this analysis would

have benefited from an implementation of the PAUSN application and a comparison

with the other USN prototypes, introduced in Section C.3. Unfortunately, due to

the limited number of participants, this approach was not feasible at the time of the

investigation, because the reviewed prototypes and PAUSN are not disseminated

enough so that it would be possible for users to find opportunities to disclose their

personal information to other users in their everyday lives.

Finally, the presence of the interviewer might have biased the results of the

qualitative investigation. Unfortunately, this is a well known problem, already
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discussed in previous literature, and identified to be difficult to be avoided for such

kind of investigations [163].

C.7 Conclusions

In this paper we focused on privacy as the main challenge for the development

ubiquitous social networking services. We reviewed existing ubiquitous computing

design guidelines that aim at providing means for the users to make informed data

disclosure decisions. Afterwards, we described several ubiquitous social networking

designs in terms of privacy protection. Notably, the majority of the design solutions

were not following the reviewed privacy guidelines. Even when the platforms were

providing means of informed data disclosure decisions, additional crucial usability

and privacy limitations were identified. Therefore, we proposed four drawbacks to

be taken into consideration when designing ubiquitous social networking. We refer

specifically to (1) ignoring the variation of human data sensitivity, (2) embracing

disclosure to third parties, (3) requiring too much user intervention and (4) lacking

personal user’s data control. These additional guidelines focus on creating more

functional ubiquitous social computing environments, oriented to respecting the

privacy of end users. Importantly, the drawbacks do not aim at ensuring total se-

curity, but instead we assumed a non-malicious infrastructure aiming at preventing

incidental data disclosure, i.e. when personal data is unintentionally revealed, with

or without previous inquiry.

Based on these findings, we proposed the design of a privacy-aware ubiquitous

social networking (PAUSN) platform, which overcomes the identified drawbacks,
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while allowing users to make informed data disclosure decisions. PAUSN focuses

in particular on maximizing potential networking benefits while preserving users’

personal privacy. To achieve this goal, PAUSN relies on a centralized architecture

that enables disclosure of personal user information upon comparison of encrypted

profiles. As a result, dynamic user sub-profiles, created by taking into account

the human data sensitivity of the current circumstances, are effortlessly disclosed

only to other end users, who hold a profile that might lead to potential networking

benefits. Furthermore, thanks to its centralized architecture, PAUSN empowers

users to modify the contents of their disclosed profiles at any time.

Finally, we evaluated the users’ perceptions towards the protection of personal

privacy in relation to the four identified drawbacks and their respective interde-

pendencies. We presented to the 15 participants of our qualitative investigation

two different scenarios of ubiquitous social networking services, which either avoid

(based on the PAUSN design) or fall into (in case of the others applications) the

specific drawback. All the participants agreed that the PAUSN design would allow

more functional and privacy-oriented services and it also copes well with the inter-

dependencies between the drawbacks. Moreover, the majority of them claimed that

if the identified drawbacks were not avoided in the design of ubiquitous social net-

working, they would not disclose their personal information. However, among the

four investigated drawbacks, we found contradictory results only in regard to em-

bracing disclosure to third parties (Drawback 2). In fact, 4 out of 15 participants,

who were actually classified as privacy unconcerned, would share their personal

information even if it was disclosed to third parties.

In conclusion, we further encourage designers of ubiquitous social networking to
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take into account the four drawbacks, identified in this paper, additionally to the

guidelines for enabling users to make informed data disclosure decisions, discussed in

Section C.2. As future work, we suggest to complement our qualitative analysis with

an additional investigation, based on users’ sharing preferences made at the moment

of the actual disclosure. This would comprise an implementation of the proposed

privacy-aware ubiquitous social networking platform that should be adopted by a

large number of users in order to collect users’s ad hoc data disclosure decisions

for further statistical analysis. Moreover, the proposed platform can be studied

in a broader perspective in order to achieve higher levels of privacy not only on

ubiquitous social networking, but on other Internet services, such as online social

networks and cloud computing.
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Abstract

Nowadays, mobile social networks are capable of promoting social net-

working benefits during physical meetings, in order to leverage interper-

sonal affinities not only among acquaintances, but also between strangers.

Due to their foundation on automated sharing of personal data in the

physical surroundings of the user, these networks are subject to crucial

privacy threats. Privacy management systems must be capable of ac-

curate selection of data disclosure according to human data sensitivity

evaluation. Therefore, it is crucial to research and comprehend individ-

ual’s personal information disclosure decisions happening in ordinary

human communication. Consequently, in this paper we provide insight

into influential factors of human data disclosure decisions, by presenting

and analyzing results of an empirical investigation comprising of two

online surveys. We focus on the following influential factors: inquirer,

purpose of disclosure, access & control of the disclosed information, lo-

cation familiarity and current activity of the user. This research can

serve as relevant input for the design of privacy management models in

mobile social networks.

Keywords: Privacy; Information Disclosure; Mobile Computing; So-

cial Networking; Social and Proximity Interactions; Ubiquitous Com-

puting.
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D.1 Introduction

The development of Internet reduced the distance between people living in different

parts of the world by providing an innovative communication infrastructure. Soon

on the basis of this technology new services have been developed, which improved

the communication between people. Online social networks (in the following referred

to as OSNs), such as Orkut, MySpace and Facebook, share a common characteristic:

they enable people to create a virtual social network. By using OSNs services, users

can stay in touch with friends from the whole world, share pictures, talk, chat,

send messages and look for new acquaintances. The success of OSNs, the wide

spread of mobile phones and the current development of numerous information

and communication technologies allowed to create similar services also for mobile

terminals [48, 206].

Notably, mobile devices are not just entry points to existing online social net-

works, but they also offer new networking services due to their advanced techno-

logical capabilities. In fact, thanks to the wireless technologies of mobile devices,

they enable Opportunistic Networks (in the following referred to as ONs). In ONs,

nodes are wirelessly interconnected and have the possibility to identify each other

as well as share data in peer-to-peer networks with communication links created in

ad hoc manner [128].

The integration of ONs with OSNs enables mobile social networks users to ex-

ploit social networking benefits in the physical world, rather than just in the virtual

world. This integration has been previously introduced as Local Social Networks

(in the following referred to as LSNs) [166, 171]. LSN is a distributed network ar-
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chitecture in which nodes are linked to online social networks profiles and wirelessly

interconnected to exchange personalized contents. LSNs target at developing pos-

sible advantageous relationships (e.g. friendships, partnerships, business relations)

during physical meetings between people who do not know each other, but probably

they should [65, 171].

When transferring OSNs benefits to the physical world, the privacy threats are

indisputably increased due to support of face-to-face interactions between strangers

during physical meetings. While the risk of unintentional information sharing is

similar in virtual and physical worlds, the consequences of such disclosure are more

crucial in the physical world. For example, when LSN users disclose their personal

information, the shared data is tied to a physical person and immediately available

for the recipient [171]. Thus, the information disclosure can be directly translated

into physical contact and potentially undesired or unpleasant face-to-face interac-

tions. In order to address these privacy concerns, privacy management systems

should protect users’ personal privacy as individuals do in ordinary human interac-

tions and ensure accuracy of selective disclosure of personal information [25, 26, 99].

In fact, during face-to-face communication, people intuitively evaluate various de-

terminants and unconsciously choose what personal information to share. In order

to help privacy management systems to attempt to act as the real user would, it is

necessary to gain an extensive comprehension of variation of human data sensitivity

that affects information disclosure under different circumstances. The factors that

might influence users personal data disclosure decisions must be depicted and eval-

uated for enabling privacy management systems to take automated data disclosure

decisions.
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In the past work, the identity of the inquirer was identified as the primary index

for selection of data disclosure decisions [45, 57, 108, 123, 148]. However, mobile

social networks, such as LSNs, advance the attention to other factors as crucial de-

terminants for data disclosure, due to their primary focus on relationship initiation

between strangers [171]. Consequently, in this paper we firstly identify the rele-

vant influential factors that might impact users’ personal data disclosure decisions

in LSNs. Afterwards, we present results of an empirical investigation comprising

2 online surveys to evaluate the identified influential factors. We collected more

than 100 responses in each of the surveys and we applied the Wilcoxon Signed

Rank statistical test to examine whether the identified influential factors impact on

users’ personal data disclosure decisions. The results of our analysis can provide

significant input for the design and development of privacy management systems

for mobile social networks.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: firstly, we introduce the potential

influential factors for the disclosure of personal information in mobile social net-

works. In Section D.3, we present the design and methodology of the two surveys,

which investigate the relevant influential factors in LSNs. Further, the information

about the participants is provided in Section D.4. In Section D.5, we present and

discuss the results of the empirical investigation. Final conclusions and recommen-

dations for future work are drawn in Section D.6.
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D.2 Human data disclosure

The core foundation of mobile social networks, such as LSNs, is based on auto-

mated sharing of users’ personal data. Surely, the amount of disclosed information

is directly proportional to networking benefits. The optimal outcome would be

achieved by sharing as much as possible personal information (e.g. the full user

profile). However, this would result in jeopardy of users’ privacy and a compromise

is necessary. It can be achieved by following the assumption that the sensitivity

of the users’ personal information is not stable; it may vary depending on differ-

ent circumstances in which the user is involved [123, 171, 202]. Consequently, only

information that is relevant, but not sensitive in specific circumstances should be

disclosed at a time [25, 26, 111, 120, 204]. Therefore, no standard rules can be

applied for all the cases of disclosure of users’ personal data [4, 5, 149].

In previous studies [25, 103, 123, 171], the sensitivity of personal information

was assumed to vary depending on the inquirer and the situation determinants.

The inquirer is considered to be the individual that the user is interacting with and

the situation is defined according to the circumstances at that time.

Lederer et al determined the identity of the inquirer to be the most important

factor, influencing the users’ data disclosure decisions, followed by the situation

as parameter of secondary significance [123]. Based on these findings several pri-

vacy management models have been designed for disclosure of personal information:

Faces [124], Precision Dial [122], Diverged Personalities [171] and Disclosure Deci-

sion Model [25, 26, 27].

In [57], the authors provided further insight into the inquirer influential fac-
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tor by carrying out a survey to investigate the nature of relationships between the

users as a crucial determinant. Their results showed that users differentiate choices

of disclosure of personal information upon relationships with the inquirer. Addi-

tionally to Davis and Gutwin, other studies [108, 148] highlighted the relevance of

users’ clustering into a manageable categories of inquirers (e.g. friends, families,

co-workers, etc) in social location disclosure applications.

Even if defining the inquirer as a crucial parameter, Consolvo et al emphasized

that knowing the particular reason of data disclosure would significantly motivate

users to share their personal information [45]. Other studies as well researched [29,

30] and applied [3, 20, 134, 185] the purpose of disclosure as a crucial determinant.

Additionally to the purpose of disclosure, Consolvo et al investigated the gran-

ularity of the disclosed information, which refers to the extent of details of shared

data. The results showed that users tend not to differentiate granularity of disclosed

information in order to protect their data privacy. In the majority of the cases, users

either choose to disclose detailed information or they do not disclose anything at

all. However, when they decide to disclose not detailed set of information, they

do so because they assume that it is more useful for the inquirer, rather than for

preserving their privacy [45].

Finally, anonymity can also be considered to be a relevant influential factor for

sharing of personal information in mobile social networks. Being anonymous is de-

fined as the state of not being identifiable within a set of subjects, due to removal of

connections between the data owner and information. In [120], the author discussed

that having the possibility to remain anonymous would significantly increase users’

data privacy protection. Consequently, applications of anonymity might allow users
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to feel safer and thus influence users’ personal information decisions.

Additionally to the previously introduced influential factors, in this paper we

draw the attention to other potential determinants that might impact human data

disclosure decisions in mobile social networks, which are following defined:

• Location familiarity: it is considered to be the users’ familiarity with his

current location (e.g. home, parents’ place, work environments, social envi-

ronments, holiday environments, etc.);

• Current activity: it refers to the current action of the user (e.g. working,

relaxing, shopping, etc.);

• Access & Control: it regards empowering users to add, remove or modify

any information disclosed at any time, i.e. enabling to control other people’s

access to one’s personal data even after the actual disclosure.

Importantly, access & control should be considered as an essential privacy pro-

tection principle for personal data disclosure [62, 82, 120]. This principle is of crucial

importance for avoiding potential future privacy threats, because a set of data, given

up freely today, might create major user’s privacy concerns in the future. More-

over, mobile social networks are becoming increasingly complex, thus users might

feel that they are losing control over their personal data after the actual disclosure.

To the best of our knowledge, access & control of the disclosed information,

user’s current activity and location familiarity influential factors were not previously

empirically investigated in regard to the disclosure of personal information in mobile

social networks. Moreover, we did not observe other research considering additional
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influential factors for personal data disclosure in mobile social networks apart from

the ones discussed in this section.

D.3 Design of the surveys

In order to gain insight into human data sensitivity, we asked surveys’ participants

to indicate personal information that they would like to share in different circum-

stances of their lives. The participants were informed that sharing of personal data

is motivated by potential networking benefits, provided in return to disclosed in-

formation. Naturally, the benefits would be directly proportional to the amount of

shared information, thus respondents were asked to compromise between privacy

risks and potential benefits.

The different circumstances, presented to the respondents, were defined accord-

ing to the influential factors, outlined in Section D.2. However, anonymity and

granularity of disclosed information influential factors were not included in this

analysis, as we focus on investigating information disclosure in LSNs. The gran-

ularity of the disclosed information is often applied in mobile social networks in

relation to disclosure of social locations among acquaintances, e.g. extent of details

of current location: country, city, neighborhood, exact address where I am now

[8, 101, 178]. However, the main target of LSNs is to promote potential networking

benefits between strangers by exploiting ONs. In ONs the disclosed information is

restricted to the range of the wireless technology adopted. Particularly, users are

notified about the presence of other LSN users only when they are in the proxim-

ity. When they move away, their location information is not available anymore,
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unless they re-enter into each other’s wireless range. Therefore, the granularity

of the disclosed information was not further investigated in this paper. Moreover,

anonymity influential factor was not included in this research because LSNs users

must be identifiable, i.e. they must allow other users to link their profiles to real

people. If anonymity would be applied in LSNs, it would result in significant losses

of potential networking possibilities.

In the following we provide a detailed description of the design of the two surveys,

which researched on the remaining influential factors, introduced in Section D.2.

D.3.1 Survey I

In the first survey we investigated whether the location familiarity and current

activity of the user can be considered as relevant determinants for data disclosure

decisions in mobile social networks. First, we researched whether the time that

the user had previously spent in his current location could influence the amount of

disclosed information. For example, we examined if the user would differentiate his

data disclosure choices between places where has spent a lot of time (e.g. a bar of

his home town) and unfamiliar locations (e.g. a bar during a holiday). Secondly, we

analyzed whether the user’s current activity might influence users data disclosure

decisions. For example, while working the user might be more motivated to share

data related to working activities (e.g. professional abilities) in comparison to data

related to social interactions (e.g. music taste).

In order to study those influential factors, we grouped the most common life

situations into five categories, and asked the participants to indicate, which infor-

mation they would like to disclose when they are facing those situations:
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• Family places: these environments can be considered to be places where the

user or her family members live (e.g. parents’ apartment, uncles’ apartment,

etc). Thus, it was assumed that users would encounter their family members

as well as family members’ acquaintances, who could also be strangers for

them;

• Social environments: these environments refer to the places where the users

spend their leisure time, e.g. restaurants, bars, theaters in his home city.

Thus, it was assumed that they would encounter friends and strangers;

• Holiday: similarly to the social environments, holiday environments are con-

sidered to be social leisure places, however the users’ encounters and activities

are occurring outside their home city;

• Work environments: these environments can be considered to be the ordi-

nary employment places of the users, such as university, office, etc. Thus,

users would mainly encounter co-workers and strangers, associated to their

employment activities;

• Work trip: similarly to work environments, during work trips the users were

assumed to encounter colleagues and strangers, associated to their employ-

ment activities, however these encounters and activities were occurring outside

their regular work place.

D.3.2 Survey II

In the second survey, we investigated whether inquirer, access & control and pur-

pose of disclosure can be considered as relevant determinants for data sharing in
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mobile social networks. In mobile social networks inquirers can be generally cate-

gorized into friends and strangers segments. In this investigation we target at the

latter segment of inquirers, namely strangers, due to focus of LSNs. Consequently,

we chose to investigate the following two concepts in the analysis of inquirer as in-

fluential factor. Firstly, we analyzed whether knowing the number of mutual friends

between the inquirer and the user a priori any data sharing, might impact his data

disclosure decisions. Further, we also researched whether being familiar strangers

with the inquirer could be considered as a relevant determinant. Two people are

identified as familiar strangers if they encounter each other regularly without in-

teracting or forming an explicit relationship of social nature [138]. Moreover, we

researched access & control as determinant factor by investigating whether clearly

emphasizing access & control rights might influence the users’ data disclosure deci-

sions. Finally, we also analyzed whether users’ disclosure decisions might be affected

by knowing beforehand what potential benefits they could get for disclosing their

personal information to strangers.

In order to research these influential factors, we asked respondents to select their

personal information that they would like to disclose in different scenarios. It was

emphasized that the exchange of personal data would be automated, thus it would

not interfere with the user’s current activity. The relevant information that could be

applied for networking with other users could be retrieved and used even at a later

time. All the scenarios, presented in this survey, were indicated to be occurring in a

social environment. Particularly, respondents were asked to imagine to be in a bar

of their home city, drinking a coffee with friends. The respondents decided what

to disclose to different inquirers, who were strangers for them. A priori any data
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disclosure decision, some information about the inquirer was known. Particularly,

at least the basic information set about the inquirer, consisting of name, surname

and portrait, was available in all the scenarios, which are following presented:

• Basic scenario: the respondents did not know so much about the inquirer.

Particularly, only the basic information set was available a priori any data

disclosure;

• Familiar strangers scenario: the respondents knew the basic information set

and the number of previous encounters with the inquirer a priori any data

disclosure. Notably, encountering does not necessarily imply interaction -

they may have just passed by each other without noticing. Specifically, in

this scenario the respondents had already encountered the inquirer 280 times;

• Mutual friends scenario: additionally to the basic information set, the respon-

dents knew the number of mutual friends with the inquirer a priori any data

disclosure. Specifically, in this scenario respondents had 15 mutual friends

with the inquirer;

• Access & Control scenario: the respondents only knew the basic information

set about the inquirer a priori any data disclosure. Moreover, it was explicitly

emphasized that they can always edit/delete their disclosed personal informa-

tion. Thus, respondents were empowered to control the inquirer’s access to

their disclosed personal data at any time in the future;

• Purpose scenario: additionally to the basic set of information, the respon-

dents also knew other personal data regarding the inquirer a priori any data
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disclosure. This data indicated that the inquirer was a project manager in

a major company within the respondent’s professional area. Moreover, the

inquirer’s professional targets were also available beforehand and particularly

matching with the ones of the respondents.

D.4 Participants of the surveys

The two questionnaires were distributed to 500 potential respondents. The dis-

tribution of the questionnaires was limited to online social networks users. We

determined this category to be the most relevant because of their advanced ex-

perience with personal data disclosure in online social networks sites, even if the

perceptions of data disclosure might vary between virtual and physical worlds. Due

to anonymity of the responses and different timeframes of the surveys, it cannot be

ensured that the respondents of both surveys completely match, however a signifi-

cant overlap is expected.

Respondents were asked to provide information about their demographics char-

acteristics. We focused on three demographic features, namely gender, age and

occupation, which were further applied for clustering purpose. Moreover, respon-

dents were asked to indicate their privacy settings in their main OSN site, such as

visibility of their user profile, pictures, posts to the other users. Based on these

answers, we were able to observe patterns among data disclosure attitudes. Con-

sequently, we classified the participants into three privacy clusters, following the

Westin/Harris privacy segmentation model [198]:

• Fundamentalists: these respondents were extremely concerned about sharing
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their personal data with any other online social networks users (friends or

strangers);

• Pragmatists: they also cared about the disclosure of their personal informa-

tion. However, they often had specific concerns and particular strategies for

addressing them. For example, this category of respondents generally pre-

ferred sharing personal information only among their friends;

• Unconcerned: these respondents were trusting online social networks sites

and believing that the privacy of their data was not jeopardized. Thus, they

were willing to share their personal data not only with people who were their

friends, but as well with users who were complete strangers to them.

In the following we present an overview of the demographic information as well

as privacy clusters of the respondents in both surveys.

D.4.1 Respondents of the first survey

In total we received 121 complete answers for the first survey, which composed

the sample. In the following we present the demographic characteristics of the

respondents:

• Gender: 54.5% of the respondents were males and 45.5% were females;

• Age: 64.5% of the respondents were between 26 and 35 years old, 28.1% were

younger than 26 years and 7.4% were older than 35 years;

• Occupation: 75.2% of the respondents were working and the 24.8% were

studying at the time of the survey.
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In regard to privacy clusters, the sample of the first survey was composed as

follows:

• Fundamentalists: 10.7% of the respondents;

• Pragmatists: 74.4% of the respondents;

• Unconcerned: 14.9% of the respondents.

D.4.2 Respondents of the second survey

The sample of the second survey was composed of 101 answers. The demographic

characteristics of the respondents are following presented:

• Gender: 67.3% of the respondents were males and 32.7% were females;

• Age: 57.4% of the respondents were between 26 and 35 years old, 33.7% were

younger than 26 years and 8.9% were older than 35 years;

• Occupation: 58.4% of the respondents were working and the 41.6% were

studying at the time of the survey.

Moreover, following we present the privacy clusters of the sample of the second

survey:

• Fundamentalists: 17.8% of the respondents;

• Pragmatists: 64.4% of the respondents;

• Unconcerned: 17.8% of the respondents.
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D.5 Survey results and discussion

In order to investigate the influential factors, defined in Section D.2, we relied on

statistical characteristics and methods. First, we tested if the responses, grouped by

different clusters, were normally distributed. We found out that many datasets of

both surveys were not normally distributed. Consequently, we focused on analysis

based on non-parametric statistical tests, due to expected higher precision of the

results in comparison to the parametric tests [141]. Specifically, the Wilcoxon Signed

Rank (in the following referred to as WSR) test was applied to examine the surveys’

results by comparing two datasets and evaluate whether their population means

differ [201]. When statistically comparing two samples, they are considered to be

statistically different if the p-value is observed to be less than the critical significance

level, commonly set to 0.05. However, when analyzing more than 2 datasets, to

evaluate our results we used the Bonferroni correction in order to avoid potential

type I errors [195]. In these cases, the critical significance level is decreased to

0.05/n, in which n is the total number of comparisons.

The following sections summarize the major results of our investigation. At the

beginning we present and discuss results of the first survey followed be the ones of

the second survey. Results are classified according to the privacy segmentation as

well as the demographic characteristics, introduced in Section D.4.

D.5.1 Results of the survey I

In this section we investigate the impact of user’ s location familiarity and current

activity influential factors for the disclosure of personal information in mobile social
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networks.

Location familiarity

In order to evaluate the location familiarity influential factor, respondents were

asked to choose which kind of personal information they would like to share in

different locations, as described in Section D.3.1. The selection of personal data

to be disclosed was limited to a dataset composed of 28 different types of personal

information.

Table D.1 presents the standard deviations (σ), means (µ) and medians (x̃) of

amounts of data shared in different user’ s locations. The mean and median results

highlighted that respondents tend to share more personal information in familiar

locations such as family places and work environments in comparison to less familiar

places as work trip and holiday locations. This inclination can be explained by the

fact that the users spend the majority of their time in these places and thus they

develop an unconscious trust in more familiar environments.

Indisputably, work environments and work trip comprise similar conditions be-

cause in both circumstances the user is still in his professional environment. How-

ever, the user’s familiarity with these locations is notably different and it motivates

significantly lower data sharing preferences in work trip in comparison to work en-

vironments. Similar results were also observed when analyzing social environments

and holiday locations, however with lower overall impact of the location familiarity

influential factor.

On the contrary, locations that comprise different conditions (i.e. working and

leisure), such as holiday and work trip, presented relevantly low differences between
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the amounts of shared data in all the clusters. This inclination can be explained

by the fact that both locations can be considered to be unfamiliar to the user as

he/she is outside of his/her ordinary environment.

Table D.1: Descriptive statistics of information disclosure in different locations

FP WE SE H WT

Privacy Fund.
σ 5.64 3.26 6.47 5.43 5.66
µ 17.54 12.46 6.85 6.23 5.92
x̃ 19 12 4 5 6

Prag.
σ 7.42 5.88 6.50 6.34 6.20
µ 18.97 15.82 12.02 10.69 10.68
x̃ 18.50 16 12 10.50 11

Unco.
σ 4.19 4.16 6.07 5.34 5.58
µ 23.89 19.61 15.83 14.67 13.94
x̃ 24.50 19 17.50 14.50 14.50

Gender
Male

σ 7.10 5.56 6.57 6.34 6.32
µ 19.83 16.48 13.23 11.89 11.38
x̃ 20.50 16 14 12 11.50

Fema.
σ 7.07 5.87 6.78 6.34 6.31
µ 19.20 15.47 10.60 9.49 9.78
x̃ 21 15 10 8 10

Age < 26
σ 8.56 5.78 6.19 5.64 5.53
µ 18.24 14.88 12.12 11.67 10.85
x̃ 19 14 12 11 10

26-35
σ 6.41 5.55 6.67 6.35 6.11
µ 19.73 16.15 11.90 10.22 10.30
x̃ 20 16 12 10 11

> 35
σ 6.10 6.07 9.99 9.39 10.40
µ 22.67 19.11 12.89 12.78 13
x̃ 25 21 17 16 14

Occupation
Stud.

σ 7.51 5.91 6.31 5.80 6.50
µ 19.67 15.17 12.37 11 10.40
x̃ 20 15 13 11.50 10

Empl.
σ 6.96 5.64 6.94 6.65 6.32
µ 19.51 16.31 11.92 10.74 10.74
x̃ 21 16 12 11 11

FP: Family Places; WE: Work Environments; SE: Social Environments; H: Holiday;
WT: Work Trip.
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Table D.2 shows results of statistical WSR test, comparing data disclosure in

different locations. To account for multiple testing, we used the Bonferroni correc-

tion and considered significant only those p-values for which P < 0.05/10 = 0.005.

As a result, we observed common statistically significant differences of data dis-

closure between all users’ locations, except Social Environments - Work Trip and

Holiday - Work Trip.

Similarly to results presented in Table D.1, all the clusters presented statistical

differences between Work Environments - Work Trip, except of the respondents

older than 35 years (> 35.p = .007). As well, many clusters also presented statistical

differences between Social Environments - Holiday locations. Moreover, evidence

towards equal amount of data sharing were observed in Holiday - Work Trip, as

tests of statistical differences between those locations presented considerably high

p-values.

Comparing the responses of different clusters, no relevant differences were ob-

served between males and females, except in Social environments - Holiday (Fema.p

= .003, Male.p = .006). Moreover, it can be noticed that pragmatists, employed as

well as respondents between 26 and 35 years old were more affected by the familiarity

of user’ s location factor in comparison to the other relevant clusters. For exam-

ple, data sharing results in Work Environments - Social Environments (Pra.p =

26-35 .p = Empl.p = .000) and Social environments - Holiday (Pra.p = 0.001; 26-

35.p = Empl.p = .000) presented statistically significant differences in contrast to

the other relevant clusters. Finally, no statistical differences were observed in any

location comparison among the respondents older than 35 years.
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Current activity

In order to evaluate the user’ s current activity influential factor, we focused on two

different datasets: data related to work activities (DWA) and data related to social

interactions (DSI). Both datasets were composed of nine different types of personal

information, which were subsets of the full dataset of the first survey. For example,

data related to working activities is employer, work phone number, career skills and

abilities, while examples of data related to social interactions are relation status,

food taste, interests, etc. In this analysis we compared these two datasets in their

associated environments, i.e. social and work environments.

In Table D.3 we present the standard deviations (σ), means (µ) and medians (x̃)

of the amounts of DWA and DSI, disclosed in both work and social environments.

The results showed significantly different sharing preferences between the two ana-

lyzed datasets. In work environments, the mean and median values of DWA were

considerably higher than DSI and notably close to the possible maximum amount

of shared data, i.e. 9. Similar patterns were also observed in regard to social

environments, in which DSI achieved higher sharing rate in comparison to DWA.

However, the current activity influential factor presented a lower impact in social

environments as the difference between sharing of DSI and DWA was considerably

lower than the one in work environments.

These results were confirmed to be statistically significant by the WSR test. As

shown in Table D.4-A, we firstly compared amounts of DWA and DSI shared in

work environments and afterwards in social environments. In both circumstances,

all the clusters presented statistically significant differences between DWA and DSI,
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Table D.3: Descriptive statistics of information disclosure during different users’
activities

WE SE
DWA DSI DWA DSI

Privacy Fund.
σ 1.33 1.30 1.94 2.73
µ 7.46 3.23 1.62 3.15
x̃ 7 3 1 3

Prag.
σ 2.00 2.33 2.18 2.48
µ 7.48 4.66 3.12 5.17
x̃ 8 5 3 5.50

Unco.
σ 0.75 1.98 2.34 2.24
µ 8.72 5.94 4.94 6.22
x̃ 9 6 5.50 6.50

Gender
Male

σ 1.73 2.20 2.38 2.44
µ 7.61 5.03 3.67 5.45
x̃ 8 5 3 6

Fema.
σ 1.99 2.34 2.17 2.69
µ 7.73 4.29 2.71 4.69
x̃ 9 5 3 4

Age < 26
σ 1.73 2.30 2.02 2.48
µ 7.48 4.36 3.30 5.09
x̃ 8 4 3 5

26-35
σ 1.96 2.25 2.20 2.55
µ 7.62 4.72 3.06 5.16
x̃ 8 5 3 5

> 35
σ 0.71 2.45 3.91 3.32
µ 8.67 5.67 4.44 4.67
x̃ 9 7 5 5

Occupation
Stud.

σ 1.78 2.29 2.10 2.27
µ 7.53 4.47 3.07 5.57
x̃ 8 4 3 6

Empl.
σ 1.88 2.29 2.40 2.66
µ 7.70 4.77 3.29 4.96
x̃ 9 5 3 5

WE: Work Environments; SE: Social Environments;
DWA: Data related to Work Activities; DSI: Data related to Social Interactions.
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Table D.4: Results of Wilcoxon Signed Rank test for information disclosure during
different activities

(A) DWA-DSI (B) WE-SE
WE SE DWA DSI

Privacy
Fund. .001 .024 .001 .559
Prag. .000 .000 .000 .101
Unco. .001 .050 .000 .647

Gender
Male .000 .000 .000 .180
Fema. .000 .000 .000 .371

Age
< 26 .000 .000 .000 .138
26-35 .000 .000 .000 .200
> 35 .007 .748 .011 .104

Occupation
Stud. .000 .000 .000 .013
Empl. .000 .000 .000 .536

WE: Work Environments; SE: Social Environments;
DWA: Data related to Work Activities; DSI: Data related to Social Interactions.

except respondents older than 35 years (> 35.p = .748) and the unconcerned privacy

cluster (Unco.p = .050) in social environments. However, it must be noted that

respondents older than 35 years presented a strong evidence of similarity, while

unconcerned privacy clusters showed relevant differences, even if not statistically

significant.

In order to complement the investigation of the current user’ s activity as crucial

determinant, we also compared data disclosure between work and social environ-

ments by testing separately DWA and DSI, as shown in Table D.4-B. The results

indisputably proved that the user’s current activity factor had different impact on

different data types, i.e. DWA and DSI. Notably, all the clusters differentiated

DWA between work and social environments. However, the same tendency was not

observed in regard to DSI. In fact, the only significant statistical difference was pre-

sented among the students (Stud.p = .013). No other significant differences among
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the clusters were observed, despite an overall increasing influence of user’ s current

activity among the pragmatists privacy cluster and respondents older than 35 years

(Prag.p = .101; > 35.p = .104). Consequently, results of Table D.4-B proved that

differences between DWA and DSI in Table D.4-A were mainly caused by significant

differentiation of DWA sharing preferences upon different activities.

D.5.2 Results of the survey II

In this section we investigate the impact of the following influential factors for the

disclosure of personal information in mobile social networks: inquirer, access &

control and purpose of disclosure.

Inquirer and Access & Control

In order to research on the inquirer influential factor we investigated the impact of

being familiar strangers as well as having mutual friends with the inquirer. After-

wards, we analyzed the influence of explicit emphasis of access & control rights to

the users. To evaluate the impact of these influential factors, we compared the re-

sponses in regard to the relevant scenarios, described in Section D.3.2. We focused

on additional personal information, which was not shared in the basic scenario,

however it was preferred to be disclosed in the familiar strangers, mutual friends or

access & control scenarios.

Table D.5 presents the standard deviations (σ), means (µ) and medians (x̃) of

the amounts of data shared in the analyzed scenarios. The median and mean re-

sults in familiar strangers, mutual friends and access & control scenarios presented

higher data sharing preferences in comparison to the basic scenario, where no con-
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Table D.5: Descriptive statistics of information disclosure in basic, familiar strangers
mutual friends and access & control scenarios

Basic FS MF AC

Privacy Fund.
σ 3.11 3.47 4.10 3.63
µ 2.17 3.17 4 3.50
x̃ 0 3 3 4

Prag.
σ 3.05 4 4.12 4.06
µ 4.72 6.69 7.08 7.22
x̃ 5 7 7 7

Unco.
σ 3.50 3.51 3.63 3.17
µ 7.17 10.11 9.89 9.56
x̃ 6 10 10 9.50

Gender Male
σ 3.52 4.26 4.53 4.45
µ 4.96 6.91 7.32 7
x̃ 5 7 7 7

Fema.
σ 3.32 4.48 4.03 3.82
µ 4.18 6.18 6.42 6.91
x̃ 4 7 6 7

Age < 26
σ 3.43 4.66 4.26 4.48
µ 5.21 8.21 7.44 8.35
x̃ 5 7.5 7 9

26-35
σ 3.41 3.98 4.46 3.88
µ 4.17 5.67 6.67 6
x̃ 3.50 6 7 6

> 35
σ 3.49 3.67 4.47 4.27
µ 6.22 7.33 7.78 8
x̃ 6 8 9 7

Occup. Stud.
σ 3.75 4.49 4.48 4.79
µ 5.05 7.43 7.29 7.74
x̃ 5 7.50 7 8

Empl.
σ 3.24 4.15 4.32 3.73
µ 4.46 6.14 6.85 6.42
x̃ 5 6 7 7

FS: Familiar Strangers; MF: Mutual Friends; AC: Access & Control

nections with the inquirer were highlighted and no access & control rights were

emphasized. Moreover, it was observed that unconcerned privacy cluster and re-

spondents younger than 26 years were the most impacted by the influential factors.
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In fact, they presented higher mean and median differences between the basic and

other scenarios in comparison to the other clusters.

Table D.6 presents WSR test results obtained by comparing the responses as-

sociated to the four scenarios. To account for multiple testing between different

scenarios, we used the Bonferroni correction and considered significant only those

p-values for which P < 0.05/6 = 0.008. In regard to the inquirer influential fac-

tor, all the clusters generally presented significant differences between sharing of

personal information in the basic and mutual friends/familiar strangers scenarios.

Particularly, statistically significant differences were not observed only among fun-

damentalists privacy cluster in Basic - Familiar Strangers (Fund.p = .011) as well

as respondents older than 35 years in Basic - Familiar Strangers (> 35.p = .039)

and Basic - Mutual Friends (> 35.p = .026). Moreover, when comparing mutual

friends and familiar strangers scenarios, significant differences were observed only

among working respondents (Empl.p = .003) and respondents between 26 and 35

Table D.6: Results of Wilcoxon Signed Rank test for information disclosure in basic,
familiar strangers, mutual friends and access & control scenarios

B-FS B-MF B-AC FS-MF FS-AC MF-AC

Privacy
Fund. .011 .003 .026 .107 .905 .402
Prag. .000 .000 .000 .064 .092 .655
Unco. .001 .001 .001 .908 .302 .430

Gender
Male .000 .000 .000 .104 .935 .234
Fema. .000 .000 .000 138 .121 .343

Age
< 26 .000 .000 .000 .292 .913 .057
26-35 .000 .000 .000 .000 .322 .031
> 35 .039 .026 .026 .279 .245 .786

Occupation
Stud. .000 .000 .000 .903 .680 .228
Empl. .000 .000 .000 .003 .301 .188

B: Basic; FS: Familiar Strangers; MF: Mutual Friends; AC: Access & Control
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years old (26-35.p = .000). No other significant differences were presented, despite

an overall increase of the difference between Familiar Strangers - Mutual Friends

among the pragmatists privacy cluster (Prag.p = .064).

Similarly to the previous results, Basic - Access & Control also presented statis-

tically significant evidence of differences among the clusters, except of respondents

older than 35 years and fundamentalists (> 35.p = Fund.p = .026). Moreover, no

statistically significant differences were observed when comparing access & control

with familiar strangers/mutual friends scenarios, despite an overall increase of dif-

ferences in Familiar Strangers - Access & Control among pragmatists and females

(Prag.p = .092;Fema.p = .121) and in Mutual Friends -Access & Control among

respondents younger than 35 years (< 26.p = .057; 26-35 = .031).

Comparing the privacy and demographic clusters, the fundamentalists were the

only privacy cluster not affected by familiar strangers and access & control factors.

We did not observe any differences between clusters within gender and occupation

segments. Moreover, respondents older than 35 years were not influenced by any

factor presented in this section in contrast to the other age groups.

Finally, these results confirmed that when access & control rights were clearly

emphasized, the respondents were motivated to disclose more personal information

as they might feel not to lose control over their personal data, even after actual

disclosure.

Purpose of disclosure

In order to evaluate the impact of the purpose of disclosure influential factor, we

compared data sharing preferences in basic and purpose scenarios. As described
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in Section D.3.2, the purpose scenario focused on potential professional networking

benefits, even if it occurred in a social environment. This test was limited to

personal information related to work activities. Specifically, the chosen dataset was

composed of 7 different types of user’ s personal information, which was a subset of

Table D.7: Descriptive statistics of information disclosure in basic and purpose sce-
narios

Basic Purpose

Privacy Fund.
σ 1.98 1.94
µ 1.56 5.33
x̃ 0.50 6

Prag.
σ 1.78 1.81
µ 2.69 4.98
x̃ 3 5

Unco.
σ 2.03 2.40
µ 3.67 5
x̃ 3 5.50

Gender Male
σ 1.96 2.03
µ 2.71 5.01
x̃ 3 5.50

Fema.
σ 1.99 1.73
µ 2.48 5.12
x̃ 3 5

Age < 26
σ 1.90 2.30
µ 2.71 4.85
x̃ 3 6

26-35
σ 1.95 1.71
µ 2.43 5.14
x̃ 2 5

> 35
σ 2.18 1.92
µ 3.67 5.22
x̃ 4 5

Occupation Stud.
σ 2.07 2.14
µ 2.95 4.55
x̃ 3 5

Empl.
σ 1.87 1.69
µ 2.41 5.41
x̃ 2 6
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the full dataset of the second survey. Examples of data related to work activities

are employer, career skills and abilities, education details, etc.

Table D.7 presents the standard deviations (σ), means (µ) and medians (x̃)

of amounts of information shared in basic and purpose scenarios. In the purpose

scenario, the values of mean and median were considerably higher than in basic

scenario and very close to the maximum possible amount of shared data, i.e. 7.

Comparing the responses of different demographic and privacy clusters, we did not

observe important mean and median differences within the age and gender segments,

however fundamentalists and employed respondents were the most impacted by the

purpose of disclosure in comparison to the other relevant clusters.

Table D.8 illustrates the WSR test results, obtained by comparing the responses

of the basic and purpose scenarios. It can be noticed that all the clusters presented

statistically significant differences between the amounts of data, shared in basic and

purpose scenarios.

Finally, results of Table D.7 and Table D.8 proved that all the users were willing

Table D.8: Results of Wilcoxon Signed Rank test for information disclosure in basic
and purpose scenarios

Basic-Purpose

Privacy
Fund. .001
Prag. .000
Unco. .037

Gender
Male .000
Fema. .000

Age
< 26 .000
26-35 .000
> 35 .014

Occupation
Stud. .000
Empl. .000
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to share more personal information, when they had reasons to disclose their data,

e.g. they had the possibility to predict potential professional networking benefits.

D.6 Conclusions

In this paper we provided insight into personal data sensitivity in order to contribute

to design of privacy management systems for mobile social networks. Firstly, we

outlined the relevant influential factors that might impact users’ personal informa-

tion disclosure decisions. Afterwards, we empirically investigated the most relevant

determinants for data disclosure in mobile social networks, which promote network-

ing not only among acquaintances, but also between strangers with interpersonal

affinities in the physical world.

According to our analysis, the purpose of data disclosure was found to be the

most determinant factor for privacy preferences among the ones tested, as it is

statistically proven to be affecting all the respondent clusters. Moreover, empha-

sizing access & control rights was proven to help users to feel more secure to share

their personal information. Thus, we strongly encourage privacy designers to take

into account purpose of data disclosure factor as primary index into users’ privacy

preferences as well as apply and clearly emphasize access & control rights.

Further, following the results of our research we also suggest designers of privacy

systems to consider the other influential factors, however as indexes of secondary

importance. Particularly, the location familiarity factor was commonly approved by

all the respondents who presented tendency to be more open to share their personal

information in more familiar locations. Moreover, our analysis proved that knowing
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beforehand information about the inquirer, such as number of mutual friends or

previous encounters, relevantly impacted the information disclosure decisions. Fi-

nally, the investigation of the activity factor presented different impact in relation

to different data types. This factor was observed to be significantly influential only

on disclosure of data related to work activities. In fact, respondents did not sig-

nificantly differentiate sharing of data, related to social interactions, between work

and social environments.

In regard to the demographic and privacy clusters, our analysis did not show

relevant differences between data sharing among male and female clusters. The

pragmatists privacy cluster and respondents between 26 and 35 years old were

overall the most affected by the influential factors, in comparison to the other

relevant clusters. Furthermore, the fundamentalist privacy cluster was the most

influenced by the purpose of disclosure determinant, even if they were generally

only slightly impacted by the other factors. Finally, respondents older than 35

years did not present impact of any influential factors, except of the purpose of

disclosure.

The results of our research strongly encourage further research on the influen-

tial factors, discussed in Section D.2, for the disclosure of personal information in

mobile social networks. Particularly, a qualitative investigation would be a rele-

vant supplement to the results of the quantitative research, presented in this paper.

Moreover, the current mood of the user might also be considered as a determinant

for data disclosure. This potential influential factor is suggested to be taken into

account during qualitative investigations in the future work.
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Abstract

Ubiquitous social networking services offer new opportunities for de-

veloping advantageous relationships by uncovering hidden connections

that people share with others nearby. As sharing of personal informa-

tion is an intrinsic part of ubiquitous social networking, these services

are subject to crucial privacy threats. In order to contribute to the

design of privacy management systems for ubiquitous social network-

ing, we present results of a mixed methods study that investigated the

influential factors for the variation of human data sensitivity upon dif-

ferent circumstances. The results indicate that the users’ information

sensitivity is decreasing inversely proportionally to the relevance of data

disclosure for initiation of relationships with others. We suggest privacy

designers to take into account the purpose of disclosure and environment

influential factors as primary indexes for data disclosure, because they

were found to be the most determinant for evaluation of data relevance

for networking. Other influential factors, i.e. activity, mood, location

familiarity, number of previous encounters and mutual friends, were as

well found to influence participants’ data disclosure, but as factors of

secondary importance.

Keywords: Privacy; Ubiquitous Computing; Information Disclosure;

Social Networking.
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E.1 Introduction

The development of computing originated with many people serving one computer

and has gradually evolved into the currently existing possibility for many computers

to serve one person anywhere around the world [192]. The latest wave of comput-

ing, called ubiquitous computing, shifts the central focus of users’ attention away

from the computers by embedding many seamless highly specialized devices within

people’s surroundings [191]. These devices are aware of their current environments

and users and, consequently, they are able to improve humans’ lives and support

their everyday tasks [193].

For ubiquitous computing applications to intelligently and naturally support

humans who are by nature social beings, it is essential to embody social intelli-

gence, which can be defined as the ability of the environment to acquire and apply

users’ social context [61, 180, 184]. This led to the development of ubiquitous so-

cial computing, where a social dimension has been introduced in order to increase

awareness, knowledge and intelligence of ubiquitous computing environments [205].

The establishment of ubiquitous social computing allows the possibility to trans-

fer online social networking benefits to the physical world, by promoting ubiquitous

social networking (in the following referred to as USN) services. These services

target at developing possible advantageous relationships such as friendships, part-

nerships, business relations by uncovering hidden connections that people share

with others nearby and thus facilitating initialization of face-to-face interactions

between people who do not know each other, but probably should. As a result,

the value of social networking is significantly enhanced and benefits are available
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immediately upon demand [65, 83, 155, 183].

When transferring online social networking benefits to the physical world, the

privacy threats are indisputably increased due to support of face-to-face interactions

between strangers during physical meetings [168]. While the risk of unintentional

information sharing is similar in virtual and physical worlds, the consequences of

such disclosure are more crucial in the physical environments. For example, when

USN users disclose their personal information, the shared data is tied to a physical

person and immediately available for the recipient [171]. Thus, the information dis-

closure can be directly translated into physical contact and potentially undesired

or unpleasant face-to-face interactions [168]. To address these privacy concerns,

privacy management systems should protect users’ personal privacy as individuals

do in ordinary human interactions [25, 26, 99]. In fact, during face-to-face commu-

nication, people intuitively evaluate various determinants and unconsciously choose

what personal information to share. In order to help privacy management systems

to attempt to act as the real user would and ensure accuracy of selective disclosure

of personal information, it is necessary to gain an extensive comprehension of vari-

ation of human data sensitivity that affects information disclosure under different

circumstances.

In previous studies, the identity of the inquirer was identified as the primary

index for selection of data disclosure decisions in ubiquitous computing [45, 57, 108,

123, 148]. On the other hand, USN services advance the attention to other factors

as crucial determinants for data disclosure, due to their primary focus on initiation

of relationships between strangers [170, 171]. Several influential factors that impact

personal data disclosure in USN, such as users’ current activities and location famil-
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iarity, were identified during an empirical investigation, based on predefined data

disclosure preferences [167]. This investigation provided statistically significant re-

sults, obtained by asking participants to predict their sharing preferences a priori

the actual data disclosure. However, there might be a difference between what peo-

ple say they want to share and what they actually do share in practice [13, 100].

Furthermore, data disclosure decisions taken at the moment of actual disclosure in

ubiquitous social computing environments were found to be more accurate in com-

parison to predefined privacy preferences, as users might encounter circumstances

where data disclosure decisions are not precisely predictable [25, 26, 27, 103, 122].

Consequently, it is important to investigate the previously identified influential fac-

tors for variation of human data sensitivity, by analyzing these factors based on in

situ data disclosure privacy preferences, as well as gain an extensive understanding

of people’ attitudes and motivations that govern such data disclosure decisions in

USN.

In order to achieve these goals, we applied a sequential two-phase mixed methods

study for analysis of ad hoc data disclosure preferences in USN with active online

social networks users. In the first phase, a quantitative research investigated the

relationship between the identified influential factors and ad hoc data disclosure

decisions. By exploiting a USN prototype, we collected participants’ ad hoc data

disclosure decisions and applied the binary logistic regression statistical model for

examining whether the selected influential factors can be considered as predictors for

users’ data disclosure decisions in USN. Information, acquired during the first phase

of the study, was explored further in the second phase, where qualitative interviews

were used to gain in-depth understanding of different aspects and motivations of
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users’ data disclosure in USN. The results of our mixed methods analysis can provide

significant input for the design and development of privacy management systems

for USN environments.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: firstly, we discuss related work

regarding influential factors for the disclosure of personal information. In Section

E.3, we list and define each of the influential factors that might impact on users’

data sharing preferences in ubiquitous social networking. In Section E.4, we present

the design and methodology of the mixed methods study. Further, the information

about the participants of our investigation is provided in Section E.5. In Section

E.6, we present the major findings of the analysis. Final conclusions and recom-

mendations for future work are drawn in Section E.7.

E.2 Related Work

In past works, different studies have questioned whether the sensitivity of personal

data remains unchanged upon different circumstances. In [123], the authors found

the sensitivity to vary depending on the inquirer and the situation determinants.

The inquirer is considered to be the individual that the user is interacting with and

the situation is defined according to the circumstances at that time. Lederer et

al determined the identity of the inquirer to be the most important factor, influ-

encing the users’ data disclosure decisions, followed by the situation as parameter

of secondary significance. Other studies provided further insight into the inquirer

influential factor by emphasizing that users differentiate choices of disclosure of per-

sonal information upon relationships with the inquirer. In fact, they indicated that
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self-reported closeness was a crucial factor for deciding whether to disclose their

personal information to a specific inquirer [57, 199]. Moreover, other research also

highlighted the need to cluster users into manageable categories of inquirers (e.g.

friends, family members, co-workers, etc) for taking users’ data disclosure decisions,

in order to better preserve their data privacy [108, 148].

Even if defining the identity of the inquirer as a crucial parameter, in [45] the

authors investigated other factors that might impact users’ personal data disclosure

decisions. Firstly, they analyzed the granularity of the disclosed information, which

refers to the extent of details of shared data. The results showed that users tend

not to differentiate granularity of disclosed information in order to protect their

data privacy. In the majority of the cases, users either choose to disclose detailed

information or they do not disclose anything at all. However, when they decide

to disclose not detailed set of information, they assume that it is more useful for

the inquirer, rather than for preserving their privacy. Secondly, the authors also

indicated users’ current mood and activities as relevant factors for personal data

disclosure. The former implies that users differentiate their data disclosure upon

their humor, e.g. participants were most willing to disclose their personal data

when ”depressed”, in contrast to being ”angry”. In regard to users’ current activity,

Consolvo et al discussed that during some activities (e.g. exercising) users were more

inclined to share their personal information rather than others, such as studying.

Thirdly, the authors indicated that knowing the particular reason for data disclosure

would also significantly motivate users to share their personal information [45]. The

purpose of disclosure was also researched in other studies, which attempted to ensure

that users’ personal data is processed for only the intended reason [29, 30, 154, 185].
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Another relevant factor that might impact users’ personal data disclosure deci-

sions is anonymity. Being anonymous is defined as the state of not being identifiable

within a set of subjects, due to removal of connections between the data owner and

information. Having the possibility to remain anonymous would significantly in-

crease data privacy protection and consequently might influence users’ personal

information disclosure decisions [120]. However, in case of necessity for the users’

authentication, the pseudoanonymity approach could be applied. Pseudoanonymity

is realized through linking the users to IDs, which represent them in specific circum-

stances and allow them to be recognized as long as they use the same ID [14, 120].

All the aforementioned studies, even if acknowledging the existence of other

relevant influential factors, commonly indicated the identity of the inquirer as the

most crucial determinant for data disclosure in ubiquitous computing environments.

On the contrary, in [167] the author advanced the attention to analysis of other in-

fluential factors for data disclosure, due to specific focus on USN and consequent

initialization of relationships between strangers. The findings strongly encourage

privacy designers of USN to take into account the purpose of data disclosure factor

as the primary index for decisions about data disclosure to strangers. Moreover, it

strongly recommends to consider the access & control influential factor, which im-

plies the right for users to be able to influence other people’s access to one’s personal

data, even after the actual disclosure. Further, it also suggests to consider other

influential factors for the disclosure of personal information, however as indexes of

secondary importance, i.e. familiarity with the current location, current activity

and other information about inquirer, such as the number of previous encounters

and mutual friends [167]. The mutual friends influential factor was also confirmed
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to significantly impact personal data disclosure decisions in online social networks,

where users were proven to be much more likely to disclose sensitive information to

strangers if they have a friend in common [145].

The mixed methods study, presented in this paper, is based on the findings of the

past work, discussed in this section. Especially, the results presented in this article

target at complementing the outcomes of the empirical analysis in USN, described in

[167]. However, differently from [167], in this investigation we focus on analyzing ad

hoc data disclosure decisions, which were proven to be more accurate for preserving

users’ data privacy in USN [25, 26, 27, 103]. Moreover, we quantitatively analyze

additional influential factors that were not taken into consideration in the previous

empirical analysis [167]. We refer to research on the current mood and different

aspects of the users’ current location: type of current environment (e.g. work,

social, holiday) and location familiarity, evaluated according to the amount of time

that the users usually spend in a specific location (e.g. daily, monthly, first time

in this location, etc). Finally, in this mixed methods study, we also supplemented

empirical results with findings of qualitative interviews in order to further explore

the participants’ attitudes towards the impact of influential factors on their data

disclosure decisions.

E.3 The influential factors

In this section we present the influential factors that might impact users’ data disclo-

sure decisions in USN. Importantly, some of the factors, introduced in Section E.2,

were not taken into consideration. We refer to anonymity, granularity of disclosed
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information and identity of the inquirer. Even if acknowledging the importance of

these influential factors for users’ overall data disclosure, we did not find them to

be relevant in USN for the reasons described in the following.

Firstly, the granularity of disclosed information is often applied in disclosure

of social locations among acquaintances and refers to extent of details of current

location, e.g. country, city or neighborhood to the exact address where the user

is [8, 101, 178]. However, USN services commonly exploit opportunistic networks

to promote social networking between strangers during physical meetings [65, 168,

183]. In opportunistic networks, the data exchange is restricted to the range of the

adopted wireless technology and thus users are aware about each others’ location

only when they are in the proximity [168]. Consequently, the granularity of the

disclosed information was not considered as a relevant factor for data disclosure in

USN. Secondly, the anonymity and pseudoanonymity influential factors were not

also included in this research because it would cause significant losses of potential

networking opportunities. In USN users must be identifiable, as they must allow

others to link their profiles to real people in order to have the possibility to gain

USN benefits. Thirdly, we did not consider the identity of the inquirer to be a

relevant influential factor in USN, due to its focus on initiation of relationships

between strangers. Instead, we took into account other information that the users

have in common with the inquirer, such as number of mutual friends and previous

encounters.

The selected influential factors for data disclosure in USN were clustered into

three different groups: contextual information, interrelated attributes and design

properties. The first group regards influential factors related to the current con-
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textual circumstances of the users’ encounters in USN environments, e.g. where is

the user, what he is doing, etc. The second group of influential factors consists of

information that the user has in common with the inquirer, e.g. similar music pref-

erences or number of mutual friends. Finally, the last group corresponds to design

solutions that should be taken into consideration when implementing USN services.

A definition of each of the selected influential factors is following provided.

Contextual data:

• Environment: is considered to be the current location of the users, grouped

according to their ordinary activities in that location, e.g. work environments,

social environments, work trips, etc.

• Location familiarity: is considered to be the users’ familiarity with their cur-

rent location evaluated according to the amount of time that users usually

spend in a specific location, e.g. daily, monthly, first time in this location,

etc.

• Activity: is considered to be the current action of the user, e.g. working,

relaxing, etc.

• Mood: is considered to be the users’ current status of emotion, e.g. depressed,

happy, sad, angry, etc.

Interrelated attributes:

• Familiar strangers: is considered to be the number of times that the users

have already encountered the inquirer, e.g. 120 times in the last 3 weeks, etc.
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Notably, encountering does not necessarily imply interaction - they may have

just passed by each other without noticing.

• Mutual friends: is considered to be the number of mutual friends that the

users have with the inquirer, e.g. 6 common friends, etc.

• Purpose of disclosure: is considered to be the reason why a specific personal

information is disclosed, e.g. potential networking benefits are foreseen be-

cause users have related interests or career abilities and expectations.

Design properties:

• Access and control: is considered to be the right to add, remove or modify

any information disclosed at any time. This design solution enables users to

control other people’s access to their personal data even after actual disclosure.

Importantly, even if acknowledging the importance of access & control as a

relevant influential factor for data disclosure in USN, this design property will not

be further discussed in this paper. We preferred focusing on contextual data and

interrelated attributes influential factors in our mixed method study, because of our

target to in-depth analyze the variation of human data sensitivity under different

circumstances. The design properties are a complex problem worth investigating,

however they were found to influence participants’ data disclosure, due to perceived

increase of comfort with data disclosure and better usability of USN services, rather

than shaping data sensitivity under different circumstances [167, 168].
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E.4 Investigation methodology and design

In this section we present the methodology and design of our investigation that

aims at analyzing the influential factors, introduced in Section E.3. In order to

ensure the validity of answers, we helped participants to get more familiar with the

USN concept during an introductory meeting, at beginning of the study. We intro-

duced to the participants the existing USN prototype Spiderweb [166] as well as its

services (presented also in this video23) and other USN applications, already avail-

able in the market, i.e. Sonar24 and Aka-Aki25. We also illustrated how potential

networking benefits can be gained through USN, as shown in this video about Aka-

Aki26. Further, we presented different scenarios from everyday lives, where these

services might be applied, such as professional areas, dating and big events, e.g.

conferences and exhibitions, as described in [65, 168]. Finally, we discussed with

the participants the potential networking benefits in the identified application areas

as well as possible privacy threats that might arise as a result of the information

disclosure in USN, e.g. potential undesired face-to-face interactions [168].

Afterwards, the participants engaged in a mixed methods study, composed of

quantitative and qualitative investigations. We preferred to run a mixed methods

study, in comparison to carrying out only one of the two selected investigations, be-

cause this approach allows to gain a broad understanding of the research problem

as well as ensures greater overall validity of results [51]. As illustrated in Figure

E.1, this study followed the sequential explanatory strategy characterized by col-

23http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgeVNv10CIM
24http://www.sonar.me
25http://www.aka-aki.com/
26http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvRgtT4LawU
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Figure E.1: Sequential explanatory design of the mixed methods study

lection and analysis of quantitative data in the first phase of research, which then

provides input for the subsequent qualitative investigation. We selected a sequen-

tial explanatory strategy in comparison to others, e.g. concurrent triangulation or

transformative designs, because of its straightforward nature that enables to gain

in-depth understanding of obtained findings and especially pay particular attention

to unexpected results, arising from the quantitative study [142]. In the following

we explain in details the two phases of the study.

E.4.1 Phase 1: Quantitative investigation

The first phase of the study comprises a quantitative investigation that analyzes the

statistical relationships between the selected influential factors and participants’ in

situ data disclosure decisions. In the following, firstly, we introduce the techniques

utilized for collection of data about users’ personal data disclosure decisions and

afterwards we describe the statistical methods chosen for analyzing the acquired

information.
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Data collection

In order to collect data about ad hoc information disclosure decisions, participants

were asked to utilize a mobile application that simulates the USN behavior. We

preferred to provide a new mobile application, designed specifically for this investi-

gation, rather than utilizing the Spiderweb mobile social network or other existing

USN applications, due to two reasons that are explained in the following. First,

these applications are not widely spread yet and participants would probably en-

counter difficulties in finding opportunities to disclose their personal information to

other real users. Second, the provided USN prototype was explicitly designed to

collect data about participants’ information disclosure decisions for further analysis,

based on the selected influential factors.

Several times a day, the USN prototype was randomly asking participants to

specify their current circumstances and their related ad hoc data disclosure deci-

sions. Three screenshots of the USN prototype are shown in Figure E.2. Firstly,

participants were inquired to specify their current circumstances, as illustrated by

an example in Figure E.2-A:

• Which is your current mood? The participants could choose between the

following range of answers: happy, angry, excited, stressed, sad, worried or

other, which implied unrestricted description of their current mood;

• Where are you? The participants could choose between the following range

of answers: work environment, social environment, holiday, work trip, on the

move or other, which implied unrestricted description of their current location;

• How often are you usually here? The participants could choose between the
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following range of answers: daily, weekly, monthly, few times per year, first

time here;

• What are you doing? The participants could choose between the following

range of answers: working, partying, relaxing, shopping, socializing, walking

or other, which implied unrestricted description of their current activity.

After the participants provided information about the current circumstances, the

USN prototype was asking them to express their ad hoc data disclosure preferences,

as shown by an example in Figure E.2-B. Participants were aware that potential

networking benefits would be directly proportional to the amount of shared infor-

mation, thus their ad hoc data disclosure decisions were representing a compromise

between privacy risks and potential networking benefits. The selection of data types

to be disclosed was provided in accordance to data categorization in popular online

A B C
Figure E.2: Three screenshots of mobile prototype simulating the ubiquitous social
networking behavior
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social networks sites (e.g. gender, age and favorite music). This categorization was

already used in previous investigations about disclosure of personal information in

USN and the detailed description of the provided data types can be found in [170].

When participants had expressed their ad hoc data disclosure preferences ac-

cording to the current circumstances, the USN prototype presented them a business

card of a hypothetical inquirer, composed of some interrelated attributes between

the participants and the inquirer, as illustrated by an example in Figure E.2-C.

Three different kinds of attributes were randomly selected by the application:

1. Participants were informed about the number of times they had encountered

the hypothetical inquirer during the last 3 months under similar circum-

stances. This number was randomly ranging from 2 to 900.

2. Participants were informed about a number of mutual friends with the hypo-

thetical inquirer. This number was randomly ranging from 2 to 80.

3. Participants were informed about personal information of the hypothetical

inquirer, randomly related either to work or social activities. The presented

inquirer’s personal information was purposely matching the one of the partic-

ipants, e.g. shared tastes in music, movies, food or career skills, abilities and

expectations. Notably, we were capable of finding these interrelated attributes

between the participants and hypothetical inquirers, because we had previ-

ously collected participants’ personal information about their work and social

activities and preferences, during the introductory meeting at the beginning

of the study.

Finally, after highlighting the interrelated attributes with the hypothetical in-
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quirer, the USN prototype asked the participants whether they would like to extend

their ad hoc data disclosure decisions with any other personal information, which

was previously preferred to be kept private. Both initial and extended ad hoc

data disclosure decisions were stored in the local memory of the provided mobile

phones together with the respective circumstances in order to be applied for further

statistical analysis.

Data analysis

The collected data disclosure decisions were analyzed by applying the logistic re-

gression method. We selected this approach because it does not require strict as-

sumptions as other statistical methods like ordinary least squares regression or

linear discriminant function analysis [151]. In contrast to the other two mentioned

methods, the logistic regression does not assume linearity between independent and

dependent variables nor normality or equal variance within each group of the inde-

pendent variables [28, 71, 158, 182]. Moreover, we decided to run a binary logistic

regression, instead of other kinds of logistic regression methods, such as multiple or

ordinary, because our dependent variable was dichotomous, i.e. either disclose the

information or not, and the categorical typology of our independent variables, e.g.

environment, activity, mood, data type. The research hypothesis posed to the data

was that the likelihood of a USN user to disclose specific personal information is

dependent on the investigated influential factors. Thus, the variables were defined

as follows:

• Dependent variable: whether specific users’ personal information, e.g. music

taste, is disclosed (1 = yes, 0 = no);
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• Independent variables (or predictors): data type (e.g. name, music taste or

career skills) and selected influential factors introduced in section E.3, e.g.

environment, current activities, etc.

To test the research hypothesis, a six-predictor logistic model was applied for

data collected from each participant. We preferred to consider each of the par-

ticipants as a separate test case, rather than evaluating all the participants’ data

disclosure decisions collectively. This choice was motivated by our focus on ensur-

ing user’s personal privacy, i.e. the process where an individual selectively shares

his/her own personal information, such as email address, career skills and abilities,

to others [122]. In order to separately analyze participants’ data disclosure deci-

sions, we aimed at collecting enough data sharing preferences to run the logistic

regression statistical method per each of the participants. Consequently, we asked

participants to utilize the USN prototype for 11 days. At least three times per day,

participants provided their initial and extended data disclosure decisions that were

composed of 25 data types each, as introduced in Section E.4.1. The total number

of collected data disclosure decisions per each of the participants during the time

of the test was the following:

11 (days) * 3 (times per day) * 2 (initial and extended data disclosure

decisions) * 25 (data types) = 1650,

which considerably exceeded the minimum recommended sample size, e.g. at least

50 cases per predictor, as suggested in [28, 151].
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The logistic regression analysis was carried out in SPSS version 19 in the Win-

dows 7 environment and addressed:

• Overall evaluation of the model: we present results of the chi-square statistic

in order to evaluate the overall significance of the model. When the signif-

icance level of the chi-square statistic is lower than .050, we can determine

that the overall model is statistically significant. In such cases, there is not a

high probability to obtain the presented chi-square statistic value under the

condition that the data types and influential factors, taken together, do not

have impact on users’ data disclosure decisions;

• Goodness-of-fit-statistics: we present results of the Hosmer-Lemeshow (H-L)

test, which assesses how accurately the model’s estimates fit to the actual

data. The accuracy is considered to be acceptable when the H-L significance

is greater than .050. Additionally to the H-L statistic, we also present results

of the Nagelkerke index (R2) that investigates the strength of relationship

between the dependent and independent variables. This index ranges from

0 to 1, with the value 1 representing the strongest relationship between the

variables;

• Assessment of predicted probabilities: we present information about the over-

all proportion of cases that the model classified correctly. In the ideal model,

this proportion would amount to 100%;

• Statistical tests of individual predictors: we show results of the Wald chi square

statistic, which provides an index of the significance of each analyzed inde-

pendent variable. The predictors are considered to be relevant when the
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corresponding significance value is less than .050. In this case, it is possible

to determine that the analyzed independent variable has a significant impact

on the users’ data disclosure decisions.

E.4.2 Phase 2: Qualitative investigation

The second phase of the study comprises a qualitative investigation that was con-

ducted to better understand the impact of the influential factors on participants’

personal data disclosure decisions as well as research on subjective motivations caus-

ing the quantitative results. In the following, we introduce the techniques utilized

for collection of qualitative data, followed by the strategy for data analysis.

Data collection

Qualitative interviews were preferred alternatively to other investigation methods,

such as handing out questionnaires or establishing a focus group interview. This

method was chosen because of the following two reasons: (i) lack of participants’

extensive experience in utilizing USN services and (ii) potential misinterpretation of

the research questions due to their complexity and ambiguity. Moreover, we decided

to run semi-structured interviews to better understand the motivation behind the

participants responses and ensure that general areas of information are collected

from each participant, however still allowing adaptability of the interview process

[50, 118, 136].

Questions were related to the selected influential factors and respective statis-

tical results, obtained during the first phase of the study. Specifically, per each

influential factor, we asked the participants to reflect on how important each of the
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factors was for their personal data disclosure decisions and to elaborate on the rea-

sons. Moreover, after showing the statistical results of the quantitative investigation

to the participants, we asked them whether they could confirm these results and

comment on any surprising outcomes, obtained in the quantitative investigation.

Data analysis

The strategy utilized for analysis of the information, collected during the qualitative

interviews, follows a hierarchical approach, illustrated in Figure E.3. At beginning

we transcribed the qualitative interviews (step 1) and reviewed them in order to gain

a generic understanding of the participants’ attitudes towards influential factors that

Interpreting the meaning of the 
results

Interrelating the Themes and 
Description

Themes Description

Coding the data

Transcription of the responses

Validating accuracy 
of  the information

Review and organizing the 
responses

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(5)

Figure E.3: Qualitative data analysis of the mixed methods study
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might impact their data disclosure decisions in USN (step 2). In step 3, we organized

the transcribed answers in different segments based on the influential factors and,

in the next step, we generated the description of participants and themes. The

former regards information about the participants (e.g. gender, privacy clusters),

while the latter refers to the categories of the major research findings. In step 5,

we interrelated the themes and description data categories and, in the last step,

we interpreted the qualitative data while taking into account, when relevant, the

interconnection between themes and description.

In order to ensure accuracy of the findings, two different techniques were applied

during the analysis of the qualitative data, as shown in Figure E.3. The first one was

the triangulation of different data sources, carried out during the second step of our

analysis. Particularly, we provided to participants a questionnaire for classifying

the influential factors according to the impact that they had on their personal

data disclosure decisions. Consequently, we were capable of understanding whether

our first review of the transcripts resulted in correct assumptions. Afterwards,

during the last step of our analysis, we applied the second technique, i.e. member

checking, which determined the interpretations’ accuracy of the collected qualitative

responses. Specifically, we sent out the final findings of the qualitative investigation

back to the participants in order to get feedback on the accuracy of interpretation.

When needed, follow-up interviews with the participants were conducted to give

them the opportunity to additionally comment on the findings.
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E.5 Participants

The participants were randomly selected by sending out email invitations to take

part in this study. The selection was limited to online social networks users. We

determined this category to be the most relevant because of their advanced expe-

rience in social networks, even if the perception towards the services might vary

between virtual and physical worlds.

Respondents were asked to provide information about their demographic char-

acteristics. Particularly, we focused on three demographic features, namely gender,

age and occupation, which were further applied for clustering purpose. Participants

were also asked to indicate their privacy preferences on visibility of their own per-

sonal data (e.g. user profile, pictures, posts) in their main OSN site. Based on these

answers, we were able to observe patterns among data disclosure attitudes. Conse-

quently, we also classified the participants into three privacy clusters, following the

Westin/Harris privacy segmentation model [198]:

• Fundamentalists: these respondents were extremely concerned about sharing

their personal data with any other online social networks users (friends or

strangers);

• Pragmatists: these participants also cared about loss of privacy due to the

disclosure of their personal information. However, they often had specific

concerns and particular strategies for addressing them. For example, this

category of respondents generally preferred sharing personal information only

among their friends;
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• Unconcerned: these respondents were trusting online social networks sites

and believing that the privacy of their data was not jeopardized. Thus, they

were willing to share their personal data not only with people who were their

friends, but as well with users who were complete strangers to them.

When recruiting the participants, we aimed to achieve stratification between

participants’ privacy clusters to ensure that specific characteristics of individuals are

represented in the sample in accordance to the proportion in the entire population

[75]. Consequently, in this study, we target at obtaining similar proportions of

participants’ privacy clusters in reference to our latest empirical investigation where

a random sample was selected [167]. In total we recruited 13 participants with the

following privacy and demographic characteristics:

• Gender: 8 of the participants were male, while 5 of them were females;

• Age: 6 of the respondents were between 26 and 35 years old, 5 of them were

younger than 26 years and 2 participants were older than 35 years;

• Occupation: 7 of the participants were studying and 6 of them were working

at the time of the investigation;

• Privacy: 7 of the respondents were pragmatists, 3 of them were fundamental-

ists and 3 of the participants were unconcerned.

The detailed demographic and privacy characteristics of each participant are

illustrated in Table E.1.
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Table E.1: Information about the participants

User Gender Age Occupation Privacy
1 Male > 35 Employed Pragmatic
2 Male 26-35 Employed Unconcerned
3 Male 26-35 Employed Fundamentalist
4 Male 26-35 Employed Pragmatic
5 Female 26-35 Employed Fundamentalist
6 Male 26-35 Student Fundamentalist
7 Female < 26 Student Pragmatic
8 Male > 35 Employed Unconcerned
9 Female 26-35 Student Pragmatic
10 Female < 26 Student Unconcerned
11 Male < 26 Student Pragmatic
12 Male < 26 Student Pragmatic
13 Female < 26 Student Pragmatic

E.6 Investigation results

In this section we present the results of our mixed methods study that investigates

whether users’ personal data disclosure decisions in USN are impacted by the influ-

ential factors, defined in Section E.3. In the following, we present the quantitative

results followed by the outcomes, obtained during the qualitative investigation.

E.6.1 Quantitative results

Table E.2 presents the results of the binary logistic analysis that was conducted to

predict participants’ data disclosure decisions using the data type of the disclosed

information and the selected influential factors as predictors. Importantly, we did

not consider all the 13 participants sharing preferences as a collective sample, in-

stead we run the model per each of the participants as a separate test case, due to
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focus on personal privacy (refer to Section E.4.1 for more details).

The overall evaluation of the model was found to be statistically significant

for each of the participants, as the significance value of the Chi-square statistics

was always observed to be lower than .000. Further, in the majority of the cases

the model was also found to accurately fit to the actual data, because the H-

L significance value was observed to be more than .050 in 12 out of 13 cases.

As well, the Nagerlkerke R2 index was observed to be higher than .750 for the

majority of the participants, which indicated moderately strong (75% or more)

relationships between predicted outcomes and predictors. The overall success of

predictions ranged from 84.6% to 93.9% with a mean value of 90%.

In order to analyze whether the selected influential factors could be considered

as relevant predictors for users’ data disclosure in USN, we present results of the

Wald chi square statistic applied to 6 predictors: data type, environment, location

familiarity, mood, activity and interrelated attributes. The data type was found

to be a statistically significant predictor, because the p-values for all participants

were observed to be less than .000, as shown in Table E.2. In fact, the informa-

tion disclosure decisions were strongly influenced by the kind of shared data, e.g.

participants might have decided to disclose music tastes, but not home address.

Moreover, the other investigated predictors, related to the contextual data and

interrelated attributes, are discussed in the following subsections.

Contextual data influential factors

In this section we describe the Wald statistic results in regard to the contextual

data influential factors, i.e. environment, location familiarity, activity and mood.
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As shown in Table E.2, the Wald criterion demonstrated that the environment in-

fluential factor was found to be a statistically significant predictor for participants’

data disclosure. The p-values for all the participants were observed to be less than

.050. Notably, contradicting results were discovered in regard to the other three

contextual data influential factors, i.e. activity, location familiarity and mood. The

current activity was found to be statistically significant for 9 out of 13 participants,

while the mood and location familiarity were both found to be statistically signif-

icant for 6 out of 13 participants. In Table E.3, we present the impact of activity,

location familiarity and mood influential factors on different participants’ clusters.

In regard to the privacy clusters, the most relevant results can be observed

among the fundamentalists where none of the participants was found to be influ-

enced by the location familiarity, while all of them together with the unconcerned

participants were strongly affected by the activity influential factor. No relevant

differences were noted among the gender clusters. In relation to the age groups,

Table E.3: Impact of mood, location familiarity and activity influential factors on
different clusters

N Mood LF Act

Privacy
Fund. 3 1 0 3
Prag. 7 4 4 3
Unco. 3 1 2 3

Gender
Male 8 3 4 6
Fema. 5 3 2 3

Age
< 26 5 2 4 3
26-35 6 3 1 5
> 35 2 1 1 1

Occupation
Stud. 7 4 4 4
Empl. 6 2 2 5

N: Total number of participants; LF: Location Familiarity; Act: Activity.
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4 out of 5 participants younger than 26 years were found to be impacted by the

location familiarity in contrast to other clusters, while participants from 26 to 35

years old presented significant results in regard to the activity influential factor.

Finally, among the occupation clusters, the employed participants were observed to

be highly impacted only by the activity influential factor.

Interrelated attributes influential factors

As shown in Table E.2, the Wald criterion demonstrated that the interrelated at-

tributes predictor was found to be statistically significant for personal data disclo-

sure in USN, as the p-values for all the participants were observed to be less than

.000. Consequently, in this section, we get insight into each of the interrelated

attributes influential factors by separately analyzing whether informing the USN

users about varying numbers of mutual friends and previous encounters as well as

diverse profiles similarities might differently influence participants’ data disclosure

preferences.

In order to achieve this goal, we selected the initial ad hoc data disclosure deci-

sions, when no information about the inquirer was provided, as baseline reference

category for the binary logistic regression model. Afterwards, the baseline reference

category was compared to the respective extended ad hoc data disclosure decisions,

categorized according to various scenarios of the three interrelated attributes influ-

ential factors, described in the following.

For familiar strangers, firstly, we took into consideration answers about data

disclosure, when few previous meetings, ranging from 2 to 9, were indicated. After-

wards, as second scenario, we analyzed only answers based on encounters, ranging
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from 50 to 100. As a third scenario we only considered data disclosure decisions,

where previous meetings with the inquirer were indicated to range from 700 to 900.

Three different scenarios were also applied for the mutual friends influential factor,

with the first scenario ranging from 2 to 4 mutual friends, second scenario ranging

from 10 to 23 and the last scenario ranging from 50 to 80 common friends with

the inquirer. In regard to the purpose of disclosure, firstly, we considered answers

that were only related to social profile similarities and afterwards we evaluated only

disclosure preferences, based on work profile similarities. The individual results of

the Wald statistics for familiar strangers, mutual friends and purpose of disclosure

factors are presented in Table E.4 and Figure E.4. In Table E.4, we show the signif-

icance values for each scenario, while Figure E.4 presents the Exp(B) mean values,

which indicate the average change in probability of disclosing personal data, caused

by providing information about the inquirer.

Table E.4: Wald statistic significance values for different scenarios of the interrelated
attributes influential factors

User Familiar Strangers Mutual Friends Purpose of Disclosure
ID (2,9) (50,100) (700,900) (2,4) (10,23) (50,80) Social Work
1 .029 .009 .000 .063 .028 .201 .005 .646
2 .439 .006 .023 .000 .052 .001 .000 .000
3 .044 .000 .315 .322 .001 .001 .748 .001
4 .675 .000 .000 .001 .000 .000 .000 .000
5 .315 .024 .000 .022 .000 .000 .016 .000
6 .006 .000 .000 .144 .000 .008 .008 .000
7 .228 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
8 .312 .013 .000 .023 .637 .099 .009 .000
9 .188 .000 .000 .134 .000 .000 .000 .000
10 .016 .065 .000 .103 .165 .003 .028 .236
11 .000 .000 .000 .001 .000 .000 .000 .000
12 .090 .130 .000 .004 .954 .001 .004 .174
13 .097 .000 .000 .017 .033 .079 .162 .000
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Figure E.4: Change of probability of data disclosure under different scenarios

As shown in Table E.4, for familiar strangers, the majority of participants was

not influenced by this predictor when few meetings with the inquirer were known

before any actual data disclosure, i.e 2-9 previous encounters. When this number

was increased, many more participants were impacted by being familiar strangers

with the inquirer. In fact, in the second scenario, 11 out 13 participants were

influenced and, in the last scenario, only one participant was not impacted by

this factor. These outcomes were also confirmed in the results presented in Figure

E.4, where the probability of disclosing personal information significantly increased

proportionally to the number of previous meetings with the inquirers. Participants

were approximately 16 times more likely to disclose their personal information when

being aware about a large number of previous encounters, i.e. between 700 and 900.

In regard to the mutual friends influential factor, we did not observe a significant

difference between the scenarios, despite the varying numbers of mutual friends. As

shown in Table E.4, 8 out 13 participants were influenced by having 2-4 common

friends with the inquirers, while in the last scenario (i.e 50-80 common friends) only
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2 additional participants were found to be impacted by this influential factor. As

well, in Figure E.4, we can still observe a relevant, but not significant, increase of

probability to disclose personal information, proportional to the number of mutual

friends. Finally, the purpose of disclosure was found to be a very strong predictor,

as we observed that all the participants were influenced by this determinant in at

least one of the two scenarios, i.e. either work or social. As shown in Table E.4, 10

out 13 participants were found to be influenced by this factor in the work scenario

and 11 out 13 of them were observed to be impacted by knowing beforehand to

have social similarities with the inquirer. Both scenarios also presented relevant

changes of probability to disclose personal information with slightly higher results

when relevant professional networking benefits could be foreseen, as illustrated in

Figure E.4.

E.6.2 Qualitative results

In this section we present the outcomes of the second phase of the study. Firstly,

we describe the results of the qualitative investigation about the contextual data in-

fluential factors, i.e. mood, environment, location familiarity and activity, followed

by the ones regarding the interrelated attributes influential factors, i.e. familiar

strangers, mutual friends and purpose of disclosure.

Contextual data influential factors

During the qualitative interviews, initially, we inquired the participants about the

environment influential factor, as it was found to be statistically significant for all

them during the quantitative investigation. As shown in Figure E.5, all the partici-
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pants confirmed the importance of the current environment, because it significantly

shaped the relevancy of certain data types to be disclosed. Participants emphasized

that they utilized different strategies for differentiation of data disclosure, based on

different environments, as one of them noted:

”I prefer to split my work and social lives, because I don’t want that

my lifestyle would be known at work. Thus, even if I did not consider

some of the personal data to be sensitive, such as interests or hobbies, I

wished to keep it private in my ordinary work environment, as I do not

consider them relevant for those situations”

Similarly to the quantitative outcomes, during the qualitative investigations,

we also discovered contradicting results in regard to the other three contextual

data influential factors, i.e. current mood, activity and location familiarity. When

comparing the qualitative answers with quantitative results, the most significant

difference was observed in regard to the mood influential factor, because 8 out of 13

participants claimed that their data disclosure is affected by their current humor,

as shown in Figure E.5. In fact, two participants, who did not present statistically

significant results for the mood factor in the quantitative investigation, stated that

their data disclosure is affected by their current humor. The participants commonly

agreed that this influential factor would determine their acceptance to exploit USN

services, rather than shaping the extent of their data disclosure, as one of them

said:

”When I was stressed, tired or irritated, I did not disclose any of my

personal information, because I did not want to engage in any new social
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Figure E.5: Impact of the context data influential factors on participants

interaction, even if I probably lost relevant networking benefits. Actually,

when I am in those moods, I would prefer to switch off these services”

In regard to the current activity, during the qualitative interviews, 8 out of 13

participants claimed that their data disclosure decisions were influenced by this

factor. The majority of the participants noted a relationship between the current

environment and current activity for their data disclosure in USN. They discussed

that when deciding their sharing preferences, the current environment had higher

influence than the current activity. In fact, the participants’ data disclosure deci-

sions were essentially based on the impact of the current environment, but refined

by taking into consideration the current activity. However, one of the respondents

emphasized that the impact of the current activity influential factor might increase

proportionally to the duration of the activity:

”When I had quick coffee breaks with my work colleagues, I did not rel-

evantly change my data disclosure preferences, but during a barbecue

event at my work, I additionally disclosed some of my personal infor-
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mation related to social activities”

Finally, 5 out 13 participants confirmed the importance of the location famil-

iarity influential factor for their data disclosure decisions. Such inclination can be

explained by the fact that some people develop an unconscious trust in more fa-

miliar places. This led them to also share more personal information, which would

have been detained otherwise. For instance, one of the respondents claimed:

”When I went to a very familiar cafe in the city center, I disclosed

personal information that I usually share in all leisure places, but I ad-

ditionally shared other data, e.g. my political views, which I usually kept

private in other social environments. My political views is sensitive in-

formation, but I knew that cafe very well and the kind of people that go

there, so I believed that most of them were very open-minded. I did not

feel that my political views were so sensitive anymore and I decided to

share it, as it was relevant in that case”

However, all the other participants, i.e. 7 out of 13, did not provide similar com-

ments. They believed that a more familiar location does not necessarily lead to a

more trustable environment, as in such places there is still no control over other

people surrounding the user.

Interrelated attributes influential factors

The first interrelated attribute that we discussed with the participants was familiar

strangers. As shown in Figure E.6, 11 out of 13 participants confirmed the relevance

of being familiar strangers with the inquirer for their data disclosure decisions. Par-
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Figure E.6: Impact of the interrelated attributes influential factors on participants

ticipants discussed that being familiar stranger with the encountered person might

mean that they have been many times at the same locations. Thus, participants ex-

pected to have common interests related to that particular location, as for example

one of them noted:

”I was aware that we had something in common: we lived in the same

neighborhood, we often went to the same poker club, etc. In such cases,

I was additionally sharing personal information, previously preferred to

be kept private, which was specifically relevant for those circumstances”

Further, some of the participants as well highlighted that knowing the number of

previous encounters also provided them a feeling of increased comfort with data

disclosure. They were aware that these users were not malicious, i.e. people only

interested in retrieving other users’ personal information. A few respondents also

felt that it was worth disclosing personal data to these particular people, because

they were active users, often exploiting these services. As a result, participants were

expecting to have higher probability of receiving potential networking benefits in
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exchange to their information disclosure.

In regard to the mutual friends, all the participants confirmed the statistical

results, as 11 out 13 of them claimed to be impacted by this factor. They empha-

sized that this information unconsciously increased a feeling of curiosity about the

encountered users and, consequently, motivated them to share more personal data,

in order to easily initiate a face-to-face interaction. The respondents also confirmed

the statistic results, which did not indicate a significant proportional relation be-

tween the increasing number of mutual friends and the probability of disclosing

personal information. Instead, all of them emphasized that their data disclosure

decisions would probably be impacted by knowing about the identity of the mutual

friends, even if this feature was not tested during the quantitative phase of this

study. They provided comments similar to the following:

”If the friend that I have in common with the inquirer was a close friend

of mine, then I would definitely like to share more of my personal in-

formation. On the contrary, if the mutual friend was a person that I do

not like or someone who had a strong influence on me (e.g. my boss),

then I would probably not disclose some of my personal information”

As shown in Figure E.6, the last interrelated attribute, purpose of disclosure,

was found to be relevant for all the participants, because after knowing about sim-

ilarities with the inquirers, the participants had a reason for sharing their personal

information, which would be kept hidden otherwise. Moreover, participants dis-

cussed that they were highly motivated to share the same data types as the ones,

disclosed by the inquirers. Participants thought that sharing this data might be
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relevant for initiating potential face-to-face interactions. For example, one of the

respondents claimed:

”When I was utilizing the USN prototype, I received a business card

from another user who was from Senegal as me and I also learned that

we were both studying at the same university. This information strongly

motivated me to share my personal data because I really wanted to know

her. Naturally, after receiving her business card, I decided to share the

matching data types (i.e. nationality and university) as well as other

data types that she had disclosed to me, even if her preferences were not

matching mine (e.g. favorite books, movies, etc). I did so, because I

assumed that she wanted to know this information about other users, as

she was sharing it herself”

Moreover, after receiving the inquirers’ personal information, in many cases, partic-

ipants significantly changed their data disclosure decisions, which were previously

based only on the contextual data influential factors (e.g. location, activity). Par-

ticipants explained that they were motivated to change their sharing preferences,

because they could foresee the relevance for disclosing other personal data. For in-

stance, when being at a social environment, they usually did not include data related

to work activities. However, after knowing that encountered users were working in

their same professional area, respondents felt motivated to share also data related

to work activities, because they expected to receive relevant professional networking

benefits in exchange. Finally, the purpose of disclosure influential factor as well en-

couraged participants to disclose personal information that was usually considered
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to be too sensitive to be shared, as one of the participants noted:

”I am usually very cautious about disclosing my political views or religion

information, because I don’t know how other people might react to it.

However, when utilizing the provided USN application, after receiving

information that the inquirer had matching political views or religion, I

did not have anymore concerns about disclosing this information and I

felt that it was relevant to do it”

E.7 Discussion

In this paper we describe a mixed methods study, which investigated the influential

factors for variation of human data sensitivity upon different circumstances in order

to contribute to the design of privacy management systems of ubiquitous social

networking. The results of this investigation showed that users prefer to share

different subsets of their profiles under different situations. The disclosed personal

information was selected by compromising between perceptions of data sensitivity

for the current circumstances and evaluations of data relevance for gaining potential

networking benefits. We found that participants’ data sensitivity was decreasing

inversely proportionally to the relevance of information disclosure for initiation of

networking.

The current environment contextual data influential factor was considered as a

crucial determinant for data disclosure, because it primarily guided the participants

in evaluation of their data sensitivity and relevance for exploiting ubiquitous social

networking services. Similarly to the current environment, the purpose of disclosure
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interrelated attribute as well significantly guided the participants in taking their

data disclosure decisions and in some cases, when potential significant networking

benefits could be clearly foreseen, this factor was found to motivate participants to

alter their data disclosure decisions, based on the contextual data influential factors

(e.g. environment, activity).

Following the results of this mixed methods study, we suggest designers of pri-

vacy management systems of ubiquitous social networking to take into consideration

the other two contextual data influential factors, i.e. current activities and location

familiarity, however as indexes of secondary importance if compared to the current

environment. In fact, these two influential factors motivated participants to refine

grained selection of disclosed personal information, rather than being significant

primary predictors for personal information disclosure. The current activity refined

data disclosure decisions for the majority of the participants, while the location fa-

miliarity presented contradictory results where only a few of the participants were

influenced. The last contextual data influential factor, i.e. mood, was found to

have impact on overall acceptance to exploit ubiquitous social networking services,

rather than shaping the participants’ data sensitivity. Thus, we suggest privacy

designers to utilize information about user’s current humor as a trigger to interrupt

their participation in ubiquitous social networking environments.

Among the interrelated attributes, familiar strangers and mutual friends can

be considered as relevant predictors for data disclosure in ubiquitous social net-

working, as they were found to be statistically significant during the quantitative

investigation. However, we suggest privacy designers to consider them as indexes of

secondary importance, when compared to the purpose of disclosure. In fact, these
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factors provided a feeling of increased comfort with data disclosure as well as mo-

tivated curiosity to start an interaction with other users, rather than guiding the

participants in evaluating data relevance for better exploiting these services.

During the qualitative interviews, participants highlighted many aspects of the

investigated influential factors that still need further attention. Firstly, participants

emphasized that the duration of the current activity might have a different influ-

ence on their data disclosure decisions. Especially in case of activities with very

long duration, it is suggested to analyze whether the current activity might impact

the evaluation of data disclosure relevance more than the current environment in-

fluential factor. Further, it is also important to statistically investigate whether

knowing the identity of the mutual friends would influence users’ data disclosure

decisions. Two relevant aspects are suggested to be taken into consideration: self-

reported closeness and clustering of users’ friends into manageable categories (e.g.

co-workers). Lastly, additional analysis with a large scale of participants is required

to confirm the results of the pilot test, presented in this paper. As well, due to

contradictory results, gained when investigating the location familiarity influential

factor, further research is needed to in-depth analyze its influence for the variation

of data sensitivity in ubiquitous social networking.
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